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STATUTORY AUTHORITY AND REsroNSIBILITIES 
Commission Charge 
In 1978, Senate Bill 46 (Parts 8 and 9, Article 30, Title 31, C.R. S.) created a 
statutory policemen's and firemen's pension reform commission to study and develop 
legislation relating to the fu~ding of police and fire pensions and the benefit designs of 
such plans. 
Commission Activities and Recommendations 
At its meeting on September 28, 1995, the commission received a historical 
overview of state involvement in fire and police pension plans. A review of the 1994 
annual financial report and the 1994 financial data was provided by Ms. Ruth Sieler, 
Executive Director of the Fire and Police Pension Association (FPPA). The director 
also presented a statement of FPPA' s net assets as of December 31, 1994. Association 
funds have grown from $1,074,380,249 at the end of 1993 to $1,116,707,150 at the 
end of 1994. For the period January 1 through August 31, 1995, investments achieved 
a 23.6 percent annualized rate of return. 
The commission considered legislation requested by the FPPA board of 
directors. Following discussion, Bills A and B were recommended for consideration 
in the 1996 legislative session. The commission also heard a request from Gorsuch 
Kirgis L.L.C. on behalf of the trustees of the City of Lakewood Police Duty, Death and 
Disability Trust. That organization was seeking to amend Section 31-30-1014, C.R.S., 
to provide continued state funding for alternative exempt duty, death and disability trust 
funds. The commission did not act on this request. 
Bill A - Amending and Recodifying Parts 3 through 10 of the Fire and 
Police Pension Plans 
Bill A rewrites the fire and police pension statutes to improve the organization 
thereof. The bill does not make any substantive changes to said statutes. Outdated 
sections of law are repealed, and provisions of statute which had been scattered 
throughout Article 30 are consolidated in the bill. Bill A creates a new Article 30.5, 
concerning pension plans for "old hire" (generally, those persons hired prior to April 
8, 1978) paid firefighters and police officers and a new Article 31, concerning pension 
plans for "new hires" (generally, those firefighters and police officers hired on or after 
April 8, 1978). 
- 1 -
Bill B Disability Benefits Provided by the Fire and Police Pension 
Association· 
To provide the necessary start-up funding for an actuarially sound Death and 
Disability Fund, the General Assembly enact~ House Bill 90-1011, which authorizes 
a total state contribution of $7. 5 million. That Act sunsets on December 31, 1996. 
After that date, the state will have no further legal obligation to pay for death and 
disability benefits for local fire and police employees. The Joint Budget Committee, 
in March 1995, directed the FPPA to develop a plan to reduce or eliminate the General 
Fund contribution to death and disability plans by June 30, 1996. In response to that 
directive, the FPPA submitted Bill B for consideration by the commission. 
The commission recommends Bill B, which authorizes the board of directors. 
of the Fire and Police Pension Association to determine whether a member's disability 
is the result of an injury received while performing official duties or from an 
occupational disease arising out of and in the course of employment. In making a 
determination of disability, the board of directors is authorized to request an opinion 
from the three board-appointed physicians as to whether an injury resulted from 
performing official duties or from an occupational disease that arose out of and in the 
course of employment. The provision of specific statutory language relating to 
determination of on-duty disability will provide a necessary mechanism for the Fire and 
Police Pension Association to seek from the Internal Revenue Service tax-free benefits 
for persons who have incurred on-duty disabilities. 
- 2 -
MATERIALS Av AILABLE 
The following materials relevant to the Policemen's and Firemen's Pension 
Reform Commission meeting are available from the office of the Legislative Council. 
1. Staff summary of meeting, September 28, 1995. 
2. Comprehensive Annual Financial Report of the Fire and Police Pension 
Association of Colorado, FPPA, December 31, 1994. 
3. Supplementary Financial Data, FPPA, September 28, 1995. 
4. Table illustrating funding of State-Assisted Old Hire Pension Plans from 






A BILL FOR AN ACT 
CONCERNING THE RECODIFICATION OF THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION LAW, 
AND, IN CONNECTION THEREWTill, AMENDING AND RELOCATING PARTS 3 
THROUGH 10 OF ARTICLE 30 OF TITLE 31, COLORADO REVISED STATUTES. 
Bill Smnmary 
"Fire & Police Pensions_,, 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not 
necessarily reflect any amendments which may be subsequently adopted.) 
(Drafting Note: This bill includes some statutory sections that have 
been relocated and renumbered, either without change or with 
amendments. Existing material that has been relocated is printed in 
lower-case type, with any amendments indicated by capital letters and 
cancelled letter type. Fonner section numbers are supplied in brackets 
for comparison purposes.) 
Police and Fire Pension Reform Commission. Relocates the law 
governing "old hire" and "new hire" fire and police pension plans to 
newly-created articles, with amendments. 
Old hire pension plans. 
Relocates, with amendments, the provisions on old hire pension plans for 
police officers and firefighters hired before April 8, 1978, and, specifically, 
the provisions of the four types of such plans: Police officers' old hire 
pension funds in cities under 100,000 in population; firefighters' old hire 
pension funds in cities under 100,000; firefighters' old hire pension funds in 
cities over 100,(XX) in population; and, police officers' old hire pension funds 
in cities over 100,000. 
Incorporates general provisions requiring employers to provide applicable 
pension benefits to members hired on or before April 7, 1978, and to certain 
members hired after that date but before January 1, 1980, and exempting 
certain members from coverage who are covered by an exempt pension plan, 
the statewide defined benefit plan, or social security. 
Combines the provisions establishing firefighters' old hire pension funds 
in cities under 100,000 and in cities over 100,000 and renames that type of 
fund a "firefighters' old hire pension fund". Combines the provisions 
establishing police officers' old hire pension funds in cities under 100,000 and 
in cities over 100,000 and renames that type of fund a "police officers' old 
hire pension fund". 
Merges similar provisions on admulistratiDn of the four types of old hire 
pension funds into a single provision on each of the following: 
• The composition of a board of trustees for firefighters' old hire pension 
funds in cities under 100,000, in cities over 100,000, in fire protection 
districts, and in county improvement districts. 
• The composition of a board of trustees for police officers' old hire 
pension funds in cities under 100,000 and in cities over 100,000. 
• The powers of a board of trustees for an old hire pension fund. Requires 
annual reporting to the governing body by a board, including firefighters' 
and police officers' boards in cities under 100,000 that previously were 
required to report semiannually. 
• The requirement that attorneys for municipalities, fire protection districts, 
and county improvement districts advise a board. 
• The duty of certain officers to draw warrants on and the method of 
payment from an old hire fund. 
• The exemption of an old hire pension fund from levy by creditors. 
• The authorized use of idle funds held by an old hire pension fund and the 
notice requirements for such use by a governing body. 
• The requirements for amending an old hire pension plan. Eliminates 
obsolete language regarding employer contributions to plans in 1982. 
• The requirements for an employers' election to affiliate with the fire and 
police pension association. 
• The qualification requirements for an old hire pension fund under the 
internal revenue code. 
• Relocates the provision on dissolution of fire departments. 
Relocates, with amendments, the former "Policemen's and Firemen's 
Pension Reform Act" pertaining to the funding of state-assisted old hire 
~· -
police officers' and firefighters' pension plans. Includes the following 
changes and provisions: 
• The elimination of an obsolete provision on a transfer from the general 
fund to such plans. 
• The requirements for state assistance to such plans on and after July I, 
1981. 
• The financing and funding standards of such plans on and after January 
I, 1982. 
• The requirements for employer filing of actuarial studies. 
• The state contribution to the fire and police members' benefit fund. 
Deletes obsolete provisions on state contributions to such fund. 
Conforms the amount of the annual transfer to the fund with section 5 of 
Senate Bill 95-228 by changing the amount from $26,CXX),600 to $26,600,000. 
Consolidates and relocates the provisions on funding nonstate assisted 
plans, including the following: 
• The limit on contributions to old hire police officers' pension plans by 
municipalities under 50,000 in population. Specifies the maximum 
contribution. 
• The limit on contributions to old hire firefighter pension plans by 
municipalities, fire protection districts, or county improvement districts 
under 100,000 in population. 
Specifies that an employer that has affiliated its old hire police officers' 
or firefighters; pension fund with the fire and police pension association and 
that is not receiving state contributions shall annually contribute a specified 
amount approved by the board of the association. 
Relocates, with amendments, the following provisions on investments and 
insurance: 
• The investment and insurance requirements for old hire police officers' 
pension funds and old hire firefighters' pension funds. 
• The authority for alternative investments by old hire pension plans that 
are not affiliated with the fire and police pension association. Specifies 
that the investments must meet actuarial assumptions on interest rates 
established by the fire and police pension board of directors. 
Consolidates and relocates the following provisions on retirement 
benejiJs: 
• Retirement benefits for old hire police officers in municipalities under 
100,CXX) that make a contribution into the police officers' old hire pension 
fund and in such municipalities that do not make a contribution into such 
fund. 
• Retirement benefits for old hire firefighters in municipalities, fire 
protection districts, and county improvement districts under 100,000. 
• Retirement benefits for old hire police officers in municipalities of at 
least 100,000. Deletes language regarding mandatory retirement. 
• Retirement benefits for old hire firefighters in municipalities over 
100,000. 
Consolidates and relocates provisions on disabllity and survivor benejiJs 
for old hire members who died or became disabled prior to January I, 1980, 
as follows: 
• Benefits for old hire police officers in municipalities under 100,000. 
• Benefits for old hire firefighters in municipalities, fire protection 
districts, or county improvement districts under 100,000. 
• Benefits for old hire police officers in municipalities of at least 100,000. 
• Benefits for old hire firefighters in municipalities of at least 100,000. 
• Benefits for old hire police officers in municipalities making contributions 
from general funds. 
Deletes obsolete language on certain employees applying for a disability 
benefit prior to April 5, 1945. 
Relocates and combines similar prov1s1ons on exempt a/,temative 
programs for old hire pension plans established prior to January 1, 1980, 
thereby covering all plans, regardless of the sire of the municipality or 
district. Authoriz.es employers of new hire firefighters and police officers to 
withdraw from the statewide defined benefit plan upon establishment of a 
money purchase plan and provides that old hire members may join such a 
plan. Relocates provisions covering the exempt money purchase plan option 
for old hire members and on the investment authority for exempt alternative 
plans that are not affiliated with the fire a.Qd police pension association. 
Specifies the standard for investments for such plans. 
New hire pension plans. 
Incorporates general provisions by relocating certain definitions 
previously contained in the law relating to benefits provided under the pension 
plans for police officers and firefighters. Defines "retired member". 




• The powers and duties of the board of directors of the fire and police 
pension association. Eliminates the board's authority to permit the 
modification of any provision of a nonexempt pension plan under certain 
circumstances. 
• The exemption of the fire and police members' benefit fund, the 
statewide money purchase plan benefit fund, and the money purchase 
plan benefit fund from levy or execution. 
Relocates the provisions on the creation and organiz.ation of the fire and 
police pension association and specifies that all board members are appointed 
for a 4-year term. 
Combines the provisions on the creation of the fire and police members' 
benefit ftmd and the establishment of accounts therein, including the new hire 
benefits account, with the provisions relating to the creation of two 
subaccounts within the new hire benefits account. Specifies that the fund must 
consist of assets from particular benefit plans. Consolidates into a single 
section the provisions relating to the management and investment of the fire 
and police members' benefit fund. 
Relocates the following provisions on the statewide defined benefit pl.an: 
• Employer and member contributions. 
• The normal and early retirement pension benefits under the state plan. 
• The requirements for vested retirement and for refund or transfer of 
contributions upon termination or restoration of service. 
• The creation and allocation requirements of separate retirement accounts 
that are covered under the state plan. 
• The administration of such separate accounts. 
• The annual redetermination of benefits payable under the state plan. 
• The modification of the state plan by the board. 
• The qualification requirements of the state plan under the federal internal 
revenue code. 
Relocates the provisions on the applicability of the statewide defined 
benefit plan, with amendments, and clarifies which employers are exempt 
from providing such plan. 
Relocates the following provisions on the statewide money purchase 
plan: 
• Employer participation in the statewide money purchase plan and 
withdrawal from the statewide defined benefit plan. 
• The creation and management of the statewide money purchase plan. 
Relocates the provisions on withdraw11 local alternative pennon pl.ans 
concerning the withdrawal from and reentry into the statewide defined benefit 
plan. Specifies the investment authority for local alternative pension plans. 
Relocates the following provisions on afjiJiation of plans with the fire 
and police pennon association: 
• Employer affiliation by certain money purchase plans. 
• The creation and management of the fire and police members' money 
purchase plan benefit fund. 
• Employer affiliation by volunteer pension plans. 
Relocates, with amendments, the provisions on employer affiliation with 
the association by an old hire fire or police pension plan and changes the 
reference of a "local" plan to an "old hire" plan. Relocates the provisions on 
affiliation by employers covering members under the federal "Social Security 
Act". Eliminates the eligibility of an affiliating social security employer for 
state contributions on the basis of accrued unfunded liabilities. Authorizes 
employer affiliation by exempt defined benefit pension plans. 
Relocates the following provisions on disability and survivor benefits: 
• Certain definitions previously contained in the law relating to benefits 
provided under the pension plans for police officers and firefighters. 
• Portions of the former coverage provisions under the statewide defined 
benefit plan, with amendments. 
• Reduction of disability benefits due to other income. 
• Change in disability status. 
• Disqualification of disability award upon reemployment. 
• Survivor benefits upon death of member. 
• Reduction of survivor benefits. 
• Termination of survivor benefits. 
Relocates the provisions on disability benefits for total and occupational 
disabilities and specifies the options available to a member who subsequently 
marries. Establishes that the disability benefits are eligible for cost of living 
adjustments. Combines the provisions relating to employer liability for 
disability benefits and for survivor benefits into a single section. Combines 
the provisions pertaining to state funding of death and disability benefits into 
a single section, with amendments, and eliminates the transfer of certain 
moneys to fund such benefits and to assist local pension funds. Prohibits the 
use of state funds to pay for death and disability benefits. 
00 
I 
Relocates the provisions on supplemental programs, including deferred 
compensation plans and group life insurance plans. Relocates the provisions 
on group health insurance plans and prohibits the association from paying 
premium subsidies under such plans. 
Relocates the provisions governing the police officers' and.firefighters' 
pension refonn commission. 
Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the Stale of Colorado: 
SECTION 1. Title 31, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1986 Repl. Vol., as 
amended, is amended BY THE ADDffiON OF THE FOLLOWING NEW 
ARTICLES CONTAINING RELOCATED PROVISIONS, WITH 
AMENDMENTS, to read: 
ARTICLE 30.5 
Fire - Police - Old Hire Pension Plans 
PART 1 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
31-30.5-101. [Fonnerly 31-30-301) Legislative declaration. (1) The 
general assembly finds and determines that the 1,cari01:1s pelieemee 8.RQ police 
officers, in saving and protecting the lives and property of the citizens and 
residents of the state of Colorado, are performing state duties and are 
rendering services of special benefit to this state and that it is the province, 
right, and obligation of the state of Colorado to care for members of the 
police force who are entitled to retirement because of length of service or old 
age or because they have been injured or disabled in service and also to care 
for the spouses, dependent parents, and dependent children of such police 
officers. 
(2) THE GENERAL ASSEMBLY FURTHER FINDS AND DETERMINES THAT THE 
MATTER OF FIRE PROTECTION, BEING OF BASIC AND FUNDAMENTAL 
IMPORTANCE TO ALL CITIZENS OF THE STATE, IS ONE OF STATEWIDE CONCERN 
AND, AS SUCH, PENSION PLANS FOR FIREFIGHTF.RS HAVE A DIRECT BEARING ON 
THE MATTER OF FIRE PROTECTION AND ARE FOR THAT REASON ALSO MATTERS 
OF STATEWIDE CONCERN. 
31-30.5-102. Definitions. As USED IN THIS ARTICLE, UNLESS THE 
CONTEXT OTHER WISE REQUIRES: 
(1) "BOARD" MEANS THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES ESTABLISHED AS THE 
GOVERNING BODY OF THE FIREFIGIITERS' OR POLICE OFFICERS' OLD HIRE 
PENSION FUND AS PROVIDED IN SECTIONS 31-30.5-202 AND 31-30.5-203. 
(2) "EMPLOYER." MEANS ANY MUNICIPALITY IN THIS STATE OFFERING 
POLICE OR FIRE PROTECTION SERVICE F.MPLOYING ONE OR MORE MEMBERS AND 
ANY SPECIAL DISTRICT OR COUNTY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT IN THIS STATE 
OFFERING FIRE PROTECTION SERVICE EMPLOYING ONE OR MORE MEMBERS. 
(3) "fuND" MEANS THE APPLICABLE FIREFIGHTERS' OR POLICE OFFICERS' 
PENSION FUND CREATED IN SECTION 31-30.5-201. 
(4) "MEMBER" MEANS AN ACTIVE EMPLOYEE WHO IS A FULL-TIME 
SALARIED EMPLOYEE OF A MUNICIPALITY, FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT, OR 
COUNTY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT NORMALLY SERVING AT LEAST ONE 
THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED HOURS IN ANY CALENDAR YEAR AND WHOSE DUTIES 
ARE DIRECTLY INVOLVED WITH THE PROVISION OF POLICE OR FIRE PROTECTION, 
AS CERTIFIED BY THE EMPLOYEE'S EMPLOYER. THE TERM DOES NOT INCLUDE 
CLERICAL OR OTHER PERSONNEL WHOSE SERVICES ARE AUXILIARY TO POLICE 
OR FIRE PROTECTION. 
I 
'° 
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31-30.5-103. Applicability. [Formerly 31-30-1003 (1) and (6)) 
(I) (a) Except as provided in subsection (2) of this section, every employer 
in this state shall provide the APPLICABLE pension benefits of the state•vide 
defiaed heaefit OLD HIRE POLICE OR FIRE PENSION plan established by this Pi1:ff 
.W ARTICLE for members hired on or after April 8, 19+8 BEFORE APRIL 7, 
1978. 
~) W ~ept llB lffG'!ided HI: p&fllgfllflB: (h) of this suhseetioa (fi), e>,•e~• 
employee employeEI as a fifeaghter or polieeman fer the f:irst time after April 
7, 19+8, shall he eO¥ereEl hy the heaef:it provisiOBs set ferth iB the state>.vide 
defi.Bee heaef:it plaa estahlisheEl hy this p&ft 10. 
(b) Ally employee who is IN ADDIDON TO PARAGRAPH (a) OF THIS 
SUBSECTION (I}, EVERY EMPLOYER IN THIS STATE SHALL PROVIDE THE 
APPLICABLE PENSION BENEFITS OF THE OLD HIRE POLICE OR FIRE PENSION PLAN 
ESTABLISHED BY THIS ARTICLE FOR MEMBERS hired as a f:ireman Of palieeman 
on or after April 8, 1978, but before January I, 1980, shall he ea¥ereEl hy the 
heaefit lff9'.isiOBS af ,-it ~. 4, 3, er fi af this Mtiele er aay ether laeal plaa, 
as applieahle, HI: effeet fer ether employees hired ea er hefere April 7, 1978, 
if: 
(I) The employee MEMBER has prior service as a f:iremae. er palieeman 
FIREFIGHTER OR POLICE OFFICER in the state of Colorado; 
(II) The current employer appF0•,1es APPROVED coverage under part-,J, 
4, 3, er fi af this &ftiele er aay ether loeal plaa, as applieahle AN OLD HIRE 
PENSION PLAN; 
(III} The empleyee eOBlfihutes MEMBER CONTRIBUTED to the OLD HIRE 
pension fund of the current employer the amount of money that he THE 
MFMBER would have paid if all his THE MEMBER'S prior service had been as 
an employee of the current employer, such makeup contribution to he HAVE 
BEEN paid over a three-year period; and 
(IV) The employee FeEfHests MEMBER REQUESTED such coverage, m 
writing, on or before December 31, 1981. 
(2) THE FOLLOWING MEMBERS, OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE TO PARTICIPATE IN 
AN OLD HIRE PENSION PLAN PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (I} OF THIS SECTION 
SHALL BE EXEMPT FROM PARTICIPATION: 
(a) MEMBERS COVERED UNDER AN EXEMPT PENSION PLAN ESTABLISHED 
BY PART 8 OF THIS ARTICLE; 
(b) MFMBERS WHO, PURSUANT TO THE AFFILIATION OF THEIR OLD HIRE 
PENSION PLAN wrrn THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION AS PROVIDED 
BY SECTION 31-31-701 (2), ELECT TO BECOME COVERED UNDER THE. 
PROVISIONS OF THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN, ESTABLISHED BY 
ARTICLE 31 OF THIS TITLE; AND 
(c} MEMBERS COVERED UNDER THE FEDERAL "SocIAL SECURITY ACT", 
UNLESS THEIR EMPLOYER ALSO PROVIDES SUPPLEMENTAL REfIRFMENT 
BENEFITS UNDER AN OLD HIRE PENSION PLAN. 
(3) ALL MEMBERS MEETING THE REQUIRFMENTS OF SUBSECTION (I} OF 
THIS SECTION WHO ARE NOT OTHERWISE EXCLUDED FROM AN OLD HIRE 
PENSION PLAN COVERAGE UNDER SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION, SHALL BE 





31-30.5-201. Fwids created. (1) [Formerly 31-30-501 (combines 
31-30-501 and 31-30-401)] There is created and established in each eity 8:ftd 
eity lHld eouety iB the state, where sueh eity or eit)' lHld e8UBty has a 
flOflUlatioe of over oee haadred th9US8Bd lHld has a paid fire departmeet 
F.MPLOYF.R. HAVING FIRE DEPARTMENT OLD HIRE MEMBERS, a pension fund to 
be known as the "firemee's "FIREFIG.fffFRS' OLD HIRE pension fund". referred 
te iB this part 3 as the "fuea" . 
(2) [Fonnerly 31-30-601 (combines 31-30-601 and 31-30-302)) There 
shall-he IS created and established in each eity iB this state haYmg a pof'Ulatioe 
ef w,i:er OBe IHmdred lheUSllB8 &BEi IMPLOYFR having a-,eie police department 
OLD HIRE ME.\fBERS, a pension fund ~r paie pel;ioe"1l8B, their suFW;iag 
sp91:1Se8 aee eepeeeeet ehildFeB UBQef !Be age of !H$itB Je&fli, lHlQ their 
Elepeeeeet pareets, to be known as the "poli.eemee's "POLICE OFFICERS' OLD 
HIRE pension fund". referred to iB this part {i as the "fuae". 
31-30.5-202. Board of trustees - firefighters' old hire pension fwid. 
(1) THE GENERAL SUPERVISION, MANAGEMENT, AND CONTROL OF THE 
FIREFIGHTERS' OLD HIRE PENSION FUND SHALL BE VESTED IN A BOARD OF 
TRUSTEES. 
(2) "(Formerly 31-30-402 (l)(a)] fBW lo any municipality HAVING A 
POPULATION OF LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, the board shall consist, 
except as provided in paragraph ~➔ of this s11hseetiOB (l) 8:ftd iB seetio11 
31 30 400 SUBSECTION (6) OF THIS SECTION, of the mayor, the municipal 
treasurer or finance officer, one other person appointed by the governing body 
of such municipality, and three ACTIVE OLD HIRE members of the eatife 
memhershi.p of all elasses of fire departments FIRE DEPARTMENT serving the 
municipality who are partieipatmg hy aeemieg 1Je11efits iB the fuaa 8:fta who 
shall be elected by the ACTIVE OLD HIRE members of such fire Eiepartmeets 
DEPAR1MENT. The terms of office on the board shall be: The mayor of the 
municipality, during hi.s tenure in office; the treasurer or finance officer, 
during hi.s tenure in office; the appointed citizen, to be designated by the 
governing body of the municipality at time of appointment; the three OLD HIRE 
members of the fire eepartmeets DEPARTMENT, to be elected for terms of 
three years, but at the initial election to be conducted to elect OLD HIRE 
members of the fire Eiepartmeets DEPARTMENT, one OLD HIRE member shall 
be elected for a three-year term, one OLD HIRE member for a two-year term, 
and one OLD HIRE member for a one-year term. Thereafter, such OLD HIRE 
members shall be elected for three-year terms. Said board shall elect from its 
number a president and secretary. The municipal treasurer or finance officer 
shall be ex officio treasurer <;>f the board. 
(3) (a) [Formerly 31-30-502 (1)) (l) The geeeml SUfleFYisioe, 
BH1Bftg8me&t, and eoetfel of dle f:yad shall he ,;estea, as f1FO•.rided hy this part 
S, iB a h0ft1'8 to he lat:o•.tm as the "hoard of trustees of the firemee's pe11sioe 
fuae", refeff08 to iB this part 3 as the "hoard", •,¥hieh IN ANY MUNICIPALITY 
HAVING A POPULATION OF AT .LEAST ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, TH.E .board 
shall be composed of the mayor, the manager of safety, the mana$er of 
revenue, the chief of the ,fire department, and the city auditor or such persons 
performing the duties of the above-named officers, and also two regulat:. 
ACTIVE OLD HIRE members of the .fire department to be selected iB--the 
fellev,ri11g IBQBBeF AS PROVIDED IN PARAGRAPH (b) OF THIS SUBSECTION (3). 
.... .... 
t,::I -· -> 
W (b) During the month of July in each year, the chief officer of the 
fire department shall conduct an election by secret ballot, at which election all 
active OID HiRE members of the fire department shall be eligible to vote, for 
the purpose of determining membership on the board. In the first election so 
held, two OID HIRE members shall be elected, the fB8:ft MEMBER receiving the 
highest number of votes being elected for a term of two years and the fB&B 
MF.MBF.R receiving the next highest number of votes being elected for a term 
of one year. Upon election, such mee MF.MBFRS shall be certified as members 
of the board and shall take office on the August 1 following their election. 
In subsequent elections, only one OID HIRE member shall be elected for a term 
of two years, and the fBIIR MEMBF.R receiving the highest number of votes in 
each subsequent election shall be certified as a member of the board and shall 
take office on the August 1 following his TIIE MEMBF.R's election. In case any 
OLD HIRE member so elected to the board becomes unable or ineligible to 
serve on the board by reason of death, disability, or retirement or for any 
other cause, a special board election shall be held to fill the vacancy so 
created for the remainder of the unexpired term. 
~ (c) The board shall select from their number a president and a 
secretary, and the manager of revenue, or the person performing the duties 
thereof, shall be ex officio treasurer of said board and custodian of all funds 
coming into its hands. The be&l'e has power te eelBJlel 1nimesses te atteee &Bd 
testify hefeAl it upen all IB&tters eenneeteEl with the pre•1isiens ef this part 5 
m the same HIMfter as is er ~ be prev-ided ~ lw,v. The presideet ef the 
bellf'd er &ft}' memeer thereef ~ aeminister eaths te sueh wimesses. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-402 (2) (a)] ~ In fire protection districts, 
except as provided in pllfllgraph (b) ef this subseetiee (l) SUBSECTION (6) OF 
THIS SECTION, the board shall consist of the board of directors of the fire 
protection district, the treasurer of the board of the fire protection district to 
be treasurer of the fund, and two ACTIVE OLD HIRE members of the fire 
department. The trustees shall serve terms of office on the board as follows: 
The president for the teim of office, the treasurer for tenure in office, and two 
fimfighters ACTIVE OLD HIRE MEMBERS for two-year terms of office. Initial 
election of the OLD HIRE members of the fire department shall be conducted 
to elect one OLD HIRE member for two years and one OLD HIRE niember for 
one year. The ffe&SUFOr ef the fund shall be ffMfUired te supply heed in ae 
ameuet desigeatee by the belH'6 ef tfustees ef the fuee &Bd paid fer ~ the 
(5) [Fonnerly 31-30-402 (2.5)) ~ In county improvement districts, 
the board shall consist of one member of the governing board of the county 
in which the district is located, the county treasurer or finance officer, three 
residents of the county obligated to pay real or personal property taxes, and 
two ACTIVE OLD HIRE members of the fire department. The trustees shall 
serve terms of office on the board as follows: Members of the governing 
board, during their tenure in office; the county treasurer, during his THE 
TREASURER'S tenure in office; and the two OLD HIRE members of the fire 
department for two-year terms of office. The treasurer ef the fund shall be 
reEIUH'9El te supply bead in ae ameuet desigeatee by the belH'6 ef trustees ef 
the fund &HQ paie fer ~ the fued. 
(6) [Fonnerly 31-30-402 (1) (b)] fB-(h) Notwithstanding the provisions 
of p8:Fllgrap8 (a) ef this subseetiee ( 1) SUBSECTIONS (2), (3), AND ( 4) OF THIS 
SECTION' any municipality OR FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT' with the 
concurrence of a majority of the ACTIVE AND RETIRED OLD HIRE members 
-N 
voting thereon, aeerui&g eeaefits iB the fuad &Rd a majeritj' ef the FetiFed 
memeeFS 1retieg thereea 1.vhe ara Feeei•.rieg peasiea eeaefits ft:em the fund 
may by ordinance OR RESOLUTION create the board to administer the fund if 
the number of employer representatives on such board equals the number of 
member representatives on such board; except that, if fewer than two OLD 
HIRE members are available or willing to serve on such board, the number of 
employer representatives may exceed the number of member representatives. 
(7) [Fonnerly 31-30-402 (3)) ~ In case of any consolidation or merger 
of any municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement district 
with one or more municipalities, fire protection districts, or county 
improvement districts, the former trustees of the various firefighters' pension 
funds of such consolidated or merged political subdivisions shall, with due 
regard to equal representation, elect seven persons from their number to serve 
as trustees of the OLD HIRE firefighters' pension funcl of said merged or 
consolidated fimd, not more than three of whom shall be fiFefigliteFS OLD HIRE 
MEMBERS, and the former trustees not so elected to serve shall cease to hold 
office. The trustees of said consolidated fund shall elect from their number 
a president, secretary, and treasurer. The tFe&Slff'eF ef the fund ef the 
e011S01ieated distriot shal1 ee FeEfYited ta 9YWl.jr eeBd iB &B 8Hl0YBt desigaated 
ey the eeMe &Bd paid feF ey the fuad. 
(8) [Formerly 31-30-411 (combines 31-30-411 and 31-30-514)] The 
treasurer of the board, 8Bd-the IN ADDITION TO ANY custodian appointed by 
the board pursuant to eeetiee 31 30 400 (3) ~ SECTION 31-30.5-204 (4), shall 
be the OQ!WldieBs r.USTODIAN of the fund and shall secure and safely keep THE 
SAME, SUBJECT TO THE CONTROL AND DIRECflON OF THE BOARD, AND SHALL 
KEEP books and accounts concerning said fund in such manner as may be 
prescribed by the board. The books and accounts shall always be subject to 
the inspection of the board or any member thereof or any other interested 
person. Said THE treasurer, eF oYStedi&B, upon expiration of his THE 
TREASURER'S term of office, eF appeietment, shall surrender and deliver to 
his THE TREASURER'S successor all bonds, securities, and unexpended moneys 
or other property wJiioh hes eeme THAT CAME into his THE TREASURER'S 
hands as treasurer eF 6Ufltedi&B of said fund. THE TREASURER SHALL BE 
REQUIRED TO SUPPLY BOND IN AN AMOUNT DESIGNATED BY THE BOARD AND 
PAID FOR BY THE FUND. 
31-30.5-203. Board of trustees - police officers' old hire pemion 
fund. (1) THE GENERAL SUPERVISION, MANAGEMENT, AND CONTROL OF THE 
POLICE OFFICERS' OLD HIRE PENSION FUND SHALL BE VESTED IN A BOARD OF 
TRUSTEES. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-304 (combines 31-30-304 and exceptiom in 
31-30-305 (2) and (4))] IN ANY MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF LESS 
THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, UNLESS IT IS A HOME RULE CITY OR TOWN 
THAT PROVIDES FOR THE COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD BY CHARTER OR 
ORDINANCE, the board ef tNOtees ef said pelioemea's peasieB fuad 5hall 
consist e'Keept as pf8';ided iB: seetieB 31 30 30~, of the mayor, the municipal 
treasurer, the clerk, and one ACTIVE OLD HIRE member of the police 
department who shall be elected by that THE ACTIVE OLD HIRE MEMBERS OF 
THE department; except that, if there are no ACTNE OLD HIRE members ef-the 
pelioe dep&FtmeBt available or willing to serve on such board, such board shall 
consist of the mayor, the municipal treasurer, and the clerk. Said board shall 
eleet- SELECT from its memeeFS THEIR NUMBER a president and a secretary. 






aeHHR:ister the CUSTODIAN OF ALL funds pre1 idea fer ie this part J COMING 
INTO THE TREASURER 's HANDS. Said 99a:fd shall seF¥e witheut salM'/. 
(3) [Formerly 31-30-305 (1) (combines 31-30-305 (1) and 31-30-602)] 
fB In eities ANY MUNICIPALITY having a population of at least one hundred 
thousand, the board ef trustees ef the pelieemeB' o PBBoiee fuftd shall consist 
of such persons or officials as may be designated by the charter and 
ordinances thereof. Said 9ea:fd oe deoiga&ted shall bw,e oueb peweFO ao IBllY 
98 pre•1ided fer, &Bd oaid fuftd shall 98 eeetrelled. IB&B&ged. aeHHR:iotered. 
&Bd applied iB aeeefflaeee with oueh terms &ad eeeditiees ao ~· 98 pr01Jided 
91/ the eharter &Bd eAiia&Beeo ef Slleh eities. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-612 (combines 31-30-311 and 31-30-612)] The 
treasurer of the board, IN ADDITION TO ANY CUSTODIAN APPOINTED BY THE 
BOARD PURSUANT TO SECTION 31-30.5-204 (4), shall be the custodian of the 
fund, shall secure and safely keep the same, subject to the control and 
direction of the board, and shall keep ms books and accounts concerning said 
fund in such manner as may be prescribed by the board. The books and 
acco1U1ts shall always be subject to the inspection of the board, any member 
thereof, or any other interested person. Said treasurer, upon expiration of his 
THE TREASURER'S term of office, shall surrender and deliver to his THE 
TREASURER'S successor all bonds, securities, and 1U1expended moneys or other 
property whieb eeme TIIAT CAME into his THE TREASURER'S hands as 
treasurer of S&KI THE fund. THE TREASURER SHALL BE REQUIRED TO SUPPL y 
BOND IN AN AMOUNT DESIGNATED BY THE BOARD AND PAID FOR BY THE FUND. 
31-30.5-204. Powers and duties of the board. (1) THE BOARD SHALL: 
(a) [Formerly 31-30-403 (3)(a) (combines 31-30-403 (3) (a), 31-30-305 
(3), 31-30-505, and 31-30-605)] (3) (a) Sueh 90ardo shall 
make PROMULGATE all necessary rules, &Bd re2Qlatiees, not inconsistent with 
the provisions of this pett-4 ARTICLE, for managing and discharging theif ITS 
duties and for their rrs own government and procedure in so doing and for the 
preservation and protection of the fund. 
(b) Sueh 9ea:fds shall Hear and decide all applications for relief, 
pensions, annuities, retirement, or other benefits under the provisions of this 
o&Ft 4 iB aeeefflaeee with the Pf01Jisi0BS ef oeeti0B l4 4 103, C.R.S. ARTICLE. 
Action on such applications shall be final and conclusive; except that, when, 
in the opinion of the board, justice demands that said action should be 
reconsidered, the same may be reversed by said board. 
(c) KEEP AND PRESFR.VE a record of oueh aetiee ACTIONS TAKEN BY THE 
BOARD and of all other matters eemieg properly before said board. shall 98 
kept &Bd preoeF¥ed. 
(d) [Formerly 31-30-615 (Combines 31-30-615, 31-30-315, 31-30-413, 
and 31-30-517)] The 901lfEl shall Make a AN ANNUAL report to the governing 
body of oaid eily THE F.MPLOYER of the condition of oaid p8Miee THE fund ee 
the laot meetiae eieht in August ie OF each year. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-502 (1) (b)] ~ The 90ard shall oeleet fFem 
their B1HB98r a preoidBBt &ad a seeretary, &ad the IB&B&ger ef re¥eeue, er the 
peroee perfeflBieg the duties thei.=eef, shall 9e M effieie treasurer ef oaid 
90ard &ed euotedi&B ef all fm:tdo eemiae iBte ito h&Bds. The 90a:fd is 
empewered te t&lEe all eeeeOS&fY steps &Bd pufOHe all eeees98fY remedies fer 
the pt=eoef'lfttiee ef oaid fuftd &ed te BllffY eut all the purpeses ef this p&Ft 3. 
A ,eeeRI shall 9e k;ept ef all the meetiees ef the 90a:fd. The board has power 
to compel witnesses to attend and testify before it upon all matters connected 
with the provisions of this ~ ARTICLE _in the same manner as is or may 
> 
be provided by law. The president of said board or any member thereof may 
administer oaths to such witnesses. 
(3) [Formerly 31-30-312 (1)] fB The board af tA!stees af the 
fM:)lieemen's peBSian fued m. eaeh JBYRieip&lity eetitlea tea peBSiae RIBS aeaer 
the pre1 isi0BS af this part 3 has THE power to draw on sseh peesiae THE 
fund fff>m the tfl!&SYfer ef the tJelieemee' s peesiae RIBS aea ~· iiP1est the 
same er aey part thereef ie the eame af the eeara af tA!stees af the 
pelieemen's peesioo fued m. ieterest eeerieg eall8S af the Ueitea States, state 
ef Celeraaa, er aey eity, eaaety, er seheel aistriet ef the state af Calaraaa 
er may aepesit the same er ae:y part tllereaf ie the eame af the eaara af 
lftistees ef the pelieemee's peesian fllB8 ie aey state er eatiae&I eaek er aey 
state er feEiemD-y eharterea Sll1liegs aea l88B aeseeiatioo ie Celaraaa. A-11 sseh 
seesrities shall ee 88JlesiteEi with tile trellSU:fCr ef said IBYBieip&lity as eK 
effieie treasYrer ef said e8ftftl aea shall be ssejeet ta tile eraer af said eeara. 
FOR THE PAYMENT OF EXPENSES ATTRIBUTABLE TO THE ADMINISTRATION OF 
THE FUND, THE PAYMENT OF BENEFITS, AND FOR THE PURPOSE OF INVESTING 
ALL OR ANY PART OF THE FUND AS PERMITTED BY PART 5 OF THIS ARTICLE. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-312 (2)] ~ Iler the psftJese ef making sseh 
88J18sits, 'The board af trustees may appaiet, ey •urittee reselstiae DESIGNATE 
one or more peFS0B8 ta aet FINANCIAL INSTITUTIONS as esstaaiaes CUSTODIAN 
of the meeeys ef the pelieemee's peesiae fund. Such persons shall give 
surety bonds in such amounts and form and for such purposes as the board 
requires. ALL MONEYS PAID OR TRANSMITTED TO THE CUSTODIAN SHALL BE 
CREDITED TO APPROPRIATE ACCOUNTS IN THE FUND AND THE CUSTODIAN 
SHALL MAINTAIN A CURRENT INVENTORY OF ALL INVESTMENTS OF THE FUND. 
(5) [Formerly 31-30-305 (4)] (4) le heme A!le eities er tawes af less 
~hae aee hYBarea thassaea, whee the heard af tA!stees af the palieemee's 
peBSian fuBa aea the eantrel, maeagemeet, aamieistratiee, aea applieatiae af 
said RIBa are pre.,·iaea fer hy eharter aea aram.aeees, the same may ee 
eaetreUea, maeagea, aamieisterea, aea applied m. aeeeF8&Bee with sseh 
eharter &BS eraieaeee pF011isi0es. IN MUNICIPALITIES THAT PRESCRIBE THE 
COMPOSITION OF THE BOARD FOR THE POLICE OFFICERS' OLD HIRE PENSION 
FUND BY ORDINANCE OR CHARTER, THE BOARD SHALL HAVE SUCH ADDITIONAL 
POWERS AND DUTIES AS MAY BE PROVIDED BY THE CHARTER AND ORDINANCES 
OF SUCH MUNICIPALITIES. 
31-30.5-205. [Formerly 31-30-414 (combines 31-30-414 31-30-316, 
31-30-519, and 31-30-618)] Attomeys to advise. It is the duty of the 
attorneys for mseieipalities, fife pteleetioo ai!lffiets, aea eaYBty impF011emeet 
aistriets THE EMPLOYER to advise the boards on all matters pertaining to their 
duties and management of said fueds THE FUND when required to do so. Such 
attorneys shall represent and defend saiEl THE boards as their attorneys in all 
suits or actions at law or in equity that may be brought against them and bring 
all suits and actions in their behalf that may be required or determined upon 
by said boards. In the event of a conflict between a board and a IBYBieip&lity, 
fire preteetiae aislriet, er eeYBty ~re11emeet aistriet, AN EMPLOYER the 
board may obtain legal counsel to represent the board in any such action at the 
expense of the board. 
31-30.5-206. [Formerly 31-30-410 (1) (combines 31-30-410 (1), 
31-30-310, 31-30-515, and 31-30-613)] Warrants drawn. fB It is the duty 
of such officers of the municipality, fire protection district, or county 




treasurer of said municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement 
district on orders by the board, to draw warrants thereon, payable to the 
treasurer of said board for all funds belonging to the fund. 
31-30.5-207. [Formerly 31-30-410 (2) (combines 31-30410 (1), 
31-30-310, 31-30-516, and 31-30-614)] Method of payment. ~ All 
moneys ordered to be paid from the fund to any person shall be paid by the 
treasurer ef the he&ffi only upon wammls THE w ARRANT signed by the 
president of said board and countersigned by the secretary thereof. No 
warrant shall be drawn except by order of the board after having been duly 
entered on the records of the proceedings of the board. 
31-30.5-208. [Formerly 31-30-616 (combines 31-30-616, 31-30-313, 
31-30-4U (1), and 31-30-518)] Fund not subject to levy. Except for 
assignments for child support purposes as provided for in sections 14-10-118 
(1) and 14-14-107, C.R.S., and except for writs of garnishment whieh THAT 
are the result of a judgment taken for arrearages for child support or for child 
support debt, no portion of the fund, before or after its order for distribution 
by the board to the persons entitled thereto, shall be held, seized, taken, 
subjected to, detained, or levied on by virtue of any attachment, execution, 
injunction, writ, interlocutory or other order or decree, or process or 
proceeding whatsoever issued out of or by any court of this state for the 
payment or satisfaction, in whole or in part, of any debt, damage, claim, 
demand, or judgment against the employer or the beneficiary of the fund. 
Said fund shall be held and distributed for the purposes of this p&ft--e ARTICLE 
and for no other purpose whatsoever. 
31-30.5-209. Idle FIBlds. (1) [Formerly 31-30-313 (2) (a)]~ If 
the governing body of a municipality, by resolution, finds that no person 
named in this ~ ARTICLE is, and no such person can become, eligible for 
payment of a benefit from the municipality's pelieemee's POLICE OFFICERS' 
OLD HIRE pension fund established pursuant to this p&ft 3 SECTION 31-30.5-201 
(2), it may authorize use of the money in the fund to make contributions to 
the fire and police members' benefit fund pursuant to seetiee 31 30 1013 (2) 
SECTION 31-31-402 (2), to make contributions to a police benefit fund 
established pursuant to seetiee 31 30 1003 (2) (h) (II) SECTION 31-31-601 
(l)(b), or to make contributions under the federal social security laws if the 
municipality's police officers are covered by the social security laws. To the 
extent that money in the fund exceeds three times the present yearly employer 
contribution to any of the preceding benefit funds on behalf of the 
municipality's current police officers, such excess may be used for any 
law-enforcement-related purpose. If the municipality does not employ any 
police officer, the governing body may authorize use of the money in the fund 
for any law-enforcement-related purpose. In addition, any money in the fund 
whieh. THAT is attributable to contributions by the municipality and to interest 
on such contributions may be used for any police-related purpose and, if no 
such police-related need exists, then for any purpose as decided by the 
governing body of the municipality. For the purposes of this p&FagRlph (a) 
SUBSECTION (1), contracting with the county or county sheriff for law 
enforcement service shall not be considered employment of a police officer. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30412 (2) (a)] ~ If the governing body of a 
municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement district, by 
resolution, finds that no person named in this paFl--4 ARTICLE is, and no such 
person can become, eligible for payment of a benefit from the EMPLOYER'S 
FIREFIGHTERS' OLD HIRE PENSION fund, it may authorize use of the money in 
"" .---
the fund to make contributions to the fire and police members' benefit fund 
pursuant to seetiee 31 30 l0IJ (2) SECTION 31-30-302 (2), TO MAKE 
CONilUBUTIONS TO A FIREFIGHTER BENEFIT FUND ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO 
SECTION 31-31-601 (l)(b), or to make contributions under the federal social 
security laws if the IBIHHeipalit:y, Elistriet aed their :fireRteB EMPLOYER'S 
FIRERGHTERS are covered by the social security laws. In addition, any money 
in the fund whielt THAT is attributable to contributions by the municipality 
or district and to interest on such contributions may be used for any 
fire-related purpose and, if no such fire-related need exists, for any purpose 
as decided by the governing body of the municipality or district. 
(3) (a) [Formerly 31-30-412 (2) (b) (combines 31-30-412 (2) (b) and 
31-30-313 (2) (b))J W At least sixty days before adoption of the A 
resolution PERMITTED BY SUBSECTION (I) OR (2) OF THIS SECTION, the 
governing body of the municipality or district shall publish one notice in a 
newspaper having general circulation within the municipality or district and 
shall provide a copy of such published notice to the board of directors of the 
state fire and police pension association established pursuant to part 10 ef this 
aftiel& SECTION 31-31-201 (I). The notice shall state the intent of the 
governing body to use the money in the fund for the purposes permitted in this 
sahoeetien ~ SECflON. The notice shall state that persons who believe they 
are or may be entitled to benefit payments from the fund shall have fifty days 
from the date of the notice in which to file an objection, in writing, with the 
governing body regarding its proposed use of the fund. If any such written 
objection is received, the governing body shall hold a public hearing before 
adoption of any resolution under this 8\l&oeo\iee (2) SECTION with prior 
published notice of the time and place of the hearing as well as written notice 
of such hearing mailed, by certified mail, to each person filing a written 
objection. 
(b) [Formerly 31-30-412 (2) (c) (combines 31-30-412 (2) (c) and 
31-30-313 (2) (c))J W If, within one year after adoption of a resolution 
pursuant to this SY&seetiee (2) SECTION, any person establishes a claim to a 
benefit from the fund, the municipality or district shall repay to the fund any 
money expended from such fund pursuant to this sueseetiee (2) SECTION, and 
no such additional expenditures shall be made from the fund. 
31-30.5-210. Plan amendment. (I) [Formerly 31-30-805 (10) 
(a)] fW➔<a➔ No modification of any provision of a AN OLD HIRE pension 
eeae:fit plan ef a RHMi established pursuant to this article may be made after 
December I, 1978, except as may be authorized puf!IQ&Rt te part IO ef this 
~ 19rety empleyer pf81,•iaieg a state assisted peesiee plae shall 
e8Btrieute ie 1982 at least at the same rate ef eeetribut-iee as the pe,eeetage 
ef salary that was eeetrieutell ie 1981. le ee e•;eet shall ~ empleyee 
eeetrieatiee Eleerease hele•N his rate ef eeetrieatiee fer the ealeedar year 
-1-9&+,. BY SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-1005 (6)) (6) ~eept with Feopeet te &JEempt 
p1tms; Upon the request of an employer and with the approval of sixty-five 
percent of the active OLD HIRE members, the board OF DIRECTORS OF THE ARE 
AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO SECTION 
31-31-201 (I), shall permit the modification of any provision of a eenHempt 
AN OLD HIRE pension plan ef a fees established pursuant to part 3, 4, ~, er 
e-ef this article, if the board determines that such modification will maintain 
or enhance the actuarial soundness, as defined in seetioo 3 I 30 lQOO. (1) 
SECTION 31-31-102 (I), of such fund. This subsection~ (2) shall not be 
.... 
construed to authorize the board to allow a modification of any such 
eoeeH~t OLD HIRE plan so as to change the nature of the plan from a 
defined benefit plan to a money purchase plan or to adversely affect the 
pension benefits of retired OLD HIRE members. 
31-30.5-211. [Formerly 31-30-1003 (3) (a)] Affiliation with the fire 
and police pemion imociation. ~ Any employer may elect affiliation 
with the FIRE AND POLICE PENSION association ESTABLISHED BY SECTION 
31-31-201 (1), relating to &-leeal- AN OLD HIRE PENSION plan whi.eh it has 
established pursuant to pe.Ft J, 4, j, er (j ef this article. by filing with the 
ba&nl a reseluliee aaepte(i ee leBS thae mee IB0Bths prior to the effeeti•re date 
ef affilialiee, eeleBS a sheller weitieg periee is appre¥ee b}· the boare. The 
effeeti.ve date ef affiliati.ee shall be .JaeeaFy 1 of the year fellowieg the •w•aitieg 
perioe. THE PROCEDURES FOR AFFILIATION AND OTHER PROVISIONS 




31-30.5-212. [Formerly 31-30-324.5 (combines 31-30-324.5, 
31-30-416.5, 31-30-521.5, and 31-30-620.5))] Qualification requirements 
- internal revenue code. (1) As used in this section, "internal revenue code" 
means the federal "Internal Revenue Code of 1954", as in effect on September 
1, 1974, if permitted with respect to governmental plans, or, to the extent not 
inconsistent with the federal "Internal Revenue Code of 1954", as in effect on 
September 1, 1974, "internal revenue code" means the federal "Internal 
Revenue Code of 1986", as amended. 
(2) The pelieemee's peesioe faee OLD HIRE PENSION FUNDS established 
by this ~ ARTICLE shall be held in trust for the benefit of OLD HIRE 
members and other persons entitled to benefits. No part of the corpus or 
income of the pension fund shall be used for or diverted to purposes other 
than for the exclusive benefit of OLD HIRE members or other persons entitled 
to benefits from the pension fund and for expenses incident to operation of the 
pension fund. No person shall have any interest in or right to any part of the 
corpus or earnings of the pension trust except as expressly provided. 
(3) To the extent of available funds in the pension fund, in the event of 
a complete discontinuance of contributions, other than to a fund whieh THAT 
is fully funded on an actuarially sound basis, or upon termination of the 
pension fund, a AN OLD lilRE member will be fully vested in the benefits such 
member has accrued at the date of the discontinuance or termination. In 
addition, upon attaining the eligibility requirements for a benefit, a AN OLD 
HIRE member will be fully vested in the benefits such member has accrued. 
(4) Benefits payable from the pension fund to OLD HIRE members or any 
other persons entitled to benefits will not be increased due to forfeitures from 
other members, but these forfeitures will be used to reduce the actuarial 
funding requirements of the pension fund. 
(5) Notwithstanding any provision in this ~ ARTICLE to the contrary, 
a AN OLD lilRE member's pension shall begin by April 1 of the calendar year 
following the calendar year in which the member attains seventy and one-half 
years of age or retires, whichever is later. 
(6) The maximum annual pension payable to a AN OLD HIRE member by 
the pension fund shall be subject to the limitations set forth in section 415 of 
the internal revenue code and any regulations issued thereunder. 
(7) The compensation taken into account for any purpose under the 
pension fund shall not exceed the applicable amount under section 401 (a) (17) 
of the internal revenue code and any regulations issued thereunder. 
-00 
(8) Any distributee who is entitled to an eligible rollover distribution, as 
defined in section 402 (c) (4) of the internal revenue code, from the pension 
fund on or after January 1, 1993, may elect to have the portion of such 
distribution whieh lHAT would otherwise be included in the gross income of 
the distributee for federal income tax purposes transferred directly to an 
eligible retirement plan, as defined in section 402 (a) (5) (E) (iv) of the 
internal revenue code, designated by the distributee. 
31-30.5-213. [Formerly 31-30-415 (9)] Dissolution of fire 
departments. f9t In the event of dissolution, for any reason, of fire 
departments whereby the services of firefighters or fire departments are 
discontinued, the firefighters or their surviving spouses, dependent parents, 
and children receiving benefits at the time of such dissolution shall continue 
to . receive such benefits in accordance with the provisions of this paff--4 
ARTICLE. Assets of the pension funds shall be transferred with other assets 
of the department and shall be administered by the board of trustees of the 
successor pension fund. In no event shall the rate of compensation be altered 
either after commencement of proceedings for dissolution has occurred or 
after its completion. After attaining fifty years of age, any firefighter having 
accrued ten or more years of active service at the time of such dissolution 
shall be granted an ammity, prorated in accordance with the number of years 
of service and the amount of annuity being paid for age and service pensions 
by the board of trustees of such pension fund at the time of such dissolution. 
PART3 
FUNDING - STATE ASSISTED PLANS 
31-30.5-301. [Formerly 31-30-802] Legislative declaration. The 
general assembly finds and declares that the establishm~nt of statewide 
actuarial standards regarding funded and unfunded liabilities of state-assisted 
polieemen's OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' and firefighters' pension funds 
established pursuant to parts 3 k> e of this article is a matter of statewide 
concern affected with a public interest, and the provisions of this pat4--& PART 
3 are enacted in the exercise of the police powers of this state for the purpose 
of protecting the health, peace, safety, and general welfare of the people of 
this state. The general assembly further declares that state moneys provided 
to municipalities, fire protection districts, and county improvement districts 
do not constitute an obligation of the state to participate in the costs of pension 
plan benefits but ace provided in recognition that said local governments are 
currently burdened with financial obligations relating to pensions in excess of 
their present financial capacities. It is the intent of the general assembly in 
providing state moneys to asmst said local governments that state participation 
decrease annually, terminating at the earliest possible date. 
31-30.5-302. [Formerly 31-30-803] Definitions. As used in this pe:ft 
g PART 3, unless the context otherwise requires: 
(1) "Commission" means the polieemen's llftEI firemee's POLICE 
OFFICERS' AND FIREFIGHTERS' pension reform commission established 
pursuant to seetiee 31 30 9Q 1 SECTION 31-31-100 l. 
(2) "Employee" means any OLD HIRE firefighter, except any volunteer 
firefighter, or OLD HIRE police officer employed by an employer who is 
eligible for the benefits provided pursuant to part 3, 4, ~. or {j of this article. 
-'° 
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(3) "Employer" means any municipality, fire protection district, or 
county improvement district employing one or more employees. 
(4) "Governing body" means the governing body of a municipality, fire 
protection district, or county improvement district. 
( 5) "State-assisted" means receiving state moneys relating to accrued 
unfunded liability pursuant to seoti9R 31 30 1014 (4) SECTION 31-30.5-307. 
(6) "Volunteer firefighter" has the same meaning as provided in section 
31-30-1102 (9). 
31-30.5-303. [Formerly 31-30-804] State assistance - limitation. 
(1) On and after July 1, 1981, state assistance relating to accrued unfunded 
liabilities to each pelioeeteB's aed fireeteB's POLICE OFFICERS' AND 
FIREFIGHTERS' pension plan in this state shall be expressly contingent upon the 
maintenance by the governing body providing such plan of the level of annual 
contributions required pursuant to this pat4--& PART 3. 
(2) If the board of directors of the fire and police pension association 
determines that a governing body is failing to maintain the level of 
· contributions to a pension plan required pursuant to this pat4--& PART 3, the 
board shall suspend the distribution of state moneys to such pension plan. 
31-30.5-304. [Formerly 31-30-805] Limitation on existing funds -
procedures. (1) On and after January 1, 1982, every state-assisted 
pelioeeteB's ow HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' or firefighters' pension plan created 
pursuant to part 3, 4, 3, er ti ef this article shall be financed in accordance 
with minimum funding standards prescribed in this ptlff-8 PART 3. 
Contributions made pursuant to this section shall include municipal, special 
district, and county improvement district contributions, the established 
employee contribution, and any state contribution. 
(2) (a) Except as provided in S\$seetiees (3) Md (3.3) SUBSECTIONS (4) 
AND (5) of this section, annual contributions to state-assisted pelieeHl.811.'s OLD 
HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' and firefighters' pension funds shall be made, 
beginning January 1, 1982, at an annual rate whieh THAT is equal to or 
greater than the sum of the actuarially determined amount required to 
amortize, over a period of not more than thirty-seven years from January 1, 
1982, the unfunded accrued liabilities of such plan and the current service cost 
attributable to active members. (b) In each year until any state-assisted 
pension plan created pursuant to part 3, 4, 3, er ti ef this article is funded on 
an actuarial reserve basis as required by this part-& PART 3 and has no accrued 
unfunded liability attributable to active or retired members, the total of such 
annual contributions shall not be less than the rate of contribution as a 
percentage of payroll made in the year 1977. 
~ (3) The general assembly finds and determines that 
it has contributed substantial sums to the program established 
by this pat4--& PART 3 and that the state has a responsibility to evaluate the 
advisability of its contribution in light of its 
own fiscal situation. 
(l.7) Ne later thae SepteHl.her 1, 1993, the he&ro ef direoters ef lite fire 
8BEl peliee peesi0B esseeiati0B shall oertify te the state Mlditer, the legislati•,.e 
M!dit oeHI.Hl.ittee aed the jeiBt lMfflget oeHI.Hl.iUee ef lite geeeral asseHl.hly, aed 
the state tre&SYrer the ameYBt ef state oeBtrihutiee eeees9&FY te fued lite 
suppleeteBtal YBfueded liahility iB eaeh state assisted pelieeeteB's er 
fire fighters' peBSiee plae attrihutahle te lite reduoti0R ef lite state's 
oeetrihutiee fer lite year 1987. Oe SepteHl.her 30, 1993, the state treasurer 
shall tffmsfer lite ameYBt eertified frem lite gMeral fued te lite fued ereated 
h:Y seetioe 31 30 1012, eea &om s11eh &moYBt the hollfEl shall Elistrih11te to 
eaeh state essisteEl polieemee's or ffl'@fighters' peesioe plae the amo1:1et 
eeeeSS&FY to elimieate the Sl:lpfllemeetal eefl:l.eEleEl lia-hilit;y ie eaeh ple.R; e*eept 
that the 1UB01:1Bt tHesferreEl ll:Y the stMe tfeaslffer JIYFSl:l&Bt to this s1:1\Jseeaoe 
(2.7) shall eat el'!'eeee w,1eet;y ff¥@ milli9B fi..;e hl:IBMeEl thel:lseea EloUars. 
~ (4) A governing body providing a state-assisted OLD HIRE pension 
plan whieh llIAT determines that the minimum annual rate of municipal, fire 
protection district, or county improvement district contributions provided in 
subsection (2) of this section would place an undue initial hardship on the 
taxpayers of such municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement 
district may adopt a resolution to that effect. Any nnmicipality, fire protection 
district, or county improvement district wltie& THAT has adopted such 




(a) For municipalities, fire protection districts, and county improvement 
districts having a population of less than five hundred thousand, as determined 
by the 1970 federal census, contributions for each calendar year, commencing 
in 1982, shall be at a rate equal to or greater than the percentage of the sum 
of the cUITCllt service cost attributable to active members plus the achtariaUy 
determined amount required to amortize the unfunded accrued liabilities of 
such stare-assisted fund over a period of not more than thirty-seven years, 
established as follows: 
Thi!!Y-seven-year 
amortization 
Calendar period beginning 
year Percentage January 1 
1982 65 1982 
1983 70 1983 
1984 75 1984 
1985 80 1985 
1986 85 1986 
1987 90 1987 
1988 95 1988 
1989 
and thereafter 100 1989 
(b) For municipalities, fire protection districts, and county 
improvement districts having a population of five hundred thousand or more, 
as determined by the 1970 federal census, contributions for each calendar year 
beginning 1982 shall be at a rate equai to or greater than the percentage of the 
sum of the current service cost attributable to active members an:d the 
actuarially determined amonnt requited to amortize the unfunded accrued 
liabilities of such state-assisted fund over a period of not more than 
thirty-seven years, established a:s follows: 
Thi!!Y-seven-year 
amortization 
Calendar ~riod beginning 
year Percentage January 1 
1982 50 1982 
1983 60 1983 
1984 70 1984 
1985 80 1985 
1986 90 1986 
1987 
and thereafter 100 1987 
(c) Any provision of this S\¼eseeti0B (3) SUBSECTION (4) to the contrary 
notwithstanding, in each year until any state-assisted OLD HIRE pension plan 
established pursuant to part 3, 4, 5, er ti ef this article is funded on an 
actuarial reserve basis as required by this ptlff--8 PART 3 and has no accrued 
unfunded liability attributable to active or retired members, the total of such 
annual contributions shall be not less than the greater of the pension benefits 
paid in such year or the rate of contribution as a percentage of payroll made 
in the year 1977. 
~ (5) (a) Except as provided in paragraph (c) of this sueseetiee 
~ SUBSECTION (5), beginning July 1, 1995, annual employer contributions 
to state-assisted pelieemee's OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' and firefighters' 
pension funds shall be made at least at an annual rate that is the lesser of the 
1 following: 
N -
to .... --> 
(I) The 1993 minimum annual required total dollar amount of 
contributions established by the January 1, 1992, actuarial studies performed 
on such funds under seetiee 31301014.5 SECTION 31-30.5-306, less the 
dollar amount of member contributions paid in calendar year 1993 and less the 
dollar amount of state contributions received in calendar year 1994; or 
(II) The amount that is certified by the actuary who is designated by 
the fire and police pension association under seetiee 31 30 1014.5 SECTION 
31-30.5-306 to be necessary as of July 1, 1995, to pay current service costs 
and eliminate all unfunded liabilities in any such fund no later than December 
31, 2009, if annual member contributions are made as required by subseetiee 
~ SUBSECTION (7) of this section and if annual state contributions equal to the 
amount received in calendar year 1994 are made. 
(b) Annual employer contributions to state-assisted pelieemee's POLICE 
OFFICERS' and firefighters' pension funds shall continue at the rate established 
by this sueseetiee (3.5) SUBSECTION (5) after the year 2009, if necessary, until 
all unfunded accrued liability in the employers' state-assisted pelieemee's OLD 
HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' and firefighters' pension plans is eliminated and if 
annual state contributions are made through September 30, 2009, in the 
amount established under seetiee 31301014 (5) SECTION 31-30.5-307 (2). 
( c) If in any year the annual state contribution to state-assisted 
pelieemee's OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' and firefighters' pension funds is less 
than the amount contributed under seetiee 31 30 1014 (5) SECTION 
31-30.5-307 (2) on September 30, 1995, employer contributions to such funds 
shall be determined under paragraph (a) of subsection (2) of this section. 
(d) In addition to the contributions required by paragraph (a) of this 
S\¼eseetiee (3.5) SUBSECTION (5), the employer must annually pay any required 
dollar amount of contributions necessary to fund additional plan benefits 
adopted under seeti0B 31301005 ({j) SECTION 31-30.5-210 (2), as established 
by supplemental actuarial studies on such funds. 
f4j (6) All municipalities, fire protection districts, and county 
improvement districts, including both paid firefighters and volunteer 
firefighters in their pension plans, shall segregate the pension funds for paid 
firefighters and volunteer firefighters on an equitable basis for accounting and 
actuarial purposes, and said segregation shall be considered in all actuarial 
reports applicable to such funds. In computing the portion of the fund 
attributable to volunteer firefighters. the benefits of such volunteer firefighters 




~ (7) (a) (I) (A) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, 
no modification of any provision of & AN OLD HIRE pension benefit plan of a 
fimd established pursuant to this article may be made after December 1, 1978, 
except as may be authorized pursuant to JNUt lQ ef this &fliele SECTION 
31-30.5-210 (2); but the contribution rate of the members of any state-assisted 
HHHI OLD IIlRE PENSION PLAN may be increased to a maximum of ten percent 
of salary and shall be increased to the following minimums, with the rate of 












(B) The provisions of this subparagraph (I) shall not apply to an 
exempt plan described in see~iee. 31 3Q 1003 (2) (11) (H) er (2) (11) (IH) PART 
8 OF THIS ARTICLE. 
(II) A rate of contribution lower than the minimums set forth in 
subparagraph (I) of this paragraph (a) may be established by the governing 
body if, excluding any state contribution, the lower rate would meet the 
minimum funding provisions of subsections (2) and ~ (5) of this section 
and if the rate of contribution of the employer at least equals the employee 
rate. 
{Ill) The restriction provided in subparagraph (I) of this paragraph (a) 
on modification of any provision of a pension benefit plan established pursuant 
tt! to pllft 3, 4, 5, er 6 ef this article shall apply to any modification which 
·---► otherwise would be permitted by a change in population. 
(b) Except as provided in paragraph (a) of this S\leseetiee. (5) 
SUBSECTION (7), in no event shall employee contributions to a state-assisted 
fund be reduced if greater than the rate established by said paragraph (a). 
( c) Nothing in this saeseetiee (5) SUBSECTION (7) shall prevent the 
implementation of part lQ ef this article 31 OF THIS TITLE with regard to 
employees hired after April 7, 1978, and those employees hired on or prior 
to said date who are to be covered under the provisions of said ~ 
ARTICLE 31 in accordance with said part-W ARTICLE 31. 
~ (8) Every employee employed as a f:iFelB&ft er eelieem&e: 
FIREFIGHTER OR POLICE OFFICER for the first time after April 7, 1978, shall 
be covered by the benefit provisions set forth in or authorized by Jl&ft 1Q ef 
l&ts article 31 OF THIS TITLE. 
flj (9) Volunteer firefighters and volunteer firefighter pension funds 
shall be exempt from all provisions of this section except sll8oeetiee (4) 
SUBSECTION (6) of this section. ~ (10) Notwithstanding any other 
provision of this section except Sll8Seetiee (3 .3) SUBSECTION (5) of this 
section, the maximum annual increase in contributions to a state-assisted 
eelieemee's OLD IIlRE POLICE OFFICERS' or firefighters' pension fund required 
of any employer by this section shall not exceed one-half of the employer's 
contribution rate as a percentage of salary to the fund during the immediately 
preceding year; but this maximum limitation shall not apply where its 
application would result in an annual employer contribution of less than five 
percent of salary. 
~ (11) Notwithstanding any other provision of law to the contrary, 
an assessment against any effieer, memher, 1188 employee of any fire or police 




in an amount not to exceed ten percent of his THE EMPLOYEE'S monthly 
salary. Said amount shall be deducted and withheld from the monthly pay of 
each such effieeF, m.emheF, &:B0 employee so assessed and placed to the credit 
of said effieeF's, m.emheF's, 8B8 employee's pension fund in the same manner 
as provided by 911.¼& partB 3, 4, 3, &REI {i ef this article; except that in no case 
shall employer contributions be less than employee contributions. 
(IO) (a) (12) Ne meEiiJieatien ef eey pFe•;isien ef a pensien eenefit 
pl&R ef a RIB<l estaeliekeEI pllf8Y8Rt te this llftiele IBllY he mase afteF DeeemheF 
1, 19+8, e:JEeept llB may ee audtefia,d pllf!R:lllRt te plll't 10 ef this lll'tiele. 
Every employer providing a state-assisted OLD HIRE pension plan shall 
contribute in 1982 at least at the same rate of contribution as the percentage 
of salary that was contributed in 1981. In no event shall any employee 
contribution decrease below his THE EMPLOYEE'S rate of contribution for the 
calendar year 1981. 
(e) The pestfietiens J3f0lfideEl in BH9pftf&gfllJ3h (3) (a) (I) ef this seetien 
&:B0 in~ (a➔ ef this sueseetien (10) en medifieatien ef eey pFe•;isien 
e f a pensien eenefit plan estaelisheEI pwwaBt te plll't 3, 4 , 3, eF fi ef this 
artiele shaU. apply te eey 1R0difieatien whieh etheFWise wewEI ee peRBiMeEI ey 
a ehange in pepulatien. 
(13) THE BOARD OF ANY STATE-ASSISTED OLD HIRE PENSION PLAN MAY 
TAKE, BY GIFT, GRANT, DEVISE OR BEQUEST, ANY MONEY, PERSONAL 
PROPERTY, OR REAL ESTATE, OR INTEREST THEREIN, AS TRUSTEES FOR THE 
USES AND PURPOSES FOR WHICH THE FUND IS CREATED. 
31-30.5-305. [Formerly 31-30-806] No change in employer 
obligation. It is the intention of the general assembly that the minimum 
funding standards established by this plll't--8 PART 3 shall not enlarge nor 
diminish the obligation of municipalities and fire protection districts to their 
employees for pension benefits provided pursuant to pafts 3 te fi ef this 
article. 
31-30.5-306. [Formerly 31-30-1014.5] Actuarial studies. 
(1) (a) Any employer desiring to receive state assistance contributions, 
pursuant to seetien 31301014 (4) SECTION 31-30.5-307 (1) shall file an 
actuarial study of its pelieemen's &:B0 fiFemen's OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' 
AND FIREFIGHTERS' pension funds with the association not later than July 1, 
1982. 
(b) An updated actuarial study shall be filed not later than July 1, 
1984, and every two years thereafter. 
(2) (a) The association shall designate actuaries or firms of actuaries 
to supervise, conduct, or review actuarial studies required by this section. 
(b) The FIRE AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION'S board OF DIRECTORS 
shall specify the actuarial assumptions to be used in each such actuarial study. 
(3) Costs of all such actuarial studies shall be an expense of the 
association and paid for as provided in section 31 30 1012 (4) 31-31-302 (3). 
(4) In the event any such actuarial study is not timely filed with the 
association, the board may extend the filing deadline and make the appropriate 
distribution to the defaulting employer, pursuant to seetien 31 30 1014 (4) 
SECTION 31-30.5-307 (1), upon compliance with the requirements of subsection 
(1) of this section, or the board may retain the moneys for the purposes 
specified in seetien 31 30 1012 (4) SECTION 31-31-302 (3). 
31-30.5-307. [Formerly 31-30-1014 (4), (5) and (7)] State 
contribution. ~ (1) (a) AfteF die diseuFSements IRl16e pUFBU8Rt te 





remaiBieg ie the fund PURSUANT TO SUBSECTION (2) OF THIS SECTION shall be 
distributed by the FIRE AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION board OF DIRECTORS 
annually to any fund of & AN OLD HIRE PENSION plan established pursuant to 
palt J, 4, 5, er fi of this article having an unfunded accrued liability to assist 
in amortizing such unfunded accrued liability as determined in the January 1, 
1994, actuarial studies performed under seetiea 31 JO 10145 SECTION 
31-30.5-306. Beginning in 1995 and in each year through 2009, each such 
fund having an unfunded accrued liability shall be credited with that amount 
of state contributions that it received in 1994 to assist in retiring its unfunded 
liability. In addition, if the annual employer contribution amount established 
by seeti9B J 1 JQ 805 (J.5) SECTION 31-30.5-304 (5) will result in total 
employer contributions to any such fund that, on a present value basis as 
determined by the association, are more than five percent higher than what the 
estimated total employer contributions to such fund would have been but for 
seeti9B 31 JO 805 (J.5) SECTION 31-30.5-304 (5), then each such fund shall 
receive that amount of supplemental state contributions sufficient to eliminate, 
on a present value basis, the estimated aggregate increase in employer 
contributions attributable to the enactment of seetiea J 1 JO 805 (J.5) SECTION 
31-30.5-304 (5). Any remaining state contributions shall be distributed to 
each such fund based upon the amount, as determined by an independent 
actuarial review and certified by the board to the joint budget committee each 
December 1, that is consistent with the general assembly's intent that the 
unfunded liabilities in all such funds will be eliminated no later than December 
31, 20()CJ. If in any year the annual state contribution for unfunded liabilities 
is less than the amotmt contributed under Sl¾hseeti0R (5) SUBSECTION (2) of this 
section on September 30, 1995, each such fund having an unfunded accrued 
liability shall be credited with state contributions in proportion to the 
percentage of aggregate unfunded accrued liabilities each such fund represents, 
excluding any unfunded liabilities attributable to additional plan benefits 
adopted under seetiea J 1 JO 1005 (fi) SECTION 31-30.5-210 (2). No money 
shall be distributed pursuant to this ssbseetiea (4) SUBSECTION (1) to an 
employer having rank escalation for members hires before April 8, 1918 OLD 
HIRE MEMBERS, which is not in the association. For the purposes of this 
sYhseetiea (4) SUBSECTION (1), "rank escalation" means the addition to the 
amount of the retirement pension or disability benefit being received of a fixed 
percentage of any increase in salary, as well as longevity or additional pay 
based on length of service, granted the rank a member occupied before 
retiring or being disabled. 
(b) (I) Each employer having rank escalation and havin& members 
hires prier to April 8, 1918 OLD HIRE MEMBERS, who have made the 
irrevocable election to remain covered under the local plan, as provided in 
seetieR: 31 JO 1003 (J) (b) SECTION 31-31-701 (2), shall determine for each 
such employee the percentage that such employee's years served as of January 
1, 1980, bear to the total number of years required for retirement. At 
retirement, the retirement pension shall be divided into that percentage and the 
remainder. The portion of the retirement pension equal to that percentage 
earned as of January 1, 1980, shall be subject to rank escalation as provided 
under the lee&l OLD HIRE PENSION plan, and the remainder of the retirement 
pension shall be subject to the same adjustment as that determined by the FIRE 
AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION board OF DIRECTORS pursuant to seeti9B 






(II) An employer may elect to continue full rank escalation benefits for 
that portion of the retirement pension subject to the adjustment as provided in 
subparagraph (I) of this paragraph (b), but no state contribution shall be used 
to fund such continuation of rank escalation or any unfunded liabilities 
incurred as a result of such continuation of rank escalation. 
{c) State contributions pursuant to this SYeseetiaR (4) SUBSECTION {I) 
shall cease when the unfunded liabilities in all funds receiving such 
contributions are eliminated, but no later than December 31, 2009. 
(d) Commencing December I, 1992, the board shall submit a biennial 
report to the joint budget committee reporting on each employer having an 
accrued unfunded liability and the amount of such accrued unfunded liability. 
~ (2) Oe Se11temeer 30 af eaeh year thraugh 1994, Ille state treasarer 
shall trwfer ffORl t:he f!F08eede af Ille WE impasea ey seetiaR IQ 3 2.09, 
C.R.S., te lhe flHiEl efe&tea ey seetiBR 31 30 l(H'.2, &R am.aURt eEtY&l ta PlleR~ 
m.illiaR aallafs. Hew&¥er, BR Septemeer 30, 1987, lhe &Rl0'1ml tF&Rsferrea 
shall ee ff'Je m.iUiBR ff'Je hYRarea lhaYSllllEl aanars &R8 Rat Pll~ m.iUiaR 
aal:lars, whieh shall ee used fer lhe parf!Bses set ferlh iR SYeseetiaR (2) af lhis 
seetiaR &R8 fer lite f)Qff!Bse af fuRaiRg ¥al'lmleer firefighter f!e&siaR f!l&Rs 
11r0•Jiaea by lhis artiele. On September 30, 1995, and on September 30 of 
each year thereafter through 2009, lhe &RRual &Rl0'1ml tF&Rsferred ~· the state 
treasurer shall e& TRANSFER FROM THE PROCEEDS OF THE TAX IMPOSED BY 
SECTION 10-3-209, C.R.S., TO THE FUND CREATED BY SECTION 31-30-301, AN 
AMOUNT EQUAL TO twenty-six million six hundred THOUSAND dollars minus 
the amount transferred under section 31-30-1112 (2) (g) (I). Such annual 
transfer to the fund under this 8118seeti0R (3) SUBSECTION (2) shall cease when 
the requirements of paragraph (c) of s11hseeti0R (4) SUBSECTION (I) of this 
section have been met, and the final annual transfer may be in an amount less 
than the amount prescribed by this SYeseetiae. (3) SUBSECTION (2) as 
detennined from the total amount of unfunded accrued liability of employers 
described in the biennial report prepared pursuant to paragraph (d) of 
SYeseetiaR (4) SUBSECTION (1) of this section. Moneys in said fund shall not 
revert to the general fund but shall be continuously available for the purposes 
provided in this parl-W PART 3 and part 11 of this article 30 OF THIS TITLE. 
f/1 (3) Moneys transferred pursuant to this section shall be included 
for infonnational purposes in the general appropriation bill or in supplemental 
appropriation bills for the purpose of complying with the limitation on state 
fiscal year spending imposed by section 20 of article X of the state 
constitution and section 24-77-103, C.R.S. 
PART4 
FUNDING - NONST A TE ASSISTED PLANS 
31-30.5-401. [Formerly 31-30-406 (combines 31-30-406 and 
31-30-407)] Sources of revenue for fund. (I) SYeh ExcEPr FOR 
STATE-ASSISTED OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' AND FIREFIGHTERS' PENSION 
PLANS AND THOSE AFFILIATED WITH THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION 
ASSOCIATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 31-31-701, EACH OLD HIRE pension fund 
may consist of: 
(a) All moneys that may be given to such board or fund by any person 
for the use and purpose for which such fund is created. Such board may take, 
by gift, grant, devise, or bequest, any money, personal property, or real 
estate, or interest therein, as trustees for the uses and purposes for which the 





(b) All moneys, fees, rewards, or emoluments of every nature and 
description that may be paid or given to said fund; 
( c) All moneys derived from emf!layee assessment EMPLOYER AND 
MEMBER CONTRIBUTIONS, as provided for in seetian 31 30 40S (3) aea (4) 
whieh shall be ealleetea manthly ~ the affieer af the IBQDieif!ality, fire 
fff0teetiae distriet, er eal:IDl;y HBf!RWement aistriet eaneemea •nhase aYty it is 
te isS\:le f!&y WllffftlKS er ~ &83/ ether f!F0f!er affieer. SECTIONS 31-30.5-402 
AND 31-30.5-403. 
31-30.5-402. Municipalities under fifty thousand - limit of 
contributions to old hire police officers' pension plans. (I) [Formerly 
31-30-319] 1B aeeitieB te all ether JBeDeYS f!r011ieea fat: in seetian 31 30 307, 
There is granted to municipalities in this state having less than fifty thousand 
population the power to pay from the general funds of their respective 
municipalities into the f!0lieemen's OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' pension fund 
of their respective municipalities such sum monthly as eaeferms ta the 
f!l'O'lisi0DS ef f!&rt 8 of this article SHALL NOT EXCEED FIVE PERCENT OF THE 
MONTifLY SALARIF.S OF THE TOTAL ACTIVE OLD HIRE MEMBERS IN THE POLICE 
DEPARTMENT OF THEIR RESPECTIVE MUNICIPALITIES. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-320] In such municipalities as make 
contributions from general funds into the f!Blieemen's OLD HIRE POLICE 
OFFICERS' pension fund of their respective municipalities pursuant to seetieft 
31 30 319 SUBSECTION (I) OF THIS SECTION, the ACTIVE OLD HIRE members 
of such police department shall contribute monthly, from their respective 
monthly salaries, into the municipality's f!elieemen's OLD HIRE POLICE 
OFFICERS' pension fund identical percentages of their respective monthly 
salaries so that the contribution of the ACTIVE OLD HIRE MEMBERS OF THE 
police department as a whole matches the contribution of the municipality. 
31-30.5-403. [Formerly 31-30-405] Employers under one hundred 
thousand - limit of contributions to old hire firefighter pension plans. fB 
M~,s in saia fiFefighters' peesian funa shall be fer the use aea benefit af 
the members aea their sur.,iving Sf!0USes, aef!endent ehildree, and El0f!enaent 
parents in aeearaaeee with the previsiens af this f!&rt 4 ana part S af this 
~ (1) 1B adaitien te the funds pr011ided in subseetian (1) af this 
seetiae, There may be levied and set apart by the governing body of each 
municipality having a population of less than one hundred thousand, by the 
board of directors of each fire protection district, or by the board of a county 
improvement district, a tax for the year 1969 and each year thereafter of not 
more than one mill on the taxable property in such municipality, fire 
protection district, or county improvement district, the proceeds thereof to be 
credited to the OLD HIRE firefighters' pension fund of each such municipality, 
er fire protection district, OR COUNTY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT. 
~ (2) Any municipality, fire protection district, or county 
improvement district having less than one hundred thousand population and 
having a paid fire department shall levy an assessment on the ACTIVE OLD 
HIRE members in an amount not to exceed six percent of their monthly salaries 
and, as a minimum amount, shall match the moneys derived therefrom by an 
equal contribution from the municipality, fire protection district, or county 
improvement district by use of the levy provided for in subseetien (2) 
SUBSECTION (l) of this section, or the proper governing body shall appropriate 
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said sum out of the general revenues of the municipality, fire protection 
district, or county improvement district. 
f4t (3) Any municipality having less than one hundred thousand 
population and having a paid and volunteer fire department or any fire 
protection district or county improvement district having a paid and volunteer 
fire department shall assess the paid OLD HIRE members of such department 
in an amount not to exceed six percent of their monthly salaries and, as a 
minimum amount, shall match the moneys derived therefrom by an equal 
contribution from the municipality, fire protection district, or county 
improvement district by use of the levy provided for in suhseetiee (2) 
SUBSECTION (1) of this section. Sa.id sum shall be segregated by the municipal 
treasurer, the treasurer of the district board of directors, or the treasurer of 
the county improvement district, as the case may be, and shall be used for the 
payment of pensions to the paid OLD HIRE members of said departments and 
their surviving spouses and orphans, as otherwise provided for in this peFt--4 
ARTICLE, but, so long as there are volunteer members in said department, the 
present OLD HIRE pension fund, if derived from state allocations, shall 
continue to be maintained for the benefit of all members of said department, 
paid BBQ •;ekHffeer OLD HIRE MEMBERS AND VOLUNTEERS alike, under such 
rules aed regulakeBS as the board determines to be equitable. aed eat 
iBe0BSisteet widl seetiee J 1 JQ 4 l(j. 
~ (4) A paid firefighter is any firefighter whose main source of 
income is derived from service on a fire department. All other firefighters 
who render service to a fire department are volunteer firefighters. 
~ (5) If the total moneys allocated to a AN OLD HIRE firefighters' 
pension fund by a municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement 
district are, in the opinion of the board of such municipality, fire protection 
district, or county improvement district, inadequate to sustain a proper fund 
for retirement or for the other purposes of the fund under this peFt--4 ARTICLE, 
such board may consolidate its OLD HIRE fund with the OLD HIRE fund of 
another municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement district, 
and such consolidated funds shall thereafter be administered as a single fund. 
Such consolidation of funds may be made under such conditions and in 
conformity with such terms as are mutually agreed to by the boards of the 
consolidating single funds, consistent with the provisions of this part--4 
ARTICLE. 
31-30.5-404. Plans affiliated with the fire and police pension 
association. NOTWITHSTANDING ANY PROVISION OF THIS PART 4 TO THE 
CONTRARY, AN EMPLOYER THAT AFFILIATES ITS OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' OR 
FIREFIGHTERS' PENSION FUND WITH THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION 
ASSOCIATION PURSUANT TO SECTION 31-31-701 AND THAT IS NOT RECEIVING 
STATE CONTRIBUTIONS UNDER PART 3 OF THIS ARTICLE, SHALL ANNUALLY 
CONTRIBUTE AN AMOUNT APPROVED BY THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS OF THE 
ASSOCIATION, UPON THE ADVICE OF ITS ACTUARY, SUFFICIENT TO PAY THE 
NORMAL COST PLUS AMORTIZE THE UNFUNDED PAST SERVICE LIABILITY 
ATTRIBUTED TO OLD HIRE MEMBERS, OVER A PERIOD OF FORTY YEARS FROM 
JANUARY I, 1982. 
PARTS 
INVESTMENTS - INSURANCE 
31-30.5-501. [Formerly 31-30-701] Old hire pension fund 





FIREAGHTFRS' pension fund and the board of trustees of the peliee!Beft'S OLD 
HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' pension fund in any municipality OR DISTRICT in this 
state to invest such respective pension funds, or any part thereof, in the name 
of the treasurer of such municipality or in the name of a custodian or 
custodians appointed by the board, as provided for in this section, m 
interest-bearing obligations of the United States, in interest-bearing bonds of 
the state of Colorado, or in general obligation bonds of cities, whether 
organized under general law or article XX of the state constitution, or in any 
depository enumerated in section 24-75-fi03, C.R.S., and secured as provided 
in articles 10.5 and 47 of title 11, C.R.S. The board of trustees, by written 
resolution, may appoint one or more persons to act as custodians, in addition 
to the treasurer, to deposit or cause to be deposited all or part of such funds 
in any state or national bank or any state or federally chartered savings and 
loan association in Colorado. Such persons shall give surety bonds in such 
amounts and form and for such purposes as the board requires. All such 
securities and evidences of investment shall be deposited with the treasurer of 
such municipality. 
31-30.5-502. [Formerly 31-30-702] Insurance - investment by 
banks and trust companies. (1) Notwithstanding any restrictions on 
investments of pelieemee's 8f HfetBeB's OLD HIRE POLICE OFFICERS' OR 
FIREAGHTFRS' pension funds contained in any laws of this state, it is lawful 
for the board of trustees of any pelieemee's ef iiremee's SUCH pension fund, 
iBelueie:g aey fuBd ere&ted 8f maiBtaiBee for a&y 7/8HIIN88f Hfe eepartmeBt er 
fife eepartmeBt &is llSSeeiatiee, with the consent in writing of a majority of 
the ACTIVE OLD HIRE members of the police department OR fire department 8f 
&Sseeiatiee for the benefit of which the pension fund is maintained, to: 
(a) Insure the OLD HIRE members of any such police department OR 
fire department er esseeiatiee by the purchase of policies of individual, group, 
or blanket life, endowment, disability, or annuity insurance, or variable 
annuity insurance in and from companies authorized to do business in 
Colorado and to expend any portion of such pension fund for the purpose of 
paying the premiums on any such insurance policies; or 
(b) Establish a noninsured trust pension plan with a bank or trust 
company authorized to exercise trust powers in this state as trustee, invested 
by the trustee pursuant to the provisions of part 3 of article 1 of title 15, 
C.R.S.; but the trustee shall at all times hold fixed income obligations having 
a book value or cost of not less than sixty percent of the total contributions 
made to the trust less the amounts paid out. 
(2) If any OLD HIRE member of such police department, fire 
department, or association is receiving any pension, benefit, or award made 
prior to April 9, 1965, by such board of trustees, no such part of said fund 
shall be expended for purchasing said insurance as will impair the ability of 
said fund to meet the requirements of such pensions, benefits, and awards. 
The board of trustees of the OLD HIRE pension fund shall be the beneficiary 
of any such insurance policies, and the proceeds thereof shall be paid to the 
board of trustees as an addition to the OLD HIRE pension fund. 
31-30.5-503. [Formerly 31-30-1012 (8)(a)] Alternative investment 
authority. (8) (a) ~eept as pF97liElee iB pamgRlpR (h) ef this sabseetfoe (8), 
NOTWITHSTANDING ANY OTHER PROVISION OF THIS PART 5, moneys of~ 
altefftat¥,,e pregf&Bl!l ef empleyers whieh OLD HIRE PENSION PLANS THAT are 
not iB the fuBd AFFILIATED WITH THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION 





this section 31-30.5-803, but such investments shall, OVER TIME, BE EXPECTED 
TO meet 88J'fHBg peffoflB&Bee stMeafes estaelished ey the ACTUARIAL 
ASSUMPITONS ON INTEREST RATES ADOPTED BY THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION 
ASSOCIATION board OF DIRECTORS FOR THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN 




31-30.~1. Police officers' old hire pension plans - municipalities 
under one hWldred thousand in population. (1) [Formerly 31-30-322) In 
8Q8ft municipalities HAVING A POPULATION OF LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND AND making contributions from i'6 general funds into the 
pelieemee's POLICE OFFICERS' OLD HIRE pension fund of their respective 
municipalities, any OLD HIRE member of such police department who has 
reached the age of fifty-five years and who has served for a period of twenty 
years in any such department in the state of Colorado or who in the alternative 
has completed twenty-five years in any such department in the state of 
Colorado, regardless of age, is entitled to a monthly pension equal to one-half 
the amount of the average salary he THE MEMBER received as a member of 
said department for one year before the time of granting his THE MEMBER'S 
application. Such payment shall be made regardless of income or earnings 
whieh THAT the said retired OLD HIRE member receives from any source. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-314) IN MUNICIPALITIES HAVING A POPULATION 
OF LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND AND NOT MAKING CONTRIBUTIONS 
INTO THEIR RESPECTIVE POLICE OFFICERS' OLD HIRE PENSION FUND, any OLD 
HIRE member of aey paid THE police department who has reached the age of 
sixty years and who has served for a period of twenty years in any such 
department in the state of Colorado is entitled to a monthly pension equal to 
one-half of the amount of the average salary he THE MEMBER received as a 
member of said department for one year before the time of granting his THE 
MFMBER'S application. If, thereafter, such member accepts a salaried position 
paying a salary of sixty dollars or more per month, the payment of his THE 
MFMBER'S pension shall be suspended during the period he THE MEMBER holds 
such position. 
31-30.~2. [Fonnerly 31-30-408] Firefighters' old hire pension 
plans - municipalities and districts under one hundred thousand in 
population. eKeept BB pRWieed iB seeaee :.H JO 511, aey memeeft!, effieef8, 
er empleyees ef my paid fire departmeet ef a IBYBieipality, fire preteetiee 
distriet, er eaUBty impre¥emeBt aistriet •llha hai,•e IN MUNICIPALITIES, FIRE 
PROTECTION DISTRICTS, AND COUNTY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICTS HAVING A 
POPULATION OF LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, ANY OLD HIRE MEMBER 
WHO HAS reached the age of fifty years and who haYe HAS served for a period 
of twenty years of active service in any such department in this state al'& IS 
entitled to a monthly pension equal to one-half the amount of their respeea•;e 
THE MFMBER'S monthly salary as of the date of their respeea•,e THE MEMBER 's 
retirement plus, if the governing body of the municipality, the board of 
directors of the fire protection district, or the board of the county 
improvement district authorizes such additional benefits, one-half of any 
increase in salary and longevity or additional pay based on length of service 
granted during the period of their respeeti,.•e THE MEMBER'S retirement to the 
rank occupied by teem respeeti•;ely THE MEMBER in said department Any 
vJ 
membefS, effieefS, er empl&)r.ees OLD HIRE MEMBER of a paid fire department 
of a municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement district, who 
haYe HAS served prior time in a volunteer fire department in any municipality, 
fire protection district, or county improvement district in this state, in the 
event lhey eeeeme paid membefS, THE MEMBER BECOMF.s A PAID MEMBER, 
may be credited service time at their discretion, at the rate of one year of paid 
service for each four complete years of volunteer time; except that they shall 
not receive both a pension under part 11 of this article and a service credit 
under this section. 
31-30.S-<,03. [Fonnerly 31-30-610) Police officers' old hire pension 
plam - municipalities of at least one hundred thousand in population. ~ 
IN MUNICIPALITIES HAVING A POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND, ANY OLD HIRE member of the peie police department who has 
O attained the age of sixty years seal.I ee retired fi:em tilrtller aefViee iB BBeh 
peliee dep&fflB8Bt ey erder ef lhe e88:RI. Oe aed after the dMe ef die makieg 
ef 9118ft 8Rler1 lhe BefYiee ef 9118ft peffl8B iB !llleR peliee depftftme&t ahall ee&0e 
~ept iB eases ef emergeeeiea &0 pAl"lided iB aeetien 31 3Q G 17. Saeh peraee 
ae retired shall thereafter, dariBg hie lifetime, he paid frem BBeh faed IS 
ENTITLED TO a monthly pension equal to one-half the amount of the average 
salary said pef9ee ia ie reeeipt ef MEMBER RECEIVED as a member of said 
department for one year before lhe time ef said 8fder ef retirement. Any OLD 
HIRE member of the police department of such eity MUNICIPALITY having 
served twenty-five years or more in such peie police department, other than 
SYeh AN OLD HIRE member who has arrived at the age of sixty years and 
retired, apee applieatiee fer retiremeet, shall he relie•,red aed retired frem 
aaeh. peliee departmeet hy said heard sahjeet te lhe e&0es ef emergeeeies 
pro•.•ided iB seetiee 31 30 Gl7. TheFeYfJBR, the heard sh.all Brder aed direet 
that sueh pefBBe he paid IS ENTITLED TO a monthly pension equal to one-half 
the amount of the average salary said persee is BF waa ie reeeipt ef MEMBER 
RECEIVED as a member of said department for one year before the time of 
grantieg the applieatiee RETIREMENT. 
31-30.5-604. [Formerly 31-30-511) Firefighters' old hire pension 
plans - municipalities of at least one hundred thousand in population. 
(1) Aey effieer, member, er empleyee ef said IN MUNICIPALITIES HAVING A 
POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, ANY OLD HIRE MEMBER 
OF THE fire department who has served at least twenty-five years of active 
duty and has attained the age of fifty years shall be retired within thirty days 
after making application for retirement, except during periods of national 
emergency, and such person shall be paid a monthly pension equal to one-half 
the amount of the monthly salary said person received as ae effieer, A 
member er empleyee of said department as of the date of application for 
retirement. For so long as said effieer, THE OLD HIRE member er empleyee 
ef said depe.rtmee.t is in retirement, there shall be added to the amount of said 
THE MEMBER'S pension one-half of any increase in salary and longevity or 
additional pay based on length. of service granted to the rank formerly 
occupied by him iB said THE MEMBER IN THE department. 
~ ,i\By effieer, member, er emplByee er fefHler effieer, member, er 
empl&)•ee ef said depatt-meti:t whe, ee April 11, 1947, ia reeeh1iBg a peesiee 
er aeeuity frem the fued hy reasae ef retiremeet shall like,,,.iae reeei•re a 
maelhl~• peesiBe er &RRYity fram the faed eEJaal te eee half ef the earreat 
Hl0tHftly salary paid te the F&Rk saiEI effi.eer, member, Bf emplByee eeeYf)ied 
0R lhe date ef his retiremeet pies Bee half ef all leegwlity er adElitieeal pay 
c:, .... -
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whieh Y,101110 hw1e aeemes te Oft)' offieer, member, or employee ey reaseH of 
similar ltmgt:h of setviee iH the fire ElepertmeHt ueser ~· pertiet'Jfl.t loHge¥ity 
or aeditieeal. pa:y pAMSioe ellfft!~' in effeet in 88:is eity or eity eeEl eoaHty, 
&HQ plus ofl.8 half of Oft)' inera&Be in salary &HQ loHge¥i~• or aElElitioHal pay 
e&Bes oe ltmgt:h of seFYiee gRIBtee ElllfiBg tM perioEl of his retirameet to the 
fllfl.k: 088llf)ieEl 9Y him ffl 88:iEl ElepertJBt'JD:t. Sais pt'JllfliOB shall eoBtifl.ue to ee 
paiEl as loeg as the offieer, member, or empl~ee is if!. ratiraJBeBt. 
~ (2) (a) When, for any reason, the rank or grade within a fire . 
department is abolished or ceases to exist and llB offieer or A RETIRED OLD 
HIRE member of such department, on or after April 30, 1963, is in receipt of 
a pension or annuity from the fund by reason of retirement in such 
classification, grade, or rank, such offieer or member shall receive his THE 
MEMBER'S regular pension payment for the grade or rank occupied at the time 
of his TIIE MEMBER'S retirement. as JJRJ•liEleEl in this pert ·5, In addition, such 
offieer or member of a fire department shall receive additional benefits as 
follows: The fraction which such offieer's or member's regular pension 
payment for the grade or rank occupied at the time of his THE MEMBER'S 
retirement as f)RJ'Jises in this pert 5, bears to the regular pension payment for 
the next higher rank at such time shall be computed; and such ofheer or 
member shall receive one-half of any increase in salary and longevity pay or 
additional pay based on length of service granted to the next higher rank or 
grade in such department multiplied by the fraction as above computed; but 
if the next higher and next lower ranks or grades of the department receive 
equal money increases, such ofheer or member shall receive one-half of any 
increase without multiplication of the fraction above computed. An offieer or 
OLD HIRE member of such department who, on July 1, 1969, is in receipt of 
a pension or annuity from the fund, by reason of retirement in a rank or grade 
which has been abolished or has ceased to exist, shall have his THE MEMBER'S 
benefits as above described recomputed, and any additional moneys to which 
b& THE MEMBER is entitled shall be paid to him THE MEMBER as if this 
provision were in effect at the date of his THE MEMBER'S application for 
retirement. 
(b) The provisions of this sueseetioe (3) SUBSECTION (2) shall apply 
alike to all those who retired under this section and to those who retire under 
the provisions ofseetioe 3130308 SECTION 31-30.5-705. 
PART7 
DISABIUTY AND SURVIVOR BENEFITS 
31-30.5-701. Coverage. THE PROVJSIONS OF THIS PART 7 GOVERNING 
THE BENEFITS PAYABLE IN THE EVENT OF THE DEATH OR DISABILITY OF AN 
ACTIVE OLD HIRE MEMBER SHAU. APPLY WITH RESPECf TO ANY SUCH MEMBER 
WHO DIBS OR BECOMES DISABLED PRIOR TO JANUARY l, 1980. THE PROVISIONS 
OF THIS PART 7 GOVERNING THE BENEFITS PAYABLE IN THE EVENT OF THE 
DEATH OF A RETIRED OLD HIRE MEMBER SHALL APPLY REGARDLESS OF THE 
DATE OF DEATH. 
31-30.5-702. Police officers' old hire pension plans - municipalities 
under one hundred thousand in population. (I) [Formerly 31-30-308 (1)) 
If any sueh OLD HIRE member of any ~ police department IN A 
MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND, while in the perfonnance of his THE MEMBER'S duty or by reason 
of service in such department, becomes physically or mentally disabled and 
such disability is deemed to be of a temporary nature, said board of trustees 
tt1 -· -
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shall retire such disabled person and shall authorize the payment to such 
person, monthly, of an amount from the pension fund equal to the monthly 
compensation paid any such member as salary at the date of such disability, 
not to exceed a period of one year. For the purpose of determining the 
physical or mental disability of any such member, the board of trustees may 
personally examine the member or may appoint one or more physicians or 
surgeons to make an examination of the member and report their findings to 
the board, which report may be taken into consideration in determining 
whether said member is physically or mentally disabled. 
(2) [Fonnerly 31-30-34)1)) After any OLD HIRE member of any police 
department IN A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF LESS THAN ONE 
HUNDRED TIIOUSAND has been retired temporarily by reason of any disability, 
the board of trustees has the right at any time to cause such retired member 
to be brought before it and again examined by CQm_petent physicians or 
surgeons and has the right to examine other witnesses for the purpose of 
discovering whether such disability yet continues and whether such retired 
member should be continued on the pension roll, not to exceed a period of 
one year, or reinstated in the service of the police department, except .in case 
of dismissal or resignation. Such retired member is entitled to notice and to 
be present at the hearing of any such evidence and may be represented by 
counsel. The retired member shall be permitted to propound any question 
pertinent or relevant to such matter and shall also have the right to introduce 
evidence on his THE MEMBER 's own behalf. All witnesses so produced shall 
be examined under oath, and any member of such board of trustees is 
authorized to administer such oath to such witnesses. The decision of such 
board shall be final. 
(3) [Fonnerly 31-30-308 (2)) ~ If any OLD HIRE member or officer 
of any police department IN A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF LESS 
THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND becomes mentally or physically disabled so 
as to render necessary his THE MEMBER'S retirement from service in such 
department, said board of trustees shall retire such member from service in 
such department, and he THE MEMBER shall receive from the pension fund an 
amount equal to one-half of the monthly salary received by BHB THE MEMBER 
at the time he THE MEMBER becomes so disabled. Except as provided in. 
subsection (4) of this section, when any OLD HIRE member of such police 
department or retired OLD HIRE member dies and leaves a surviving spouse or 
dependent parent or children under the age of sixteen years, surviving, the 
board of trustees shall authorize the payment monthly from the pension fund 
of the sum of thirty dollars to such surviving spouse or dependent parent and 
six dollars to each such minor child until he THE CHILD reaches the age of 
sixteen years. No pension shall be paid to the dependent parent of the 
deceased member who leaves a surviving spouse, and, if the surviving spouse 
of any deceased member remarries, such pension shall cease. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-321 (1) (c)] ~ Whee ~ IN THOSE 
MUNICIPALITIES MAKING CONTRIBUTIONS FROM GENERAL FUNDS INTO THE OLD 
HIRE POLICE OFFICE.RS' PENSION PLAN PURSUANT TO SECTION 31-30.5-402, THE 
BENEFITS PAYABLE IN THE EVENT AN OLD HIRE member of such police 
department or retired meJilber dies and leaves a dependent surviving spouse 
or dependent parent or children under the age of sixteen years the hollffl of 
m.istees shall aathoftl!e the paymeat IBeftthly ffom the peasioa RHld of SHALL 
BE an amount equal to one-fourth the monthly salary received by saie THE 
member of the department at the time he THE MEMBER died to such surviving 
t:c .... -
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spouse or dependent parent and an amount equal to one-eighth of the monthly 
salary received by saiEl THE member of the department at the time he THE 
MEMBER died to each minor child until such child reaches the age of sixteen 
years. No pension shall be paid to the dependent parent of the deceased 
member who leaves a surviving spouse, and, if the surviving spouse of any 
deceased member remarries, such pension shall cease. 
(5) [Fonnerly 31-30-308 (3)] ~ If at any time there is not sufficient 
money or other property in said pension fund to pay to each beneficiary the. 
full amount per month to which such beneficiary is entitled, an equal 
percentage of such monthly payment shall be made to each, until such fund 
is so replenished as to warrant payment in full to each of such beneficiaries. 
31-30.5-703. Firefighters' old hire pension plans - municipalities 
and districts under one hundred thousand in population. (I) [Formerly 
31-30-407 (1)] (a) Any effieet,, OID HIRE member er empl9"ee of a paid fire 
department IN A MUNICIPALITY, FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT, OR COUNTY 
IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT, HAVING LESS THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND IN 
POPULATION who becomes mentally or physically disabled while on active 
duty during regular assigned hours of duty from any cause not self-inflicted 
nor due to the habitual use of intoxicants or drugs to an extent whereby he 
THE MEMBER is unable to perform hie THE MEMBER'S duties shall be retired 
by the board. Any effieet,, OLD HIRE member er empleyee of said fire 
department who has completed five or more years as a member of said 
department but who is unable to perform hie THE MEMBER'S duties by reason 
of heart disease or any disease of the lungs or respiratory tract shall submit 
competent evidence substantiating hie THE MEMBER'S claim that he THE 
MEMBER has contracted said disease while on duty as a result of strain or the 
inhalation of noxious fumes, poison, or gases and shall be retired by the 
board. 
(b) In cases where a special position or assignment can or may be 
assigned to such effieet,, OLD HIRE member, er empleyee, he THE MEMBER 
may be assigned to such special position or assignment. Any such retirement 
shall be for the period of the disability and no longer and shall be governed 
by the provisions of paragraphs (c) to (e) of this subsection (I). 
(c) Effective July I, 1969, said effieet,, OLD HIRE member er empleyee 
shall be paid a monthly pension equal to one-half the amount of hie THE 
MEMBER'S monthly salary as of the date of his THE MEMBER'S retirement plus, 
if the governing body of the municipality, the board of directors of the fire 
protection district, or the board of the county improvement district authorizes 
such additional benefits, one-half of any increase in salary and longevity or 
additional pay based on length of service granted during the period of hie THE 
MEMBER' s retirement to the rank occupied by him THE MEMBER in said 
department. Said pension shall continue to be paid as long as the effieet,, 
member er empleyee is in retirement. 
(d) All applicants for disability pensions shall be examined by one or 
more physicians selected by the board and may be examined by one or more 
physicians selected by the applicant. All expenses of examination by the 
physician chosen by the board shall be paid by the board out of saiEl THE OLD 
HIRE PENSION fund. 
(e) The board shall establish such rules ans Fegulatie&s as it deems 
proper for the purpose of reexamination of all ~ OLD HIRE MEMBERS 
who are retired for disability to determine from time to time the fitness of 
such peFS89S MEMBERS to return to active duty in said department. No such 
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peP.l8B MFMBER who has reached the age of fifty years, either before or after 
his THE MEMBER'S retirement, shall be reexamined. No such pet'S0ft MEMBER 
who has completed twenty years of active duty before the date of such 
retirement shall be reexamined. No pet'80ft MEMBER on the retired list shall 
be examined sooner than one year after date of retirement and not more often 
than once a year thereafter. In the event it is found by said board that any 
effieer, member er BB'lf'leyee on the retired list has recovered from the 
disability wlHeh THAT caused ms THE MEMBER'S retirement, such pet'80ft 
MEMBER, if he THE MEMBER is under fifty years of age and has served less 
than twenty years of active duty, shall be removed from the retired list and 
ordered to report to the chief officer of said fire department within thirty days 
for assignment to active duty. During said period of thirty days, such member 
may file a written protest in which he THE MEMBER shall state any objection 
.,i::.. to his THE MEMBER'S removal from the retired list. The decision of said 
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board shall be suspended pending a hearing on said protest, at which hearing 
such member shall have the right to appear and to be represented by counsel. 
During the period that any effieet:,- member er BB'lf'leyee is retired for 
disability by said board, such effieet:, member, er BB'lf'leyee, if under the age 
of fifty years and having served less than twenty years of active duty, shall be 
carried on a special roll of the fire department and listed as inactive. 
(f) (I) Except as provided in subparagraph (II) of this paragraph (f), 
if an effieet:, OlD HIRE member er BB'lf'leyee of the fire department becomes 
mentally or physically disabled while not on active duty during regularly 
assigned hours of duty and from any cause not self-inflicted or due to the 
habitual use of intoxicants or drugs to an extent whereby he THE MEMBER is 
unable to perform ms THE MEMBER'S regular fire department duties, he THE 
MEMBER shall be paid by the board, starting twelve months from such 
disability and for the remaining period of such disability, a monthly benefit 
equal to five percent of the amount set forth in paragraph (c) of this 
subsection (1), multiplied by the number of years he THE MEMBER has been 
in active service with said fire department; but any such benefit under this 
subsection (1) shall not exceed one-half of ms THE MEMBER 's monthly salary 
as of the date of ms THE MEMBER'S disability. The provisions covering 
examinations, and reexamination as set forth in paragraph (e) of this 
subsection (1), shall be applicable to all cases arising under this paragraph (f). 
(II) Any person who has "heeeme ee effieer, BECAME AN OLD HIRE 
member er BB'lf'leyee of a fire department prior to July 1, 1971, shall be 
entitled to the benefits set forth in subparagraph (I) of this paragraph (f) as of 
the date of the onset of such disability and shall not be subject to the 
twelve-month delay provision. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-407 (2)) If any OLD HIRE member effieer, er 
BB'lf'leyee of saie A fire department IN A MUNICIPALITY, FIRE PROTECTION 
DISTRICT, OR COUNTY IMPROVFMENT DISTRICT HAVING A POPULATION OF LESS 
THAN ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND dies from any cause, whether on duty or not 
or while on the retired list, leaving a surviving spouse or dependent parent, 
such surviving spouse or dependent parent shall be awarded a monthly annuity 
equal to one-third of the monthly salary of a first-grade firelBIIB FIREFIGHTER 
at the time of his THE MEMBER' s death or retirement so long as the surviving 
spouse or dependent parent remains unmarried. No dissolution of a 
subsequent marriage shall have the effect of reinstating said surviving spouse 
on the pension roll or authorizing the granting of a pension. No pension shall 
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be paid to the dependent parent of a deceased OLD HIRE member offioer, or 
employee who leaves a surviving spouse or dependent children. 
(3) [Formerly 31-30-407 (3)] In addition to the annuity set forth in 
subsection (2) of this section, the board shall also order the payment to such 
surviving spouse or the legally appointed guardian of each dependent child of 
such deceased OLD IIlRE member offioef, Of employee of said fire department 
of a monthly annuity of thirty dollars for each child, to continue until such 
child reaches the age of eighteen years. If such surviving spouse dies or there 
is no surviving spouse, as limited and described in subsection (2) of this 
section, but there are surviving children under eighteen years of age, the 
board shall order a monthly payment equal to the full payment to which a 
fiA,B111R'e f'IR.EFIGHTER'S surviving spouse is entitled under subsection (2) of 
this section to be divided equally among the children or a monthly payment 
of thirty dollars for each child, whichever total amount is greater, to the 
guardian for said children. In no event shall such surviving children of a 
deceased or retired Rfemae FIREFIGHTER receive an amount in excess of 
one-half of the current salary paid to a RFelBBR FIREFIGHTER, first grade, of 
said department. No annuity shall be paid to the dependent parent of a 
deceased member effioef, Of employee who leaves a child or children under 
eighteen years of age. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-409] When any active or retired RFemae OLD 
HIRE MEMBER dies, the board shall appropriate from the OLD HIRE PENSION 
fund the sum of one hundred dollars, as a death benefit, to be paid to the 
surviving spouse or family of the deceased, but, if there is no surviving 
spouse or family, said sum shall be paid to such other person as the board of 
said fund designates. 
31-30.5-704. [Formerly 31-30-608] Police officers' old hire pension 
plans - municipalities of at least one hundred thousand in population. 
(1) If any effieer, OLD HIRE member of employee of the police department 
IN A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND, while in the performance of his THE MEMBER'S duty, becomes 
temporarily totally disabled, physically or mentally, for service by reason of 
service in such department, the board shall order the payment to such disabled 
effieer, member, Of employee, monthly during such disability but not to 
exceed one year, from SHeh THE OLD IIlRE pension fund, of a sum equal to the 
monthly compensation allowed such effieer, member Of employee as salary 
at the date of his THE MEMBER'S disability if such effieer, member er 
employee is paid no salary as such effieer, member. Of employee. If any 
effieer, OLD IIlRE member Of empl~<ee of the police department, while in the 
performance of his THE MEMBER'S duty, becomes mentally or physically 
permanently disabled by reason of service in such department so as to render 
necessary hie THE MEMBER'S retirement from service in such department, the 
board shall retire such disabled member from service in such department. No 
such retirement on account of disability shall occur unless said member has 
contracted said disability while in the service of said police department. 
(2) Upon SYeB retirement the board shall order the payment to such 
disabled member of suoh JiOlioe eepartH1.8Bt from SYeB THE OLD HIRE pension 
fund of a sum equal to one-half the monthly compensation allowed to such 
effieer, THE member of employee as salary at the date of hie THE MEMBER'S 
retirement. If any OLD HIRE member of eaie THE police department IN A 
MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, 
while in the perfonnance of his THE MEMBER'S duty, is killed, dies as a result 
of an injury received in the line of his duty or of any disease contracted by 
reason of his THE MEMBER'S occupation, dies from any cause whatever as the 
result of his THE MEMBER 's services in said department, or dies while in the 
service or on the retired list from any cause and leaves a surviving spouse or 
a dependent child under sixteen years surviving or, if unmarried, leaves a 
dependent parent surviving, the board shall direct the payment from the fund, 
monthly, to such surviving spouse, while unmarried, of thirty dollars, and for 
each child, while unmarried, until he THE CHILD reaches the age of sixteen 
years, six dollars, and to the dependent parent, if such effieel';- member 0f 
~loyee was unmarried, thirty dollars. The pension to the dependent parent 
or both shall be paid as follows: If the father is dead, the mother shall receive 
the entire thirty dollars, and if the mother is dead, the father shall receive the 
entire thirty dollars, and if both are living, each shall receive fifteen dollars. 
31-30.5-7«>5. FlrefJghters' old hire pension plam - municipalities of 
at least one hundred thousand in population. (1) [Formerly 31-30-508 
(1)) Any effieef.; OLD HIRE member er em}'leyee of saitl A fire department IN 
A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND, who becomes mentally or physically disabled while on active duty 
during regularly as&gned hours of duty from any cause not self-inflicted nor 
due to the habitual use of intoxicants or drugs to an extent whereby he THE 
MEMBER is unable to perform his THE MFMBER's duties shall be retired by the 
board. Any effi:eer, OLD HIRE member er elBf)leyee of said fire department 
who has completed five years or more as a member of saitl THE department 
but who is unable to perform his THE MEMBER'S duties by reason of heart 
disease or any disease of the lungs or respiratory tract shall be presumed, 
unless said presumption is overcome by competent evidence, to have 
contracted said disease while on active duty as a result of strain or the 
inhalation of noxious fumes, poison, or gases and shall be retired by the 
· board. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-508 (2)) In cases where a special position or 
assignment can or may be assigned to such effieer..;- member, er @IBf)loyee, he 
THE MEMBER may be assigned to such special position or assignment. Any 
such retirement shall be for the period of the disability, and no longer, and 
shall be governed by the provisions of subsections (3), (4), and (5) of this 
section. 
(3) [Fonnerly 31-30-508 (3)) Said effieer, THE OLD HIRE member 0f 
elBf)l:oyee shall be paid a monthly pension equal to one-half the amount of his 
THE MEMBER'S monthly salary as of the date of his THE MEMBER 's retirement 
plus one-half of any increase in salary and longevity or additional pay based 
on length of service granted during the period of his THE MEMBER' s retirement 
to the rank occupied by him THE MEMBER in saitl THE department. Saie 
reared effieer, THE member, er ~leyee, after retirement, shall continue to 
accrue longevity, and his THE MEMBER'S length of service shall continue to 
extend in the same manner and with the same limitations as if he THE MEMBER 
were still active and not retired. Said pension shall continue to be paid as 
long as the effieel';- member er @IBf)leyee is in retirement. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-508 (4)) All applicants for disability pensions 
shall be examined by one or more physicians selected for the purpose by the 
board and may be examined by one or more physicians selected by the 
applicant. All expenses of examination by the physician chosen by the board 
shall be paid by the board out of said fund. 
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be paid to the dependent parent of a deceased OLD HIRE member offieeF, OF 
employee who leaves a surviving spouse or dependent children. 
(3) [Formerly 31-30-407 (3)] In addition to the annuity set forth in 
subsection (2) of this section, the board shall also order the payment to such 
surviving spouse or the legally appointed guardian of each dependent child of 
such deceased OLD HIRE member offieeF, OF employee of said fire department 
of a monthly annuity of thirty dollars for each child, to continue until such 
child reaches the age of eighteen years. If such surviving spouse dies or there 
is no surviving spouse, as limited and described in subsection (2) of this 
section, but there are surviving children under eighteen years of age, the 
board shall order a monthly payment equal to the full payment to which a 
fi:re1MB's FIREFIGHTER's surviving spouse is entitled under subsection (2) of 
this section to be divided equally among the children or a monthly payment 
of thirty dollars for each child, whichever total amount is greater, to the 
guardian for said children. In no event shall such surviving children of a 
deceased or retired fi:remae FIREFIGHTER receive an amount in excess of 
one-half of the current salary paid to a Rrema& FIREFIGHTER, first grade, of 
said department. No annuity shall be paid to the dependent parent of a 
deceased member offieef, Of employee who leaves a child or children under 
eighteen years of age. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-409] When any active or retired fi:remae OLD 
HIRE MEMBER dies, the board shall appropriate from the OLD HIRE PENSION 
fund the sum of one hundred dollars, as a death benefit, to be paid to the 
surviving spouse or family of the deceased, but, if there is no surviving 
spouse or family, said sum shall be paid to such other person as the board of 
said fund designates. 
31-30.5-704. [Formerly 31-30-608] Police officers' old hire pension 
plans - municipalities of at least one hundred thousand in population. 
(1) If any effieer.;- OLD HIRE member or employee of the police department 
IN A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND, while in the performance of his THE MEMBER 's duty' becomes 
temporarily totally disabled, physically or mentally, for service by reason of 
service in such department, the board shall order the payment to such disabled 
offieef, member, OF employee, monthly during such disability but not to 
exceed one year, from sueh THE OLD HIRE pension fund, ef a sum equal to the 
monthly compensation allowed such offieeF, member OF employee as salary 
at the date of his THE MEMBER'S disability if such effieer.;- member er 
employee is paid no salary as such effieer.;- member. OF employee. If any 
effieer; OLD HIRE member OF e1Hployee of the police department, while in the 
performance of his THE MEMBER'S duty, becomes mentally or physically 
permanently disabled by reason of service in such department so as to render 
necessary his THE MEMBER'S retirement from service in such department, the 
board shall retire such disabled member from service in such department. No 
such retirement on account of disability shall occur unless said member has 
contracted said disability while in the service of said police department. 
(2) Upon SYeh retirement the board shall order the payment to such 
disabled member of SYOB poliee eepltftmeet from SYeh THE OLD HIRE pension 
fund ef a sum equal to one-half the monthly compensation allowed to such 
effieer; THE member Of empl0j'ee as salary at the date of his THE MEMBER'S 
retirement. If any OLD HIRE member of saie THE police department IN A 
MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND, 
while in the perfonnance of his THE MEMBER 's duty, is killed, dies as a result 
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of an injury received in the line of his duty or of any disease contracted by 
reason of his TIIE MEMBER 's occupation, dies from any cause whatever as the 
result of his THE MEMBER' s services in said department, or dies while in the 
service or on the retired list from any cause and leaves a surviving spouse or 
a dependent child under sixteen years surviving or, if unmarried, leaves a 
dependent parent surviving, the board shall direct the payment from the fund, 
monthly, to such surviving spouse, while unmarried, of thirty dollars, and for 
each child, while unmarried, until he THE CHILD reaches the age of sixteen 
years, six dollars, and to the dependent parent, if such effieet:., member eF 
employee was unmarried, thirty dollars. The pension to the dependent parent 
or both shall be paid as follows: If the father is dead, the mother shall receive 
the entire thirty dollars, and if the mother is dead, the father shall receive the 
entire thirty dollars, and if both are living, each shall receive fifteen dollars. 
31-30.5-705. Frrefighters' old hire pension plans - municipalities of 
at least one hundred thousand in population. (1) [Formerly 31-30-508 
(1)] Any effieet:, OLD HIRE member OF emplo~•ee of sate A fire department IN 
A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED 
THOUSAND, who becomes mentally or physically disabled while on active duty 
during regularly asmgned hours of duty from any cause not self-inflicted nor 
due to the habitual use of intoxicants or drugs to an extent whereby he THE 
MFMBER is unable to perform his THE MEMBER'S duties shall be retired by the 
board. Any effieet:., OLD HIRE member OF employee of said fire department 
who has completed five years or more as a member of se.i4 THE department 
but who is unable to perform his THE MEMBER'S duties by reason of heart 
disease or any disease of the lungs or respiratory tract shall be presumed, 
unless said presumption is overcome by competent evidence, to have 
contracted said disease while on active duty as a result of strain or the 
inhalation of noxious fumes, poison, or gases and shall be retired by the 
· board. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-508 (2)] In cases where a special position or 
assignment can or may be assigned to such effieet:., member, OF employee, ae 
THE MEMBER may be assigned to such special position or assignment. Any 
such retirement shall be for the period of the disability, and no longer, and 
shall be governed by the provisions of subsections (3), (4), and (5) of this 
section. 
(3) [Fonnerly 31-30-508 (3)] Silis offieeF, THE OLD HIRE member eF 
empleyee shall be paid a monthly pension equal to one-half the amount of his 
THEMFMBER'S monthly salary as of the date of his THE MEMBER'S retirement 
plus one-half of any increase in salary and longevity or additional pay based 
on length of service granted during the period of Bis TIIE MEMBER' s retirement 
to the rank occupied by him THE MEMBER in se.w THE department. Saia 
retiree offieeF, THE member, OF employee, after retirement, shall continue to 
accrue longevity, and his THE MEMBER'S length of service shall continue to 
extend in the same manner and with the same limitations as if he THE MEMBER 
were still active and not retired. Said pension shall continue to be paid as 
long as the offieeF, member OF employee is in retirement. 
(4) [Formerly 31-30-508 (4)] All applicants for disability pensions 
shall be examined by one or more physicians selected for the purpose by the 
board and may be examined by one or more physicians selected by the 
applicant. All expenses of examination by the physician chosen by the board 
shall be paid by the board out of said fund. 
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(5) [Formerly 31-30-508 (5)) The board shall establish such general 
rules &Rd Rlgulalioes as it deems proper for the purpose of reexamination of 
all pemoes OLD HIRE MEMBERS who have been retired for disability to 
determine from time to time the fitness of such pemoes MEMBERS to return to 
active duty in S8:Kl THE department. No such peFOOB MEMBER who has 
reached the age of fifty years, either before or after his THE MEMBER'S 
retirement, shall be reexamined. No such peFOOB MEMBER who has completed 
twenty-five years of active duty in S8:Kl THE department before the date of 
such retirement shall be reexamined. No peFOOB MEMBER on the retired list 
shall be examined sooner than one year after date of retirement and not more 
often than cmce a year thereafter. In the event it is found by S8:Kl THE board 
that any offieef, OLD HIRE member Of employee on the retired list has 
recovered from the disability whieh THAT caused his THE MEMBER'S 
retirement, such peFOOB MEMBER, if he THE MEMBER is under fifty years of 
age and has served less than twenty-five years of active duty, shall be 
removed from the retired list and ordered to report to the chief officer of S8:Kl 
THE fire department within thirty days for assignment to active duty. During 
said period of thirty days such member may file a written protest in which he 
THE MEMBER shall state any objection that he THE MEMBER may have to his 
THE MEMBER'S removal from the retired list. The decision of S8:Kl THE board 
shall be suspended pending a hearing on said protest, at whieh THAT hearing 
suelt TIIE member shall have a right to appear and to be represented by 
counsel. During the period that any offieef, member or employee is ordered 
retired for disability by S8:Kl THE board, such offioef, member, Of emplo~'ee, 
if under the age of fifty years and having served less than twenty-five years 
of active duty, shall be carried on a special roll of the fire department and 
listed as inactive. 
(6) [Fonnerly 31-30-508 (6)) In any case where an offieet:.; OLD HIRE 
member or emplo~'ee of the fire department IN A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A 
POPULATION OF AT LEAST ONE HUNDRED THOUSAND becomes mentally or 
physically disabled while not on active duty during regularly assigned hours 
of duty and from any cause not self-inflicted or due to the habitual use of 
intoxicants or drugs to an extent whereby he THE MEMBER is unable to 
perform his THE MEMBER'S regular fire department duties, he THE MEMBER 
shall be paid by the boa.rd, during the period of such disability and no longer, 
a monthly benefit equal to five percent of the amount set forth in subsection 
(3) of this section multiplied by the number of years he TIIE MEMBER has been 
in active service with S8:Kl TIIE fire department; except that any such benefit 
under this section shall not exceed one-half of his THE MEMBER'S monthly 
salary as of the date of his THE MEMBER'S disability. The provisions covering 
examinations and reexaminations, as set forth in subsections (4) and (5) of this 
section, shall be applicable to all cases arising under this subsection (6). 
(7) [Formerly 31-30-509] If any OLD HIRE member offieef, or 
empl~<ee of sale A fire department IN A MUNICIPALITY HAVING A POPULATION 
OF AT LEAST ONE.HUNDRED THOUSAND dies from any cause while in the 
service or while on the retired list, leaving a surviving spouse, whom saoh 
offieer, memeer, or emplo~'ee IB&ffleEI pre1 ioas to his applieatioe for 
retiremeRt or preirioas to April 3, 1943, if he was thee oe the retired list, 
saeh Blllffl&ge ha11ieg eeee legally performed e~' a Elaly aathoriii!eEI pemoe, 
such surviving spouse shall be awarded a monthly annuity equal to one-third 




THE MEMBER'S death or retirement plus one-third of any increase in salary and 
longevity or additional pay based on length of service granted to firemee 
FIREFIGIITERS of the rank or comparable successor rank whieh said THAT THE 
member effieer, er elBJlleyee held in the department on the date of his THE 
MEMBER' s death or retirement so long as such surviving spouse remains 
unmarried. No dissolution of a subsequent marriage shall have the effect of 
reinstating said spouse on the pension roll or authorizing the granting of a 
pension. This section shall apply alike to surviving spouses of firemea 
FIREFIGHJ'ERS and retired fifemee FIREFIGIITERS who die after April 11, 194 7, 
and to surviving spouses of firemea FIREFIGHTERS and retired fireiBea 
FIREFIGHfERS who were dead on said date, it being the intent of the general 
assembly to provide an annuity for all surviving spouses of firemea 
FIREFIGIITERS, which annuity shall increase or decrease proportionately to any 
increase or decrease in the current rate of pay of Hf@IBOR FIR.EFIGHTERS. 
(8) [Fonnerly 31-30-510) The board shall also order the payment to 
such surviving spouse or the legally appointed guardian of each child of such 
deceased OLD HIRE member effieer, er empleyee of saia THE fire department 
a monthly annuity of thirty dollars for each child, to continue until such child 
reaches the age of eighteen years. If such surviving spouse dies or there is no 
surviving spouse as limited and described but such deceased OLD HIRE member 
effieer, er elBJlleyee leaves surviving children under eighteen years of age, the 
board shall order a monthly payment equal to the full payment to which a 
hfi!l11111R's FIREFIGHTER'S surviving spouse is entitled under seetiea JI JO $09 
SUBSECTION (7) OF THIS SECTION to be divided equally among the children or 
a monthly payment of thirty dollars for each child, whichever total amount is 
greater, to the guardian of saia THE children for saia THE children. In no 
event shall such surviving children of a deceased or retired firefBftB 
FIREFIGHTER receive an amount in excess of one-half of the current salary 
paid to a fire1B&B FIREFIGHTER, first-grade, of said department. 
(9) [Formerly 31-30-512) When an active or retired HFl!IIB&fl: 
FIREFIGHTER dies without necessary funeral expenses, the board shall 
appropriate from the fund a sum not exceeding one hundred dollars to the 
surviving spouse or family or other person paying said expenses for the 
purpose of assisting the proper burial of said deceased OLD HIRE member. 
PART8 
EXEMPT PLANS 
31-30.5-801. [Fonnerly 31-30-325 (combines 31-30-325, 31-30-417, 
31-30-522, and 31-30-621)) Exempt alternative programs 
authorized. (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this article, any 
municipality, FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT, OR COUNfY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT, 
PRIOR TO JANUARY 1, 1980, may establish an alternative pelieemee.'s POLICE 
OFFICERS' OR FIREFIGHTERS' pension benefit program or combination pension 
and insurance benefit program FOR POLICE OFFICERS OR FIREFIGHTERS whieh 
THAT, if found by an actuarial study to be actuarially sound, shall be exempt 
from all provisions of this pat4-J ARTICLE. Such program and any 
amendments thereto must be approved in an election held or vote called for 
that purpose, by at least sixty-five percent of the total votes cast by all 
pelieemeB POLICE OFFICERS OR FIREFIGHTERS actively employed by the 
municipality' FIRE PROTECTION DISTRICT' OR COUNTY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT 
and all former i!IIBJlleyees OLD HIRE MEMBF.RS who have earned pension rights 
or benefits under this ~ ARTICLE at the time the program is adopted or 
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amended. No amendment of an exempt alternative program may be adopted 
whieh THAT would adversely affect the accrued pension benefits of former 
empleyees. ,'\By HHHHeipality bw,ciBg estaelisheEl &R e*empt altemative 
pregmm pl:IFSU8R1; ta this seetiee shall ee eetitleEl ta reeep,ce its apprepriate 
sb&fe ef state eeetrieutiees ta leeal pelieemee's peesiee ftieEls &Ra shall t-'ile 
&Rf reperts i:elfUireEl ta i:eeeii.•e seek state eeetrieatiees. OLD HIRE MEMBERS. 
ONCE ESTABLISHED, SUCH EXEMPT ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM SHALL COVER ALL 
POLICE OFFICERS OR FIREFIGHTERS EMPLOYED BY THE MUNICIPALITY, FIRE 
PROTECTION DISTRICT, OR COUNTY IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT, REGARDLESS OF 
THE DATE OF HIRE. 
(2) (a) NOT LATER THAN JANUARY 1, 1983, ANY EMPLOYER THAT 
COVFRED ITS FIREFIGHTERS OR POLICE OFFICERS HIRED ON OR AFTER APRIL 8, 
1978, UNDER THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN ESTABLISHED IN PART 4 
OF ARTICLE 31 OF THIS TITLE, MAY WITHDRAW FROM THAT PLAN UPON 
ESTABLISHMENT OF A MONEY PURCHASE PLAN, IN ACCORDANCE WITH 
SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS SECTION. 
(b) SUCH MONEY PURCHASE PLAN SHALL INCLUDE ALL FIREFIGHTERS 
OR POLICE OFFICERS HIRED ON OR AFTER APRIL 8, 1978, AND MAY INCLUDE 
ALL OLD HIRE FIREFIGHTER OR POLICE OFFICER MEMBERS, AT THE OPTION OF 
THE EMPLOYER. 
(c) THE MONEY PURCHASE PLAN SHALL BE APPROVED BY SIXTY-FIVE 
PF.RCENT OF ALL FIREFIGHTERS OR POLICE OFFICERS HIRED ON OR AFTER APRIL 
8, 1978. IN ORDER FOR OLD HIRE FIREFIGHTER OR POLICE OFFICER MEMBERS 
TO BE INCLUDED IN SUCH PLAN, PURSUANT TO PARAGRAPH (b) OF THIS 
SUBSECTION (2), SIXTY-FIVE PF.RCENT OF THOSE MEMBERS SHALL APPROVE THE 
PLAN. 
(d) ANY EMPLOYER DESIRING TO WITHDRAW PURSUANT TO THE 
PROVISIONS OF THIS SECTION SHALL FILE A RESOLUTION WITH THE FIRE AND 
POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION STATING SUCH INTENT. THE RESOLUTION SHALL 
ALSO STATE A REQUESTED EFFECTIVE DATE FOR WITHDRAWAL. 
( e) THE WITHDRAW AL SHALL BE EFFECTIVE ON THE REQUESTED 
EFFECTIVE DATE OR ON THE FIRST DAY OF THE MONTH FOLLOWING 
CERTIFICATION BY THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION OF THE 
APPROVAL OF THE MEMBERS, WHICHEVER OCCURS LATER. 
31-30.5-802. [Fonnerly 31-30-1003.3] Exempt money purchase plan 
option. (1) Netwidtst&RElmg &RY ether pre•,cisiee ef this artiele, Any 
employer whielt THAT has not elected to affiliate with the fire and police 
pension association relating to a-leeal- AN OLD HIRE plan seek empleyer 
established pursuant to p&lt 3, 4, j, er~ ef this article may offer to the active 
OLD HIRE members of such plan the option of converting to a money purchase 
plan. 
(2) Such option shall be available on an individual basis such that any 
member desiring to remain in the current defined benefit plan may do so. 
(3) The money purchase plan offered may be a new plan established 
by the employer or an existing plan maintained for the benefit of other 
members employed in the same department. 
(4) Any such money purchase plan shall be exempt from all provisions 
of part 3, 4 , S, er ~ ef this article. respeeti•,•eey. 
(5) The option may be offered only if approved by at least sixty-five 
percent of all active OLD HIRE members. If approved, a deadline shall be set 
for electing between the current plan and the money purchase plan. Prior to 





disclosure statement describing the differences between the current plan and 
the money purchase plan and a statement as to the minimum beginning 
account balance for such employee in the event of conversion to a money 
purchase plan. 
(6) If any active OLD HIRE member elects to remain in the current plan, 
the employer shall continue to fund such plan on an actuarially sound basis 
with any Wlfunded liability being amortized over a period not to exceed twenty 
years after January l, 1989. 
(7) Within ninety days after the election is made by each active OLD 
HIRE member, the employer shall make the final determination as to whether 
to adopt such option and shall be under no obligation to do so. In the event 
that the employer determines that the option will not be adopted at that time, 
the employer may reoffer the option at a later date in accordance with the 
provisions contained in this section. 
(8) No such option may be adopted which, in its application, would 
adversely affect the pension benefits of retired OLD HIRE members. 
(9) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prohibit an election by 
an employer to affiliate its local plan with the FIRE AND POLICE PENSION 
association after said employer has adopted a money purchase plan option 
pursuant to this section. Any such affiliation shall be governed by the 
provisions of seet-ioe 31 Jg WOO (3) SECTION 31-31-701. 
(1~ The bO&f8 is authorized to enter iBto agfeemeets •Hite employefs 
establishmg moeey JM:IF(lBaSe pensioe plaes p1:1FSYaRt to this seotioe Of part 3 , 
4, 3, Of fi of this e.rtiele Of this part IQ fof the p1:1~ose of haYieg the boaFEI 
admieistef sueh plaes aed maeage the funds of s1:1eh plaes fof m?,•estmeet 
pUFSU&Rt to seetioe 31 Jg Wl2.3. 
(11) Nothieg ie this seetioe shall be eORStrued to pfohibit ae employef 
·.vho has adopted a loeal IBOB~' pllfflha.se plae ffom eleetieg aed applyiBg fof 
eoYeFage 1:1edeF the sa.te,.vide moeey p1:1feha.se plan p1:1FSYaRt to seetioe 
31 Jg 1003.3 (fi). 
31-30.5-803. [Formerly 31-30-1012 (8)] Investment authority. ~ 
W (1) Except as provided in p&RlgRlfl8 (b) SUBSECTION (2) of this sl:lhseot-ioe 
f&t SECTION WITH RESPECT TO EXEMPT ALTERNATIVE MONEY PURCHASE 
PLANS, moneys of exempt alternative programs of empl~•eFS whieh 1HAT are 
not iB the fuBe AFFILIATED WITH THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION 
UNDER SECTION 31-31-702 OR 31-31-706 may be invested as provided in 
S1:1bseet-ioe (3) of this section 31-31-302 (4), but such investments shall, meel-
eamieg peFfoff98:Bee steRe&Fds esfflblisb:ed by the bollffl OVER TIME, BE 
EXPECTED TO MEET THE ACTUARIAL ASSUMPTIONS ON INTEREST RATES 
ADOPTED BY THE FIRE AND POLICE PENSION ASSOCIATION BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
FOR THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN and shall be audited at least 
biennially. 
(bHI) (2) (a) Notwithstanding any contrary provision in sl:lbseet-ioe (3) 
of this seet-ioe, SECTION 31-31-302 (4) assets of an exempt alternative pfogAHB 
MONEY PURCHASE PLAN may be invested in corporate stocks, corporate bonds, 
notes, or debentures that are convertible into corporate stocks, or investment 
trust shares pursuant to the following conditions: 
fAj (I) The original cost of all such investments shall not exceed 
sixty-five percent of the then current market value of all assets in the exempt 
alternative pFOgAHB PLAN; and 
tB) (II) The fiduciary of the exempt alternative program is responsible 
for investing the assets of the program pursuant to the investment standards 
I 
~ .... 
t:tl -· -> 
provided in section 15-1-304, C.R.S., except to the extent the fiduciary allows 
a participant to exercise control of investments pursuant to SYhpar-&gMf)h (II) 
ef this pllf&gfllph (h) PARAGRAPH (b) OF THIS SUBSECTION (2). 
(II) (b) The fiduciary may allow a participant to exercise control of the 
investment of the participant's accrued benefit under the p,egRHB PLAN, 
subject to the following requirements: 
W (I) The fiduciary shall select at least three investment alternatives, 
each of which is diversified in itself, that allow the participant a broad range 
of investments and a meaningful choice between risk and return in the 
investment of the participant's accrued benefit; 
00 (II) 1he fiduciary shall allow the participant to change investments 
at least once each calendar quarter; and 
~ (Ill) The fiduciary shall provide the participant with information 
describing the investment alternatives and the nature, investment performance, 
fees, and expenses of the investment alternatives and other information to 
enable a participant to make informed investment decisions. 
(lllj (c) Neither the state nor local governments shall be held 
responsible to pay for any or all financial losses experienced by participants 
of the exempt alternative program; except that nothing in this SYhseetieB (8) 
SECTION relieves a local government's responsibility as a fiduciary to the 
program. 
(IV) Fe, the PYfP8Ses ef this !llHJseetieB (8), "e'll:empt ahemaa..•e 
pragflllll" meaB8 ey ef the follewiBg: 
(A) A fiffl 11:Rd peliee peBSieB pragflllll eslahlished pYfSY&Bt te seetieB 
31 3g 32)'., 31 3g 417, 31 3g )'.22, 8f 31 3g fi21; 
(8) A 1Beeey pu,ehase peBsieB plaB eslahlished pursY&Bt te seetieB 
(e) A meB~' pYfehase peBsieB plaB eslahlished pu,SY&Bt te seetiaB 
31 3g 1003.3; 8f 
(D) ,t\B;' ethe, leeal fire &Bd peliee p0Bsi0B plaB ee¥eriBg memhers 
with IB8Beys that Me Bet iB the fime. 
ARTICLE 31 
Fire - Police - New Hire Pension Plans 
PART 1 
GENERAL PROVISIONS 
31-31-101. [Formerly 31-30-1001] Legislative declaration. The 
general assembly hereby declares that the establishment of peliee1B0B's POLICE 
OFFICERS' and firefighters' pension plans in this state is a matter of statewide 
concern whieh THAT affects the public safety and general welfare, that the 
ability of pension funds to pay earned benefits to present and future members 
is a necessary corollary to the establishment of pension plans, and that a 
statewide pension plaB •w'Hieh eslahlishes PLANS ESTABLISHING pension benefits 
whieh THAT can be fully funded with local moneys will permit the 
continuation of pension plans for peliee1B0B POLICE OFFICERS and firefighters 
in this state. In addition, the general assembly declares that any pension plan 
must be actuarially sound in order to assure the security of the pension system 
and that this pllft lQ ARTICLE is enacted to provide for the stability and 
security of palieemeB's POLICE OFFICERS' and firefighters' pension plans in 
this state. The general assembly further declares that state moneys provided 





do not constitute a continuing obligation of the state to participate in the 
ongoing normal costs of pension plan benefits, except for state funding of 
death and disability benefits as specified in this ·pa:t4-W ARTICLE, but are 
provided in recognition that saie THE local governments are currently 
burdened with financial obligations relating to pensions in excess of their 
present financial capacities. It is the intent of the general assembly in 
providing state moneys to assist S&ia THE local governments that state 
participation decrease annually, terminating at the earliest possible date. 
31-31-102. [Formerly 31-30-1002 (1), (2), (4), (5), and (5.5)] 
Definitions. As used in this ~ ARTICLE, unless the context otherwise 
requires: 
(1) "Actuarially sound" means a pelioemeB's POLICE OFFICERS' or 
hrelBeB:'s FIREAGHTFRS' pension fund determined by the board to be receiving 
or scheduled to receive employer and member contributions in each fiscal year 
equal to the annual contributions actuarially determined to be necessary to pay 
the annual current service cost of pension benefits attributable to active 
employees and to pay the annual contribution necessary to amortize any 
unfunded accrued liability over a period not to exceed forty years. The 
actuarial cost method to be utilized shall be the entry age-normal cost method. 
The date from which unfunded liabilities shall be amortized shall be 
determined pursuant to plH't 8 ef this IH'tiele PART 3 OF ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS 
TITLE. 
(2) "Board" means the board of directors established as the governing 
body of the fire and police pension association as provided in seotiea-
31 JQ 1004 (2) SECTION 31-31-201 (2). 
f4j (3) "Employer" means any municipality SJ3eeial distriet, er em1ety 
H.ilJ1f0'remeet Elistriet IN THIS STATE offering POLICE OR fire protection service 
employing one or more members AND ANY SPECIAL DISTRICT OR COUNTY 
IMPROVEMENT DISTRICT IN THIS STATE OFFERING FIRE PROTECTION SERVICE 
EMPLOYING ONE OR MORE MEMBERS. 
~ (4) "Member" means an active employee who is a full-time salaried 
employee of a municipality, fire protection district, or county improvement 
district normally serving at least one thousand six hundred hours in any 
calendar year and whose duties are directly involved with the provision of 
police or fire protection, as certified by the member's employer. The term 
alse iBeluees &II)' feRB@r emple)'ee y,r,he is retired, Elisahlee, er eligiele fer a 
heeefil as pl'0'1ieeEl iB !l@Otiee 31 3Q IQI l (2), hut The term does not include 
clerical or other personnel whose services are auxiliary to police or fire 
protection, "Member" Elees eat iBelU6e OR any volunteer firefighter, as such 
term is defined in section 31-30-1102 (9). For the purpose of eligibility for 
disability or survivor benefits, "member" includes any employee on an 
authorized leave of absence. 
~ (5) "Money purchase plan" means a program under which 
member and employer contributions are accumulated with interest to purchase 
a benefit at retirement. The benefit amount is determined by actuarially 
converting the accumulated sum in a member's retirement account into a 
monthly benefit based on uniform actuarial assumptions approved by the board 
for such plans. The term does not include a plan wbieh THAT provides for 
minimum benefits or other defined benefits. 
(6) "RETIRED MEMBER" MEANS ANY MEMBER WHO IS RETIRED, 






31-31-201. [Formerly 31-30-1004] Association - creation - board 
- organization. (1) There is hereby created an independent public body 
corporate and politic to be known as the fire and police pension association. 
Mia THE association is constituted as a public instrumentality, and its exercise 
of the powers conferred by this pat4--W ARTICLE AND ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS 
TITLE shall be deemed to be the performance of an essential public function. 
The association shall be a body corporate and a political subdivision of the 
state and shall not be an agency of state government and shall not be subject 
to administrative direction by any department, commission, board, or agency 
of the state. 
(2) (a) Bffeelwe September 1, 1981, The governing body of the 
association shall be a board of directors consisting of nine members appointed 
by the governor and confirmed by the senate as follows: 
(I) Two members who shall represent Colorado municipal employers; 
(II) One member who shall represent full-time paid fi:remee 
FIREFIGHTERS; 
(Ill) One member who shall represent full-time paid pelieemee POLICE 
OFFICERS; 
{IV) One member who shall be a retired fi:re1B&B FIREFIGHTER who, 
upon completion of his THE MEMBER'S term, shall be replaced by a retired 
pelieelB8:B POLICE OFFICER. Thereafter, the appointments of retired officers 
shall alternate between a retired~ FIREFIGHTER and a retired polieelB&B 
POLICE OFFICER· for each successive four-year term. 
(V) One member of a board of directors of a special district or the 
full-time paid professional manager of a special district who shall represent 
special districts having volunteer firefighters; 
(VI) One member from the state's financial or business community 
with experience in investments; 
(VII) One member from the state's· financial or business community 
with experience in insurance disability claims; and 
(VIII) One member of the state's financial or business community 
experienced in personnel or corporate administration in corporations of over 
two hundred employees. 
(b) Of the memheFS first appomtee, t~e memhe£S shall he appomtee 
fer a term of eee year, t:v;o memhers shall he appomtee for a term of two 
years, two memhe£S shall he appomtee for a term of ~e years, a&e t\vo 
memhers shall lie appoietee for a term of fear years. Thereafter Members 
shall be appointed for terms of four years. 
(c) Vacancy in any position shall be filled in the same manner as the 
original appointment was made. Appointments may be made without 
confirmation of the senate when the senate is not in session, but such 
appointments shall be confirmed within thirty days of the next meeting of the 
senate in regular session or they shall be void. 
~ (d) The governor may remove any member of the board for cause. 
(3) (a) The members of the board shall serve without compensation but 
shall be reimbursed for any necessary expenditures and shall suffer no loss of 
salary or wages through service on such board. 
(b) The board shall elect a ehaiRB8B CHAIR and a •liee ehaifffl&B 
VICE-CHAIR, shall appoint a seeretaty AN EXEClTTIVE DIRECTOR and such other 
employees as may be necessary, and shall fix the compensation for said THE 
appointees. The board shall have the authority to retain actuaries, investment 
counselors, private legal counsel, and other consultants as deemed necessary. 
The fees of such persons shall be considered expenses of the association. 
(4) Neither the members of the board nor any person authorized by the 
board to act in an official capacity shall be held personally liable for any act 
undertaken pursuant to the provisions of this ~ ARTICLE AND ARTICLE 
30.5 OF THIS TITLE. 
31-31-202. [Fonnerly 31-30-1005 (1) to (5)] Powers and duties of 
the board. (1) The board shall: 
(a) Establish standards for determining the actuarial soundness of: 
(I) The PENSION PLANS IN THE FIRE AND POLICE MEMBERS' BENEFIT 
1 fund, in accordance with seeliee JI Jg IQI2 SECTION 31-31-301; and 
~ 
~ (II) Alternative pension plans having defined benefits in whole or in 
~ -
part established pursuant to seetiBB 31 JO 1003 (2j (b) SECTION 31-31-601 (1). 
Based upon such standards, the board shall require biennial actuarial reviews 
of such plans with the cost of said THE reviews to be paid by employers 
having established such plans. 
(b) Establish standards for benefit projections for money purchase 
plans; 
(c) Establish criteria for the determination of disability to administer 
the provisions of seetieB 31 3Q 1007 SECTION 31-31-803; 
(d) Promulgate rules &Be ~gslll-lieBs relating to standards for 
disclosure of all ramifications of and procedures for obtaining the member 
approval provided for in seetieB 31 30 1003 (2) (b) SECTION 31-31-601 (I); 
(e) Administer or provide for the administration and, in accordance 
with the provisions of seetiee JI JO 1012 (2) SECTION 31-31-302 (1 ), the 
investment of the fire and police members' benefit fund; &Be, at the FBtfUest 
of aBy leeal e~loyeF, may RHm&ge sseh emple~'@f's p6B5ioe feeds foF 
ifwestment; 
(f) Borrow money in accordance with the provisions of section 
24-75-203 (3), C.R.S.; 
(g) Review or initiate proposed legislation affecting or related to the 
provisions of this ~ ARTICLE AND ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE; 
(h) Provide for disbursements from the fire and police members' 
benefit fund created by seetioe 31301012 SECTION 31-31-301. Such 
disbursements shall be made only for payment of the expenses of the 
association, payment of refunds to members, payment of survivor, disability, 
or retirement benefits, or for purposes of investment. 
(I) Make such modifications to the minimum annual rates of 
contribution certified to municipalities, fire protection districts, and county 
improvement districts as may be justified by actuarial studies approved by the 
board, subject to the requirements of seetiBB 31 30 803 SECTION 31-30.5-304. 
In addition, the board shall supervise the establishment of such minimum 
annual rates of contribution for any nonexempt municipalities, fire protection 
districts, or county improvement districts whieh THAT, for any reason, did not 
receive such minimum annual rate of contribution. Such establishment and 
modification of minimum annual rates of contribution shall be conducted 
substantially in the manner provided by procedural regulations promulgated 





t:t, .... --> 
(j) Promulgate such rules enEI regwirtioes as may be necessary to 
implement the provisions of this part-W ARTICLE AND ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS 
TITLE; 
~) Mak@ agreem.eBts with goi.·emieg boElies thlrt pro11iae peesioe plll:ftS 
fer vohmleer firefighters lo aammisler sueh plans ens mae:age lhe_ fl:mas of 
sueh plw fer HP1esfflleBl; 
(I) (k) Approve or deny applications for coverage under the statewide 
money purchase plan pursuant to seehoe 31 30 1005.3 (',) SECTION 31-31-501. 
(2) (a) The board has the sole power to determine eligibility for 
retirement for disability, whether total or occupational, for any polieemen 
POLICE OFFICER or firemen FIREFIGHTER in this state whether or not such 
member is covered by the provisions of this part-W ARTICLE, except FOR THE 
FOLLOWING: 
(I) Those polieemee POLICE OFFICERS and firetReB FIREFIGHTERS 
having social security coverage and not affiliated as to disability; and~ 
(II) Those polieemee POLICE OFFICERS and firemee FIREFIGHTERS 
whose employers hBEl HAVE established exempt alternative pension plans, 
including exempt alternative defined benefit plans that are administered on an 
actuarially SOlllld basis, based upon assumptions and methodology adopted by 
the board for statewide use, on or before December 1, 1978, in accordance 
with the provisions of seelioe 31303;;!.3, 31 30 417, 31 30 322, or 31 30 €ill 
PART 8 OF ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE, UNLESS SUCH PLANS HAVE ELECTED 
TO BECOME COVERED UNDER THE STATEWIDE DEATH AND DISABILITY PLAN 
PURSUANT TO SECTION 31-31-801 (2). 
(b) Except as provided in this subsection (2), the final power to 
determine disability status is vested in the board, but each employer shall 
determine whether positions are available for disabled members and shall 
make such appointments to saia SUCH positions as it deems necessary. 
(3) Under the direction of the board, each employer AND LOCAL 
PENSION BOARD OR AUTHORITY, including employers THOSE WHOSE MEMBERS 
ARE not covered by or specifically exempted from this parl lQ THE STATEWIDE 
DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN in accordance with the provisions of seetie& 
31 30 1003 (2) SECTION 31-31-401 (1), shall furnish such information and 
shall keep such records as the board may require for the discharge of its 
duties. 
(4) (a) The board shall provide for and determine the cost of a 
statewide accidental death and disability insurance policy to cover all volunteer 
firefighters serving in volunteer or paid and volunteer fire departments, the 
insurance to be applicable only when serving as a volunteer firefighter. The 
policy shall be paid for as provided in seeboe 31 30 1112 SECTION 31-30-1112 
(2) (h) from proceeds of the tax imposed by section 10-3-209, C.R.S. 
(b) The board shall set the amount of coverage to be provided for each 
volunteer firefighter, take competitive bids for the policy from insurers, and 
make such rules enEI regHlirtioes as may be necessary to provide for the 
policy. 
(c) The insurer shall have sole power to determine disability for 
volunteer firefighters under the policy provided by this subsection (4). 
(5) (a) The board, in the performance of its duties under this article, 
shall have the power of subpoena over persons, and books, papers, records, 
and other things, and such power shall be enforceable by the courts; except 
that no subpoena shall be issued until saia THE subpoena has been approved 
by a vote of the board. 
(b) The ehaimHlB CHAIR of the board, or any other member of the 
board designated by the ehaifBHlB CHAIR, shall have the power to administer 
oaths, in the performance of the duties of the board under this article. 
(6) THE BOARD SHALL HAVE SUCH OTHER POWERS AND DUTIES AS ARE 
SPECIFICALLY GRANTED PURSUANT TO THIS ARTICLE AND ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS 
TITLE. 
31-31-203. (Fonnerly 31-30-1916] FWld not subject to levy. Except 
for assignments for child support purposes as provided for in sections 
14-10-118 (1) and 14-14-107, C.R.S., and except for writs of garnishment 
whieh TIIAT are the result of a judgment taken for arrearages for child support 
or for child support debt, no portion of the funds created pursuant to seetins 
31 30 l~.3, 31 30 lOI'l, e.ad 31301012.3 SECTIONS 31-31-301, 31-31-502, 
AND 31-31-703, before or after their order for distribution by the board to the 
persons entitled thereto, shall be held, seized, taken, ~ted to, detained, 
or levied on by virtue of any attachment, execution, injunction, writ, 
interlocutory or other order or decree, or process Of' proceeding whatsoever 
issued out of or by any court of this state for the payment or satisfaction, in 
whole or in part, of any debt, damage, claim, demand, or judgment against 
the fire and police pension association or employers lhat belong to such 
association or the beneficiary of sai4 SUCH funds. Saie THE funds shall be 
held and distributed for the purpose of tl'ris pa,t,-W ARTICLE and for no other 
purpose whatsoever. 
PART3 
FIRE AND POLICE MEMBERS' BENEFIT FUND 
31-31-301. Fund - creation. (1) [Formerly 31-30-1012 (1) 
(a)] (a) There is hereby created the fire and police members' benefit fund, 
which shall consist of moeeys of empleyefS in the essoeiat-ioe e.ad moeeys of 
ASSETS OF THE FOLLOWING fire and police benefit plans, including member 
CONTRIBUTIONS, employer CONTRIBUTIONS, llft0 any state contributions, made 
flBFSU8Bl te this f16rt IO fees collected, gifts received, unclaimed deposits, and 
investment income together with the assets of fueEls eslablisheEI purSYaRt to 
pMt 3, 4, S, ~. or 11 of this &ftiele, of these empleyers eet is the 8588ei:M½OB 
eleetieg te hlwe their fimes maB&geEI hy the hoard, these empleyefS eleetiag 
affiliMiOB es flr&'JiEieEI iB seetiOB 31 30 1000 (3), e.ad those ¥olueteer 
firefighter Eiepe.ftmeftts eleetieg te lla,•e theif, fuBes aemieistereEI e.ad mae&geEI 
~ the hoard puFSU8:Bt to seetiOB 31 30 lOOS (1) f.lE).: 
(I) THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN ESTABLISHED IN PART 4 OF 
THIS ARTICLE; 
(II) OLD HIRE POLICE AND FIRE PENSION PLANS ESTABLISHED IN 
ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE, WHICH ARE AFFILIATED WITH THE ASSOCIATION 
PURSUANT TO PART 7 OF THIS ARTICLE; 
(III) EXEMPT PLANS ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO PART 8 OF ARTICLE 
305 OF THIS TITLE, WHICH ARE AFFILIATED WITH THE ASSOCIATION PURSUANT 
TO PART 7 OF THIS ARTICLE; AND 
{JV) VOLUNTEER FIREFIGHTER PENSION PLANS, WHICH ARE AFFILIATED 
WITH THE ASSOCIATION PURSUANT TO PART 7 OF THIS ARTICLE. 
(b) The board shall keep an accurate account of each e~leyer's aes 
~'s fund and shall disburse moneys in accordance with the provisions 
of tms part 10 DBS part 11 ef this article. 
~ (2) There shall be established in the fund a disability and death 
benefits account into which contributions for death and disability benefits, 
including state contributions made pursuant to seetieB 31 30 1014 SECTION 
31-31-811, shall be deposited. The benefits provided by seetiens 31 30 1007 
aes 31 30 1008 PART 8 OF THIS ARTICLE, together with the expenses of 
administering sais seetiees SUCH PART, shall be paid from such account. 
fet (3) (a) There shall be established in the fund a new hire benefits 
account, into which contributions made pursuant to seetieB 31 30 1013 
SECTION 31-31-402 edter thaB fer Eleath 11B8 eisaeility eeset-its, shall be 
1 deposited. The benefits provided by seetiees 31 30 100(;, 31 30 1011, llB8 
.i::. 
....J 31 30 1018 THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN ESTABLISHED IN PART 4 OF 
t,:I ,.... --
THIS ARTICLE, together with the expenses of administering sais seetieBs THE 
PLAN, shall be paid from such account. 
(b) [Fonnerly 31-30-1012.5] fB Within the new hire benefits account, 
ereated ey seetien 31 30 1012 (1) (e), there shall be established two 
subaccounts: 
W (I) An actuarial account, into which that portion of the new hire 
benefits account necessary to fund benefit liabilities accrued under seetiees 
31 30 100(; llB8 31301011 (2) SECTIONS 31-31-403 AND 31-31-404 (2), as 
determined by the 1987 actuarial study, shall be deposited; 
~ (II) A stabiliz.ation reserve accmmt, into which the remainder in the 
new hire benefits account, after allocation pursuant to paragraph (a) ef tms 
SQ8Be0tien (I) SUBPARAGRAPH (I) OF THIS PARAGRAPH (b), may be deposited. 
(2) ( c) In each year after 1987, the board may allocate additional 
deposits to the new hire benefits accowit between the actuarial account and the 
stabilization reserve account based upon the actuarial study for the previous 
year. If in any year the total amount of additional deposits to the new hire 
benefits account is not sufficient to meet the benefit liabilities funded by the 
actuarial accowit, then such additional amowit as may be necessaiy to fund the 
increase shall be transferred from the stabilization reserve account to the 
actuarial account. If in any year the total amount of additional deposits to the 
new hire benefits account exceeds the amount required to meet any increase 
, in the benefit liabilities funded by the actuarial account, the board, in its sole 
discretion, may allocate all or any part of such excess to the stabilization 
reserve account. Any excess allocated to the stabilization reserve account in 
any year shall be allocated from that portion of deposits to the new hire 
benefits account constituting employer contributions to the statewide defined 
benefit plan established by this part 10 PART 4 OF THIS ARTICLE. 
~ (d) In each year after 1993, if the board determines that, based 
upon the annual actuarial study, moneys in the disability and death benefits 
account are inadequate to fund the benefit liabilities of that account with 
respect to those members covered by the eermal. retiremeet pre•;isiees ef tms 
part--10 THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN' then such amount as may be 
necessaiy to fund the benefit liabilities for these members shall be transferred 
from the stabilization reserve account to the disability and death benefits 
account. 
31-31-302. [Formerly 31-30-1012 (2) to (7) and (9)] Fund -
management - investment. (2) ( 1) The board shall be the trustee of the fund 






and reinvest such portions of the fund as in its judgment may not be 
immediately required for the payment of refunds or benefits. In exercising its 
discretionary authority with respect to the acquisition or disposition of any 
investments, the board shall be governed by the standard for investments 
prescribed in section 15-1-304, C.R.S., except as provided in saeseetiee (S) 
SUBSECTlON (4) of this section. 1be board may, by resolution, delegate to its 
seeR!lt&ty CXECUTIVE DIRECTOR., appointed pursuant to seetiee 31 30 1004 (3) 
fet SECTION 31-31-201 (3) (b), the investment authority created by this 
Mseetiee (l) SUBSECTION (1). The board shall not delegate to its seeretaey 
EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR. the authority to invest or reinvest more than five percent 
of the mark.et value of the assets of the fund between regularly scheduled 
meetings of the board. 
~ (2) The board shall designate one or more financial institutions as 
custodians of the fund. All moneys paid or transmitted to the custodian shall 
be credited to appropriate accounts in the fund and the custodian shall 
maintain a current inventory of all investments of the fund. 
f4t (3) Disbursements from the fund shall be made, subject to the 
approval of the board, only for payment of the expenses of the association, 
refunds to the members, benefits, and investment purposes. 
(S) (4) (a) Subject to the limitations on investments described in section 
15-1-304, C.R.S., the board may invest all or any part of the fund in the 
types of investments authorized by such section, including, but not limited to, 
ia obligations of the United States government and ia obligations fully 
guaranteed as to principal and interest by the United States government, in 
state and municipal bonds, in corporate notes, bonds, or debentures, 
convertible or othetwise, in railroad equipment trust certificates, in real 
property and in loans secured by first mortgages or deeds of trust on real 
property, in participation guarantee agreements with life insurance companies, 
in real estate limited partnerships, and in other types of investment 
agreements. aee the feFegoi:eg SUCH investments may be made without 
limitation as to the percentage of the book value of the assets of the retirement 
fund so invested. Investments may also be made in either common or 
preferred corporate stocks, but the original cost of all investments in corporate 
stocks or corporate bonds, notes, or debentures wlHeB THAT are convertible 
into corporate stock, or in investment trust shares, shall not exceed fifty 
percent of the then book value of the assets of the fund. In no event shall any 
investment be made in the common or preferred stock, or both, of any single 
corporation in an amount in excess of five percent of the then book value of 
the assets of the fund, nor shall more than seven percent of the outstanding 
stock or bonds of any single corporation be acquired for the fund; except that 
the board may acquire up to one hundred percent of the outstanding stock of 
any corporation described in sections 501 (c) (2) and 501 (c) (25) of the 
"Internal Revenue Code of 1986", as amended. To the extent that any 
moneys in the fund have been withdrawn from local financial institutions, the 
board shall attempt to return a proportional share of such moneys in the fund 
to the localities from which moneys were withdrawn. 
(b) As used in this saeseeliee (S) SUBSECTION (4), unless the context 
othetwise requires: 
(I) "Book value" means current market value. 
(II) "Current market value" means the current exchange price of an 
asset that is publicly traded, and, for a nonpublicly traded asset, it_means the 
current valuation as reflected in the books of the association. 
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(Ill) "Original cost" means the acquisition cost of an asset. 
~ (5) (a) The board shall purchase and acquire and hold for the 
benefit of the fund such investments in such amounts as may from time to 
time be directed by the board in writing. Any such investments shall be 
disposed of by the board when it determines such disposition to be necessary 
to provide money for payment of refunds or pension benefits or in order to 
reinvest the proceeds of such disposition in other investments determined by 
the board to be in the best interests of the fund. 
(b) Notwithstanding any other provision of this section, the board may 
employ or contract with investment counselors to manage a portion of the 
assets of the fund and may grant to such investment counselors the authority 
to make investment decisions with respect to the assets they manage, including 
the authority to purchase and sell investment assets. The investment 
counselors retained by the board shall at all times be subject to the standards 
and limitations set forth in saeseeaen (3) SUBSECTION (4) of this section and 
section 15-1-304, C.R.S. 
(+) (6) All transactions involving the purchase and sale of investments 
authorized in this section shall be effected on behalf of the association. To 
facilitate sale and exchange transactions, securities belonging to the association 
may be registered in the name of nominees in the discretion of the board and 
in accordance with standard business practices. All such nominees shall be 
bonded in such amounts as may be determined to be advisable by the board. 
{9t (7) The board shall submit an annual audit of the fund to the 
general assembly and the annual audit of the fund and annual actuarial study, 
with assumptions, to each employer. Each employer shall make the audit and 
study available for review by its members. 
PART4 
STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN 
31-31-401. [Formerly 31-30-1003 (1), (2) (a) (I), (4), (5), and 
(7)] Applicability of plan. (I) E.lleefll as fJf0¥ided m sl:leseetien (2) ef this 
seetieB, Every employer in this state shall provide the pension benefits of the 
statewide defined benefit plan established by this p&fl--lO PART 4 for members 
hired on or after April 8, 1978, EXCEPT FOR THE FOLLOWING: 
(2) (e.) (I) (a) Any employer whieh THAT covers members under the 
federal "Social Security Act"; shall be eJEemt3t ffem the fJf01fisieBS ef tb:is Jlaft 
10 eJEeept the pre¥isieBS ef seeheB J 1 Jg 1003 @). 
(b) ANY EMPLOYER THAT COVERS MEMBERS UNDER AN EXEMPT PLAN 
ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO PART 8 OF ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE; 
(c) ANY EMPLOYER THAT HAS WITHDRAWN ITS MEMBERS FROM THE 
STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN PURSUANT TO PART 6 OF THIS ARTICLE AND 
ESTABLISHED A LOCALLY ADMINISTF.RED AND FINANCED ALTFRNATIVE PENSION 
PLAN; 
(d) ANY EMPLOYER THAT HAS WITHDRAWN ITS MEMBERS FROM THE 
STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN FOR THE PURPOSE OF COVERING THEM 
UNDER THE STATEWIDE MONEY PURCHASE PLAN ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO 
PART 5 OF THIS ARTICLE; AND 
(e) ANY FMPLOYER THAT COVERS A MFMBF.R HIRED ON OR AFTER APRIL 
8, 1978, BUT BEFORE JANUARY l, 1980, UNDF.R AN OLD HIRE PENSION PLAN AS 
PERMITTED BY SECTION 31-30.5-103 (I). 
~ (2) Nothing in this p&fl--lO PART 4 shall affect retirement pensions 
or disability or survivor benefits of members hired prior to April 8, 1978, 
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~ (3) WHERE an employer Feis1dliBg RESULTS from a merger, a 
consolidation, or an exclusion or dissolution proceeding between or among 
one or more employers, e~slieg ea er befeN E.>eeemeer 31, 1979, including 
a new governmental entity created by intergovernmental agreement between 
or among one or more employers, eKisbftg 0B Bf' befoFe QeeemeeF 31, 1979, 
ssal:l aet he e0BSideFed BR empleyef' fi:Mt es&ahlished en ef' aftef' .J&Bwy 1, 
~ all members transferred to or employed by such resulting employer 
shall, for the purposes of this article AND ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE, have 
those rights and obligations they had prior to the merger, consolidation, 
exclusion, dissolution, or intergovernmental agreement. In the event of a 
transfer of members, provision shall be made in such agreement or proceeding 
for allocation and transfer of plan assets, and, in the event of the transfer of 
members of a defined benefit plan, provision shall be made in such agreement 
or proceeding for discharging plan liabilities and funding in order to maintain 
or enhance the actuarial soundness of the remaining and resulting plans.· If 
the resulting employer had no members prior to the merger, consolidation, 
exclusion, or dissolution, it may continue as its plan any pat4-W plan of a 
transferring employer, AUTHORIZED BY THIS ARTICLE, for its members hired 
after the effective date of the agreement or proceeding or the resulting 
employer shall belong to the statewide DEFINED BENEFIT plan. The board may 
authori:ze the resulting employer to consolidate preexisting retirement plans 
and any retirement plan attributable solely to the resulting employer into one 
or more plans if the plans to be consolidated are identical, the benefits are 
equal for all members covered under the retirement provisions of the plans, 
and no member suffers a reduction of benefits or an increase in member 
contributions due to such plan consolidation. 
~ (4) (a) A department chief HIRED ON OR AFTER APRIL 8, 1978, shall 
be exempted from the Jlf'B'lisiees ef tms part 10, &J(:e~t seetieBs 31 JQ 100$ 
(2), 31 Jg 1007, &Rd 31 3Q 1008 STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN, upon the 
execution of a written agreement between such department chief and his THE 
CHIEF'S employer and the submission of notice to the association. 
Alternatively, a department chief, with the agreement of his THE CHIEF'S 
employer, may elect coverage under the statewide money purchase plan. The 
transfer of member and employer contributions between the statewide defined 
benefit plan and the statewide money purchase plan shall be consistent with 
the provisions of seeti0ft 31 Jg 1003.l SECTION 31-31-501. 
(b) FOR PURPOSES OF THIS SUBSECTION (4), A "DEPARTMENT CHIEF" 
MEANS THE SENIOR COMMAND OFFICER OF ANY FIRE OR POLICE DEPARTMENT 
OF ANY F.MPLOYF.R, BY WHATEVER. TII1.E KNOWN, INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED 
TO CHIEF, ADMINISTRATOR, OR DIRECTOR. 
31-31-402. [Formerly 31-30-1013] Employer and member 
contributions. (1) On and after January 1, 1980, until the board is able to 
determine a contribution rate from the first annual actuarial valuation, every 
member covered under the statewide defined benefit plan established by this 
~ PART 4 shall pay into the fire and police members' benefit fund 6ight 
percent of salary paid. The payment shall be made by the employer by 
deduction from the salary paid such member. Each employer shall pick up 
the employee contributions required for all salaries paid after July 1, 1985, 
and the contributions so picked up shall be treated as employer contributions 
pursuant to section 414(h) (2) of the FEDERAL "Internal Revenue Code of 
1954", as amended, in determining tax treatment under such code. The 
employer shall pay these employee contributions directly to the retirement 
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association, instead of paying such amounts to employees, and such 
contributions shall be paid from the same funds whieh THAT are used in 
paying salaries to the employees. Such contributions, although designated as 
employee contributions, shall be paid by the employer in lieu of contributions 
by employees. Employees may not elect to choose to receive such 
contributions directly instead of having them paid by the employer to the 
pension plan. Employee contributions so picked up shall be treated for all 
purposes of this article, other than federal tax, in the same manner as 
employee contributions made before the date picked up. Payment shall be 
made by one voucher for the aggregate amount deducted and shall be made 
no later than the tenth day after th~ end of each pay period. All such 
payments shall be credited to the fire and police members' benefit fund. 
(2) On and after January 1, 1980, until the board is able to determine 
a contribution rate from the first annual actuarial valuation, every employer 
employing members who are covered by the statewide defined benefit plan 
established by this pi:ff-lQ PART 4 shall pay into the fire and police members' 
benefit fund eight percent of the salary paid to such member, and such 
payment shall be made no later than the tenth day after the end of each pay 
period. All such payments shall be credited to the fire and police members' 
benefit fund. 
(3) It is deelaree te ee the iBteet ef The general assembly DECLARES 
that the rates of employee and employer contributions shall be adequate to 
fund benefit liabilities accrued under the statewide defined benefit plan 
established by this pi:ff-lQ PART 4, and to this end, the board shall submit an 
annual actuarial valuation report to the state auditor, the legislative audit 
committee, and the joint budget committee of the general assembly, together 
with any recommendations concerning such liabilities as accrued. Ne later 
th!lfl J!lfll!a~r l ef eaeh. year, 08HHReeeiBg J!lfluary l, 1993. the eeM<l sh.all 
eertify the ameaet ef tee sffite eeetrieatiee ta ee made ~:YfSH!lflt ta seetiee 
J l JQ rn 14 (2) (e) eased 8ft BYOB aetuarial ,,raluatiee. Amortization of such 
liability over a forty-year period shall be deemed adequate to maintain 
actuarial stability. If the actual financial experience of the new hire benefits 
account in the fire and police members' benefit fund is found to be more or 
less favorable than the assumed experience during the two-year period from 
January 1, 1980, and each biennium thereafter, adjustments may be made by 
the board in the employee and employer contributions as may be deemed 
feasible and advisable so long as employer contributions are at least equal to 
employee contributions. 
(4) The payments required by this part-W SECTION are subject to 
penalties if not submitted when due. Payments are due no later than ten days 
following the date of payment of salary to the member, unless the salary is 
paid more than once monthly, in which event such payments are due no later 
than the tenth day of the month following the month the salary is paid to the 
member. An interest charge of one-half of one percent per month shall be 
levied against any unpaid amount and added to the employer payments 
required pursuant to this section. 
31-31-403. [Formerly 31-30-1006] Normal retirement - statewide 
defined benefit plan. (]) (a) Any member covered by the statewide defined 
benefit plan who has completed at least twenty-five years of active service and 
has attained the age of sixty years shall be eligible for a normal retirement 
pension, but any member shall be eligible for a normal retirement pension at 





employer has certified to the board that there is no available position for 
which such member is qualified. 1be annual nonnal retirement pension shall 
be two percent of the average of the member's highest three years' base salary 
multiplied by the member's years of service, not to exceed twenty-five. 
(b) The board shall determine after each annual actuarial valuation if 
the cost of all benefits established by this~ PART 4 for members covered 
under this section and the cost of a normal retirement pension beginning from 
one to sixty months before &tteittmeBt ef AGE sixty year-s ef age for members 
then eligible ea MAY be fully funded OD an actuarially sound basis without 
necessitating an increase in the eight percent employer and eight percent 
member contributions made pursuant to IMMMieB. 11301013 SECflON 
31-31 -402. If the board so determines, it shall order that the normal 
retirement pension commence such number of months as are actuarially 
supportable, from one to sixty, before auaiemeftt ef age sixty for members 
who have completed at least twenty-five years of active service and are 
otherwise eligible in accordance with the board's determination. Toe 
determination of the board shall be conclusive in the absence of fraud. A 
pension commenced before age sixty pursuant to rhis paragraph (b) shall not 
be subject to annual review. If a court determines that this paragraph (b) is 
invalid, the age of retirement to be eligible for any normal retirement benefit 
shall be age sixty except for persons receiving a benefit at the time of the 
court's decision. 
~ (2) (a) If in any year the board determines pursuant to this pa,t 
W PART 4 that the cost of the benefits described in paragraph (b) of subsection 
(1) of this section, excluding the benefit described in seetiee 31 30 1017 
SECTION 31-31-405, eaeeet MAY NOT be fully funded on an actuarially sound 
basis without necessitating an increase in the eight percent employer and eight 
percent member contribution made pursuant to seetiee 31 30 1013 SECTION 
31-31-402, the board shall not increase such employer or member 
contributions unless: 
(I) The board has terminated the benefit described in ~ 
31 30 1017 SECTION 31-31-405; and tiRless 
(II) The board has transferred all funds in the stabiliz.ation reserve 
account to the actuarial account as required by seetiee 31 30 1012.S (2) eR:Ei 
~ SECTION 31-31-301 (3) (b) AND (3) (c), except such funds as are 
attributable to the separate retirement account of any member who has 
terminated service after at least ten years of credited service. 
(b) Nothing in this sabseetieB (l.j) SUBSECTION (2) shall be construed 
to prohibit the board from utilizing the provisions of seetiee 31 30 1012.3 
SECTION 31-31-301 (3) to provide the benefit described in seetiee 31 30 1017 
SECTION 31-31-405 in any subsequent year when the total amount of additional 
deposits to the new hire benefits account exceeds the amount needed to meet 
the benefit liabilities funded by the actuarial account pursuant to 8eelie& 
31301012.3 SECTION 31-31-301 (3). 
~ (3) Any member retiring and eligible for a normal retirement 
pension as provided by subsec6on (1) of this section may elect to defer receipt 
of such pension until attaining the age of sixty-five years. In the case of such 
election, the annual deferred retirement pension shall be the actuariaf 
equivalent of the normal retiremenr pension. 
~ (4) Any member covered by rhe statewide defined benefit plan who 
has completed at least thirty years of active service or has attained the age of 
fifty years and who is not receiving benefits pursuant to seetiee 31 30 1007 
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SECTION 31-31-803 may elect to retire from active service and shall be eligible 
for an early retirement pension. The annual early retirement pension for a 
member shall be the normal retirement pension provided by subsection (1) of 
this section reduced by one-half of one percent of the normal retirement 
pension per month for each month or portion thereof that such member is less 
than sixty years of age at the time of such election. 
~ (5) (a) A member eligible for a normal, deferred, or early 
retirement pension may elect to receive one of the following pension options 
in lieu of a pension computed in accordance with sahseeliea (1), (2), er (3) 
SUBSECTION (1), (3), OR (4) of this section: 
(I) Option l. A reduced pension payable to the member and upon his 
THE MEMBER'S death, all of such reduced pension to be paid to his THE 
MEMBER'S designated beneficiary for life. 
(II) Option 2. A reduced pension payable to the member and upon his 
THE MFMBER's death, one-half of such reduced pension to be paid to his THE 
MEMBER'S designated beneficiary for life. 
(III) Option 3. A reduced pension payable jointly to the member and 
his THE MEMBER'S designated beneficiary and, upon the death of either, 
one-half of such reduced pension to be paid to the survivor for life. 
(b) A member shall be considered to have elected option l and retired 
on the day before his THE MEMBER'S death if he THE MEMBER is eligible for 
a normal or early retirement pension and dies: 
(I) Before making an election as provided in paragraph (a) of this 
sahseeliea (4) SUBSECTION (5); 8Bti 
(II) Before receiving his THE MEMBER'S first pension check or sixty 
days from the date of issuance of such check, whichever occurs first; and 
(III) Is survived by a spouse or a dependent child. 
(c) After an election has been made of any of the options provided in 
paragraph (a) of this s119seeliea (4) SUBSECTION (5) and the member has 
cashed the first pension check, or sixty days from date of issuance of saie THE 
check have elapsed, whichever occurs first, the election shall be irrevocable. 
The member's beneficiary designation shall also be irrevocable at such time 
unless the member's marital status changes as the result of dissolution of 
marriage, death of a beneficiary, marriage, remarriage, or in the event of the 
death of a beneficiary. In such case, the member may designate a new 
beneficiary; except that, in cases of dissolution of marriage, this provision 
shall only apply to any final dissolution of marriage decree of a member 
entered on or after July l, 1990. 
(d) The joint pension benefits provided by this sahseeliea (4) 
SUBSECTION (5) shall be calculated as the actuarial equivalent of the normal 
or early retirement pension otherwise payable as provided in S0Bseelieas (l) 
~ SUBSECTIONS (1), (3), AND (4) of this section. In the event of a change 
in beneficiary designation pursuant to paragraph (c) of this SYeseelieB (4) 
SUBSECTION (5), the joint pension benefits payable shall be recalculated so as 
to be the actuarial equivalent of the remainder of the original pension benefits 
based upon the member's initial beneficiary designation, if any. 
~ (6) If the total amount of pension benefits paid as provided in this 
section is less than the amount of the member's accumulated contributions at 
his THE TIME OF death, the difference shall be paid to: 
(a) The member's estate if no pension payment was made pursuant to 
s119seeliea (4) SUBSECTION (5) of this section; or 
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(b) The survivor's estate if pension payments were made pursuant to 
suhseetiee (4) SUBSECTION (5) of this section. 
f&t (7) AJI service of a member who is employed by successive 
employers shall be aggregated for determining eligibility and benefits provided 
by this section if the service for each employer was rendered while the 
employer covered its members under the statewide defined benefit plan 
established by this paff-W PART 4. The service of a member who is employed 
by successive employers shall be aggregated for determining eligibility and 
benefits provided by the statewide defined benefit plan established by this p&H 
.IQ PART 4 if the service for any employer was rendered while the employer 
did not cover its members under the statewide defined benefit plan established 
by this paR--W PART 4 only on the basis of dle agreements made with the 
board. 
31-31-404. [Formerly 31-30-1011) Return or tramfer of 
contributions - vested retirement. ()) (a) Any member covered by the 
statewide defined benefit plan established by this pMt IQ PART 4 and 
terminating his service may elect to have his THE MEMBER'S accumulated 
contributions refunded t&-lHm in a lump sum and shall sign a statement to be 
filed with his THE MEMBER'S employer evidencing such election and 
acknowledging that saitl THE member bas no right to benefits provided by this 
paft 1Q ARTICLE. A member shall only be eligible for a refund, from the 
association, of the contributions paid by MIR THE MEMBER to the association 
and any of his THE MEMBER'S contributions that have been transferred to the 
association by an affiliating employer. Nothing in this subsection (I) shall 
prevent a member from obtaining a refund to which he THE MEMBER may be 
entitled from a nonaffiliating employer pursuant to policies established by sate 
THE employer prior to December 1, 1978. In addition to receiving his 
accumulated contributions, the member shall also receive, as interest, five 
percent of his THE MEMBER'S total accumulated contributions. The 
contributions refunded pursuant to this subsection (I) shall not include 
contributions other than those required to be made by the member, and the 
return of contributions shall be made within one hundred twenty days. 
(b) If the member who terminated his service subsequently returns to 
service as an active member with an employer whieh THAT covers its 
members under the statewide defined benefit plan, his THE MEMBER'S prior 
service credit shall be restored when he THE MEMBERS returns hie THE 
MEMBER'S refunded contributions, with interest to the date of refund. If the 
member fails to return such contributions and interest, he THE MEMBER shall 
be treated as a new member and his THE MEMBER'S prior service shall not be 
recognized in determining pension eligibility or pension benefits. 
(2) (a) In lieu of having his THE MEMBER'S contributions returned as 
provided in paragraph (a) of subsection (1) of this section, a member who has 
at least ten years of credited service may leave his THE contributions with the 
fund. When the inactive member attains age sixty-five, he THE MEMBER shall 
be eligible to receive an annual vested benefit equal to two percent of hie THE 
MEMBER'S average highest three years' salary multiplied by his years, not to 
exceed twenty-five, of active service. Any such member shall be eligible to 
receive the applicable vested benefit as provided in this section or to make an 
election for a reduced pension in the manner provided in seeliee 31 3Q HM 
f4) SECTION 31-31-403 (5). All the provisions of seetiee 31301~ (4) 
SECTION 31-31-403 (5) shall apply to sate THE member; except that the 
benefits used to calculate the reduced benefits shall be the vested benefit 
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provided to the member under this section rather than the retirement benefit 
provided in seetioB 31 30 100a SECTION 31-31-403. The member may not 
elect one of the options earlier than sixty days prior to the commencement of 
vested benefit payments. In the event that an inactive member who is eligible 
for vested benefits dies prior to the commencement of his THE MEMBER'S 
benefit payments, the fire and police pension association shall refund the 
inactive member's contributions to his THE MEMBER'S estate, and no vested 
benefits shall be payable to the inactive member's survivors or beneficiaries. 
(b) The board shall determine after each annual actuarial valuation if 
the cost of all benefits established by this~ PART 4 for members covered 
Wlder seotiOB 31 30 1000 SECTION 31-31-403 and the cost of vested benefits 
beginning from one to one hlllldred twenty months before AGE sixty-five ye&f& 
ef-age for members then eligible, ea& MAY be fully funded on an actuarially 
sound basis without necessitating an increase in the eight percent employer 
and eight percent member contributions made pursuant to seetioB 31 30 1013 
SECTION 31-31-402. If the board so determines, it shall order that the vested 
benefits commence such number of months as are actuarially supportable, 
from one to one hundred twenty, before attaiBmeBt of age sixty-five for 
eligible members in accordance with the board's determination. The 
determination of the board shall be conclusive in the absence of fraud. A 
vested benefit commenced before age sixty-five pursuant to this paragraph (b) 
shall not be subject to annual review. If a court determines that this 
paragraph (b) is invalid, the age to be eligible for a vested benefit shall be age 
sixty-five except for persons receiving a benefit at the time of the court's 
decision. 
31-31-405. [Formerly 31-30-1017] Separate retirement account -
creation - allocation. ( 1) For accounting purposes only, the stabiliz.ation 
reserve aCCOllllt created by seetiOB 31301012.3 (1) (e) SECTION 31-31-301 (3) 
(a) (II) shall consist of individual separate retirement accounts established in 
the name of each member covered by the statewide defined benefit plan 
established by this~ PART 4, except such members as are covered on a 
supplemental basis pursuant to seetioB 31 30 1003.3 SECTION 31-31-704. 
(2) Such amount as may be allocated to the stabiliz.ation reserve 
accollllt pursuant to seetiOB 31 30 10125 (2) SECTION 31-31-301 (3) (b) shall 
be further allocated to each member's separate retirement account based upon 
the difference between a member's employer and employee contributions to 
the new hire benefits accollllt for each payroll period and the proportionate 
amollllt of such contributions whieh THAT is allocated to the actuarial accollllt 
pursuant to seetiOB 31301012.3 (2) SECTION 31-31-301 (3) (b). 
(3) Earnings accruing on the amount allocated to the member's 
separate retirement account shall be allocated at least monthly on a 
time-weighted basis as determined by the board. 
(4) Any amount allocated to a member's separate retirement account 
shall be subject to reduction prior to the time a member has terminated his 
service in the event that additional amollllts must be transferred to the actuarial 
account or the disability and death benefits account as set forth in seetieB 
31 30 1012.3 SECTION 31-31-301 (3) (b) AND (3) (c). Reductions in a 
member's separate retirement account pursuant to this subsection (4) shall be 
made on a pro rata basis in the proportion that the balance in a member's 
separate retirement accollllt bears to the total balance of all members' separate 
retirement accounts. 
ti:, .... --> 
31-31-406. [Formerly 31-30-1018) Separate retirement accounts -
administration. (1) Any member having a separate retirement account who 
terminates his seIVice and at the time of termination has less than ten years of 
credited seIVice or who terminates his setVice and at the time of termination 
has more than ten years of credited seIVice but elects a reftmd of contributions 
as provided Wlder seeli011 31 30 toll (1) ~ SECTION 31-31-404 (1) (a) shall 
forfeit the entire balance in his THE MEMBER'S separate retirement account to 
the actuarial account. 
(2) Any member having a separate retirement account who is retired 
for disability or who dies prior to termination shall forfeit the entire balance 
in his THE MEMBER'S separate retirement account to the actuarial account. 
(3) Any member retiring pursuant to the provisions of ~ 
31 3Q 100ft 9F 31 3Q 1011 (2) SECTIO_N 31-31-403 OR 31-31-404 (2) may elect 
to receive the balance in his THE MEMBER'S separate retirement account in 
accordance with one of the following payment options: 
(a) Option 1: In a lump sum; 
(b) Optioo. 2: In periodic installments of a specified and substantially 
equal amount, payable monthly over a period not to exceed the joint life 
expectancy of the member and his THE MEMBER'S spouse. ftlKI This maximum 
period shall be determined under the applicable actuarial tables then being 
used by the association at the time the initial monthly installment payment 
becomes payable. 
(c) Option 3: In an annuity. The member may choose an annuity 
payable to him THE MEMBER for life or he may choose any of the joint and 
survivor options permitted by seeliee 31 30 1006 (4) (a) SECTION 31-31-403 
(5) (a). 
(4) A member may elect to commence payment of the amount in his 
THE MEMBER'S separate retirement account at any time after he THE MEMBER 
terminates his seIVice but in no event later than the commencement of his THE 
MEMBER'S retirement benefits under seetiee 31 30 1006 er 31 3Q 1011 (l) 
SECTION 31-31-403 OR 31-31-404 (2). A member will continue to accrue 
earnings on the amollllt in his THE MEMBER'S separate retirement account until 
such time as he THE MEMBER begins receiving payments under one of the 
options in subsection (3) of this section. 
(5) The restoration of a member's seIVice credit pursuant to~ 
31 3Q 1011 (1) (e) SECTION 31-31-404 (1) (b) shall not entitle the member to 
reinstatement of any previously forfeited balance in the member's separate 
retirement account. 
(6) If a member terminates his seIVice with less than ten years of 
credited seIVice and does not elect a refund of his accumulated contributions, 
the amount in the member's separate retirement account shall not be forfeited 
but shall continue to be subject to the earnings and reduction provisions of 
seetiee 31 3Q 1017 SECTION 31-31-405, and, upon the member's return to 
active seIVice with an employer covering its members under the normal 
retirement provisions of this part--W PART 4, the member shall be credited 
with any amount which has accrued in his THE MEMBER'S separate retirement 
account. 
31-31-407. [Fonnerly 31-».1010] Adjmtment of benefits. (1) The 
benefits payable under the statewide defined benefit plan established by this 
part IQ PART 4 and those payable pursuant to seeliee 31 3Q 1007 a,e,d 
31 3Q 1008 THE STATEWIDE DEATH AND DISABILITY PLAN ESTABLISHED IN 
PART 8 OF THIS ARTICLE shall be redetermined effective October 1 each year, 
and such redetermined amount shall be payable for the following twelve 
months. To be eligible for redetermination, such benefits shall have been paid 
for at least twelve calendar months prior to the effective date of 
redetermination. The annual redetermination of benefits provided in this 
section shall be required only for those employers not exempted by seetieft 
31 3Q 1003 (2) SECTION 31-31-401 (1) which, on January 1, 1980, were 
providing an annual cost of living adjustment to pension benefits provided 
pursuant to this article OR ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE. aed The annual 
redetermination of benefits made pursuant to this section shall be in lieu of 
any other annual cost of living adjustment except for employer-determined and 
locally financed rank escalation benefits allowed in seetioe '.H 3Q IQI4 (4) (h) 
(m SECTION 31-30.5-307 (1) (b) (II). 
(2) Subject to the limitations contained in subsection (3) of this section, 
VI 
-..J the redetermination of benefits payable under subsection (1) of this section 
ttl .... -
> 
shall be computed as follows: The amount of the benefit on the effective date 
of the benefit shall be increased by a percentage to be determined by the 
board but no more than three percent for each full year contained in the 
period commencing with the effective date of the benefit and ending with the 
effective date of the redetermination. 
(3) (a) In no event shall the redetermined amount provided for in 
subsection (2) of this section be: 
(I) Less than the amount of the benefit on the effective date of the 
benefit; or 
(II) More than the amount of the benefit on the effective date of the 
benefit multiplied by a fraction, the numerator of which shall be the average 
of the consumer price index for the twelve months in the calendar year 
immediately preceding the effective date of the redetermination and the 
denominator of which shall be the average of the consumer price index for the 
twelve months in the calendar year immediately preceding the effective date 
of the benefit. In no event shall the numerator of SIHd THE fraction be less 
than the denominator. 
(b) As used in paragraph (a) of this subsection (3). the term "consumer 
price index" means the national consumer price index for urban wage earners 
and clerical worlc:ers prepared by the United States department of labor. Such 
consumer price index shall be deemed to have such base period as is in effect 
January 1, 1969. 
(4) The cost of the adjustment of benefits provided by this section shall 
be funded in the same manner as other defined benefits established by this paFl 
.W PART 4 AND PART 8 OF THIS ARTICLE. 
31-31-408. [Fonnerly 31-30-1006.5) Modification of state plan by 
the board. (1) Notwithstanding any other provision of this p&ff--W PART 4, 
the board may modify the pension benefits and the age and service 
requirements for pension benefits set forth in this paff--W PART 4 with respect 
to the members of the statewide defined benefit plan if: 
(a) The board determines that such modification will maintain or 
enhance the actuarial soundness, as specified in seetioe 31 3Q 1002 (l) 
SECTION 31-31-102 (1), of the plan; 
(b) The modification does not require an increase in the employer and 
member contribution rates established as of January l, 1980, pursuant to 





(c) The modification does not adversely affect the plan's status as a 
qualified plan pursuant to the federal "Internal Revenue ~ode of 1986", AS 
AMENDED; 
( d) The modification is apprOYed -by six(!y-five percent of the active 
members of the plan; 
( e) The modification is approved -by more than fifty percent of the 
employers having active membeFs coveted by tlte plan, each employer to 'be 
assigned one vote; except that employers having both ·active police and fire 
members in the plan shall be assigned two votes; and 
(f) The modification does not adversely -affect the pension benefits of 
retired members. 
(2) In no event shall the board adopt a modification Wftiett: THAT 
reduces the statewide defined benefit plan's notmal retiretnent age below that 
permitted by seeff8B Jl Jg l~ (1) (l,) SECTlON31-31~3 (1) (b). 
(3) The board shall adopt ruleti a 18'gQ.laff9B8 setting forth the 
procedures for the member election required by paragraph (d) of subsection 
(I) of this section. Each employer having members in the statewide defined 
benefit plan shall comply with the procedures established by the board and 
shall certify the results of any member election to the boatd as prescribed by 
the board's rules. 8INl Ngulati8M. 
(4) A written copy of the language of any modifications to the 
statewide defined benefit plan adopted by the board pursuant to this section 
shall be kept and maintained by the board at its offices and be made available 
for copying and inspection by any interested party. 
(5) If at any time the cost of any modification adopted by the board 
pursuant to this section would require an increase in the eight percent 
employer and eight percent member contributions made pursuant to seelieB: 
Jl JQ IQIJ SECTION31-3I-402, the board shall revoke the modification as it 
applies to active members of the plan. The board may reinstitute the 
modification at a later date, in its discretion, if reinstituting the modification 
would not require an increase in the eight percent employer and eight percent 
member contributions made pursUant to seeliea J 1 JQ lQIJ SECTION 
31-31-402. 
31-31-409. [Formerly 31-30-1019) Qualification requirements -
intemal revenue code. (I) As used in this section, "internal revenue code" 
means the federal "Internal Revenue Code of 1954", as in effect on September 
I, 1974, ifpeitnitted with ~l to governmental plans, or, to the ex'tent not 
inconsistent with the federal "Internal Revenue Code of 1954 • , as in effect oil 
September I, 1974, "internal revenue code" means the federal "fnterhal 
Revenue Code of 1986", as amended and in effect oh January I, 1989. 
(2) The statewide defined beri~fit plan established by this pa,t--10 :t>ART 
4 to provide retirement benefits for members hired on or after April 8, 1978, 
shall satisfy the qualification requirements specified in section 401 of the 
internal revenue code, as applicable to governmental plans. In order to meet 
those requirements, the statewide defined benefit plan is subject to tlie 
following provisidris, notwithstanding any other provision of this~ PART 
4: 
(a) The board shall distribute the corpus and income of the pension 
plan to members and their beneficiaries in accordance with this p&ff--lQ PAflT 
4 and the rules aad regulMiens adopted by the board. 
(b) No part of the corpus or income of the pension plan may be used 
for or diverted to any purpose other than that of providing benefits to 
t,:l -· -
participants and their beneficiaries and defraying reasonable expenses of 
administering the plan. 
(c) Forfeitures arising from severance of employment, death, or any 
other reason may not be applied to increase the benefits any member would 
otherwise receive under this~ PART 4. 
(d) If the pension plan is terminated, or if all contributions to the 
pension plan are permanently discontinued, the rights of each affected member 
to the benefits accrued at the date of the termination or discontinuance, to the 
extent then funded, are nonforfeitable. 
( e) All benefits paid from the pension plan shall be distributed in 
accordance with the requirements of section 401 (a) (9) of the internal revenue 
code and the regulations promulgated under that section. In order to meet 
those requirements, the pension plan is subject to the following provisions: 
(I) The life expectancy of a member, the member's spouse, or the 
member's beneficiary shall not be recalculated after the initial determination, 
for purposes of determining benefits. 
(II) If a member dies before the distribution of the member's benefits 
has begun, distributions to beneficiaries must begin no later than December 
31 of the calendar year immediately following the calendar year in which the 
member died. 
(Ill) The amount of an annuity paid to a member's beneficiary may not 
exceed the maximum determined under the incidental death benefit 
requirement of the internal revenue code. 
(t) The board may not determine eligibility for benefits, compute rates 
of contribution, or compute benefits of members or beneficiaries in a manner 
that discriminates in favor of members who are considered officers, 
supervisors, or highly compensated, as prohibited under section 401 (a) (4) 
of the internal revenue code. 
(g) Benefits paid under the statewide defined benefit plan established 
by this~ PART 4 may not exceed the limitations specified by section 415 
of the internal revenue code, including the special rule under section 415 (b) 
(10) of the internal revenue code. 
(h) The compensation taken into account under this~ PART 4 may 
not exceed the applicable amount under section 401(a)(l7) of the internal 
revenue code. 
(I) The board may not engage in a transaction prohibited by section 
503 (b) of the internal revenue code. 
(j) Any distributee who is entitled to an eligible rollover distribution, 
as defined in section 402 (c) (4) of the internal revenue code, from the 
statewide pension plan on and after January 1, 1993, may elect to have the 
portion of such distribution whieh THAT would otherwise be included in the 
gross income of the distributee for federal income tax purposes transferred 
directly to an eligible retirement plan, as defined in section 402 (a) (5) (E) (iv) 
of the internal revenue code, designated by the distributee. 
PARTS 
STATEWIDE MONEY PURCHASE PLAN 
31-31-501. [Formerly 31-30-1003.1) Withdrawal into statewide 
money purchase plan. (1) Any employer may withdraw from its 
participation in the statewide defined benefit plan established by this JJIH't IQ 





statewide money purchase plan created pursuant to the authority granted in 
seetiee 31 30 100~.3 SECTION 31-31-502. 
(2) (a) The employer may initiate withdrawal from the statewide 
defined benefit plan by filing with the board a resolution adopted by the 
employer pursuant to paragraph (b) of this subsection (2) no less than nine 
months prior to the effective date of withdrawal unless a shorter waiting 
period is approved by the board. The effective date of withdrawal shall be 
January 1 of the year following the waiting period. 
_,,/ 
(b) The employer's withdrawal resolution shall be adopted by the 
governing body of the employer and shall state__the employer's intent to 
withdraw from participation in the statewide defined benefit plan for the 
purpose of electing participation in the statewide money purchase plan. 
(c) Any withdrawal shall be approved by at least sixty-five percent of 
all active members employed by the employer who are participating in the 
statewide defined benefit plan at the time of the election. 
( d) The board shall promulgate rules ll:lltl ,egulatieRA reiat;iig to 
standards for disclosure of all ramifications and proctdures for obtaining the 
member approval provided for in paragraph (c) of this subsection (2), but such 
approval must be obtained no later than June 1 of the year preceding the 
effective date of withdrawal. 
(e) All withdrawals from the statewide defined benefit plan shall 
comply with the requirements set forth in this section, and, except as 
otherwise provided in this section, all withdrawals meeting such requirements 
shall be approved by the board. Withdrawal requests whieh THAT do not meet 
the requirements of this section shall not be approved by the board. 
(3) The rights of benefit recipients and the vested rights of inactive 
members shall not be impaired or reduced in any manner as a result of the 
withdrawal of an employer as provided in this section. 
(4) (a) (I) The board shall determine the amount of reserves required 
as of the effective date of withdrawal to maintain current benefits payable by 
the association to benefit recipients and to preserve the vested rights of 
inactive members. Saia THE amount of reserves shall be determined by the 
board utilizing certified actuarial reports prepared by the actuary for the 
statewide defined benefit plan. Any such actuarial report shall also certify that 
the employer's withdrawal shall not have an adverse financial impact on the 
actuarial soundness of the new hire benefits account. If the actuary 
determines, in accordance with accepted actuarial principles, that the 
withdrawal will not have an adverse financial impact on the actuarial 
soundness of the new hire benefits account, the board shall transfer such 
employer's share of the employer contribution reserve in the new-Wre benefits 
account, as determined by the actuary, and all member contributions for the 
employer's active members to a short-term investment account. If the actuary 
determines, in accordance with accepted actuarial principles, that the 
withdrawal shall have an adverse financial impact on the actuarial soundness 
of the new hire benefits account, the employer shall not be permitted to 
withdraw. 
(Il) At least sixty days prior to the effective date of the withdrawal, the 
actuarial reports shall be updated and adjustments made, as appropriate, to the 
amount of reserves transferred by the board to the short-term investment 
account on behalf of the employer. Within thirty days of the receipt of such 




(A) The employer filing with the board a subsequent resolution 
revoking the employer's resolution of intent to withdraw; or 
(B) More than thirty-five percent of the employer's active members 
who are eligible to vote filing with the board ballots indicating that they no 
longer wish to withdraw. 
(III) If a resolution or a sufficient number of ballots is timely filed 
with the board pursuant to subparagraph (II) of this paragraph (a), the 
withdrawal shall be terminated, and the board shall return to the new hire 
benefits account any amounts transferred to the short-term investment account 
pursuant to subparagraph (I) of this paragraph (a). If no resolution or an 
insufficient number of ballots is timely filed, the withdrawal shall proceed in 
accordance with the provisions of this section. 
(IV) The board shall prescribe the form of the ballot to be submitted 
by members indicating that they no longer wish to withdraw and any other 
rules IIR8 regalat:iees necessary for the implementation of this subsection (4). 
(b) On the effective date of withdrawal, the actuarial reports prepared 
pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (a) of this subsection (4) shall be 
updated to finalize the amount of reserves required for the purposes specified 
in paragraph (a) of this subsection (4). 
( c) Expenses incurred by the board for the actuarial reports prepared 
as a result of an application for withdrawal shall be paid by the employer 
making such application. 
(d) The board shall provide any information contained in such actuarial 
reports upon request of the employer making the application for withdrawal. 
(5) (a) In the event that the amount of the reserves required pursuant 
to the provisions of subsection (4) of this section exceeds the amount of the 
employer's share of the employer contribution reserve in the new hire benefits 
account as calculated by the actuary, the employer shall make an additional 
payment no later than ten working days after the effective date of withdrawal 
in an amount equal to the difference between the amount of reserves required 
and the amount of reserves on deposit. 
(b) In the event that the amount of the reserves on deposit in the new 
hire benefits account, as calculated by the actuary, for the employer making 
application for withdrawal, exceeds the amount of reserves required pursuant 
to the provisions of subsection (4) of this section, such excess amount and the 
amount required for the transfer of member contributions as provided in 
subsection (6) of this section shall be transferred to the fire and police 
members' statewide money purchase plan benefit fund on the effective date 
of withdrawal. Allocation of such amounts to individual member accounts 
under the statewide money purchase plan shall be made as set forth in ~ 
31 3Q 1003.3 SECTION 31-31-502. 
(c) If any payment required pursuant to the provisions of paragraph (a) 
or (b) of this subsection (5) is not made, interest shall be assessed on the 
amount due at the rate specified for employers in seeliee 31 3Q 1013 (4) 
SECTION 31-31-402 (4) until such amount is paid in full. 
(6) (a) Members who are not vested under the statewide defined benefit 
plan and who are employed by an employer who has withdrawn from the 
statewide defined benefit plan shall have their member contributions credited 
to the statewide money purchase pension plan as set forth in ~ 
31 3Q lOOS.3 SECTION 31-31-502. 
(b) (I) Members who are vested under the statewide defined benefit 






intent to withdraw from the statewide defined benefit plan may elect that, if 
the withdrawal becomes effective, their contributions remain with the 
statewide defined benefit plan by giving written notice to the association no 
later than the date established for completion of the member election provided 
in paragraph (c) of subsection (2) of this section; 
(II) Members who have made such an election shall become inactive 
statewide defined benefit plan members entitled to vested benefits upon 
termination and attainment of vested retirement age; 
(Ill) Members who have made such an election shall not be entitled to 
withdraw any amounts from their separate retirement account until they have 
terminated their current employment; and 
(IV) If members who have made such an election die or become 
disabled prior to termination of employment, neither they nor their survivors 
shall be eligible for benefits under the statewide defined benefit plan, but 
rather they shall be limited to those benefits provided in s00ti:0BS 31 JQ 1007 
IIBQ Jl Jg 1008 SECTIONS 31-31-803 AND 31-31-807. 
( c) Members who do not elect to leave their contributions with the 
statewide defined benefit plan pursuant to paragraph (b) of this subsection (6) 
shall have their member contributions credited to the statewide money 
purchase pension plan as set forth in seetiOB 31 JQ 1003.3 SECTION 31-31-502. 
(7) The provisions of seetiOB 31 Jg IQll (1) (e) SECTION 31-31-404 (I) 
(b) wlHeh THAT relate to the purchase of service credit forfeited by the refund 
of member contributions shall not apply to members who are employees of an 
employer wlHeh THAT has withdrawn from the statewide defined benefit plan. 
Such service credit forfeited by such withdrawal may be purchased pursuant 
to the provisions of seetien 3 l Jg 1006 (~) SECTION 31-31-403 (7). 
31-31-502. [Formerly 31-30-1005.3] Statewide money purchase 
plan - creation - management. (l) The board shall develop, maintain, and 
amend a statewide money purchase plan document whieh THAT is intended to 
comply with the qualification requirements specified in section 401 of the 
internal revenue code, as applicable to governmental plans. As used in this 
subsection (1), "internal revenue code" shall have that meaning set forth in 
seetion JI Jg 1Ql9 (1) SECTION 31-31-409 (I). The plan shall cover the 
members of those employers wlHeh THAT have withdrawn from the statewide 
defined benefit plan pursuant to seeti:OB JI Jg 1003.1 SECTION 31-31-501. 
(2) (a) There is hereby created the fire and police members' statewide 
money purchase plan benefit fund, which shall consist of moneys of employers 
wlHeh THAT have withdrawn from the statewide defined benefit plan pursuant 
to seeh:OB 31 Jg 1003.l SECTION 31-31-501, including member and employer 
contributions and such amounts as are transferred pursuant to seetie& 
Jl JQ 1003.1 SECTION 31-31-501. The board shall keep an accurate account 
of the fund and of each member's separate account in the fund. The board 
may create, and is authorized to offer to each member of the statewide money 
purchase plan, various investment options including, but not limited to, the 
following: 
(I) Option A, which is investment in the fire and police members' 
benefit fund created by seeti:OB 31 Jg IQ12 (1) (a) SECTION 31-31-301 (I) (a); 
(II) Option B, which is investment in a stock portfolio fund; 
(III) Option C, which is investment in a bond portfolio fund; AND 
(IV) Option D, which is investment in a guaranteed fund. 
(b) The plan document created by the board pursuant to subsection (I) 




losses under the various investment options listed in paragraph (a) of this 
subsection (2) which the board may offer, the transfer of assets between funds 
under each option, the allocation of a member's account between investment 
options, and such other matters as may be necessary to the board's 
administration and management of the fund created pursuant to this section. 
(c) In its administration and management of the fund, the board shall 
be subject to the same provisions applicable to its administration and 
management of the fire and police members' money purchase plan benefit 
fund as set forth in seeti0B 31 JQ 1Ql2.J (2) ta (7) SECTION 31-31-703 (2) TO 
(7). Further, in its administration and management of the fund, the board 
shall consider employing or contracting with investment counselors to manage 
all or a portion of the assets of the fund and may grant to such investment 
counselors the authority to make investment decisions with respect to the 
assets they manage, including the authority to purchase and sell investment 
assets. Any investment counselors retained by the board shall at all times be 
subject to the standards and limitations set forth in section 15-1-304, C.R.S. 
(3) Each member's member contributions transferred to the fund 
pursuant to seetiee JI JQ 1003 .1 (5) (b) SECTION 31-31-501 (5) (b) shall be 
allocated to the member's separate account within the fund. In addition, each 
member"'s separate account will be credited with a portion of any excess 
employer reserve whieh THAT is transferred to the fund, such amount to be 
calculated by multiplying the excess employer reserve times the proportion 
wlHeh THAT the member's transferred member contributions bears to the total 
member contributions transferred. 
(4) Upon the effective date of an employer's withdrawal from the 
statewide defined benefit plan and election to participate in the statewide 
money purchase plan. each member covered by the statewide money purchase 
plan shall pay into the fund eight percent of salary paid. The payment shall 
be made by the employer by deduction from the salary paid such member. 
For each such member, the employer shall pay into the fund eight percent of 
the salary paid to such member. All such payments shall be made by one 
voucher for the aggregate amount and shall be made no later than the tenth 
day after the end of each pay period. All such payments shall be credited to 
the fund. Late payments are subject to the penalty set forth in seetieff-
31 JQ lQIJ (4) SECTION 31-31-402 (4). 
(5) Except with respect to amendments necessary to comply with state 
and federal law, the board may amend the statewide money purchase plan 
document created pursuant to subsection (1) of this section only upon the 
approval of at least sixty-five percent of the active members of the plan and 
more than fifty percent of the employers having active members covered by 
the plan, each employer to be assigned one vote: except that employers having 
both active police and fire members in the plan shall be assigned two votes. 
No amendment, however, may increase the employer contribution rate above 
eight percent of the salary paid to each participating member. 
(6) (a) Any employer who has established a local money purchase plan 
pursuant to fl&rt J, 4, 5, ti, er lQ ef this artiele PART 6 OF THIS ARTICLE OR 
ARTICLE 30.5 may apply to the board to cover the members of its local _money 
purchase plan under the statewide money purchase plan. An application may 
be initiated by filing with the board a resolution adopted by the employer 
pursuant to paragraph (b) of this subsection (6) no less than six months prior 
to the proposed effective date of coverage under the statewide money purchase 




date of coverage shall be the first day of the month following the waiting 
period. 
(b) The employer's resolution applying for coverage under the 
statewide money purchase plan shall be adopted by the governing body of the 
employer and shall state the employer's intent to cover the members of its 
local money purchase plan under the statewide money purchase plan. 
(c) Any application for coverage under the statewide money purchase 
plan shall be approved by at least sixty-five percent of all active members 
employed by the employer who are participating in the local money purchase 
plan at the time of the application. 
(d) The board shall promulgate rules 8fte Fegulatiees relating to 
standards for disclosure of all ramifications and procedures for obtaining the 
member approval described in paragraph (c) of this subsection (6). The board 
shall also promulgate rules 8fte Fegulaaees relating to standards for granting 
an employer's application for participation in the statewide money purchase 
plan and for the submission of information to the board by the employer. 
(e) An application for coverage under the statewide money purchase 
plan shall not be coinplete until the employer certifies to the board that: 
(I) The employer's local money purchase plan meets the qualification 
requirements of section 401 (a) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986 that are 
applicable to governmental plans; 
(II) In connection with the employer's resolution pursuant to paragraph 
(b) of this subsection (6), the employer's governing body has adopted a 
resolution for complete or partial termination of the local money purchase plan 
in accordance with the terms of that plan and that: 
(A) The termination resolution does not adversely affect the qualified 
status of the local money purchase plan; and 
(B) The rights of all participants in the local money purchase plan who 
are affected by the termination to benefits accrued to the date of termination 
are nonforfeitable; 
(III) All active and retired fire and police participants in the local 
money purchase plan will become participants in the statewide money 
purchase plan; 
(IV) As directed by the board, the employer will transfer or cause to 
be transferred to the statewide money purchase plan all assets of the local 
money purchase plan that are attributable to the accrued benefits of the 
transferred participants; 
(V) All employer and employee contributions required to be made to 
the local money purchase plan as of the date of termination have been paid; 
(VI) Participants in the local money purchase plan will not incur a 
reduction in their respective accrued benefits, determined as of the date of 
transfer, as a result of their transfer to the statewide money purchase plan; 
and 
(VII) The employer agrees to participate in the statewide money 
purchase plan and to be bound by the terms of the plan and the decisions and 
actions of the board with respect to the plan. 
PART6 
WITHDRAWN LOCAL ALTERNATIVE PENSION PLANS 
31-31-601. [Formerly 31-30-1003 (2) (b)] Withdrawn local 
alternative pension plans - creation - administration. (2) (b) (I) (1) (a) Any 
employer may withdraw from the statewide defined benefit plan, and any 
employer may subsequently reenter the statewide defined benefit plan, by 
filing with the board a resolution adopted by the employer pursuant to 
SH9J)aragfflpB (lII) ef this paF&gmph (b) PARAGRAPH (c) OF THIS SUBSECTION 
( l ), no less than twelve months prior to the effective date of withdrawal or 
reentry unless a shorter waiting period is approved by the board. The 
effective date of withdrawal or reentry shall be January l of the year 
following the waiting period, but no withdrawal or reentry may become 
effective after January 1, 1985, except a withdrawal to establish a money 
purchase plan. No withdrawal to establish a money purchase plan may 
become effective after January l, 1988, except as provided pursuant to seetieft 
31 30 1003.l SECTION 31-31-501. 
(II) (b) An employer that withdraws from the statewide defined benefit 
plan prior to January 2, 1988, as provided in this paragmph (b) SUBSECTION 
( l) shall establish and maintain a locally administered and financed alternative 
pension plan subject to the following: 
W (I) If the plan is a defined benefit plan, in whole or part, such plan 
shall be financed by contributions determined by the board on the basis of the 
entry age-normal cost method and shall include the payment required to 
amortize the unfunded accrued liability over forty years from January I, 1979; 
and 
fBj (II) The members of such plan hired before, on, or after April 7, 
1978, shall be covered by the provisions of seotiens 3 l 30 100$ (2), 
31301007, and 31301008 SECTIONS 31-31-803 AND 31-31-807 in lieu of any 
other defined disability and preretirement death benefits. 
~ (c) Any reentry of both the withdrawal and the alternative pension 
plan, together with any amendments thereto. shall be approved by at least 
sixty-five percent of all active members. No amendment of an alternative 
pension plan may be adopted whieh THAT would adversely affect the pension 
benefits of retired members. Notwithstanding any other provision of this 
paragmph (e) SUBSECTION (l), however, an alternative pension plan, with the 
approval of the employer and sixty-five percent of the active members of the 
plan, may be amended so as to change the nature of the plan from a defined 
benefit plan to a money purchase plan or from a money purchase plan to a 
defined benefit plan. 
fA4 (d) This paF&gmph (b) SUBSECTION ( l) shall not apply to any 
employer first established after January l, 1980. 
(V) (A) (2) (a) Within six months from the effective date of 
withdrawal, the association shall refund to the employer all employer and 
member contributions in its custody, together ·with the net earnings of such 
funds. For the purposes of this s1:10paragmph (V) SUBSECTION (2), "net 
earnings" means actual earnings, less actual administrative expenses and 
expenses connected with the withdrawal. The determination of net earnings 
shall be made by the board. 
fB) (b) The refunded moneys shall be used only as contributions to the 
alternative pension plan. 
~ (c) Upon the effective date of withdrawal, the employer is liable 
for the payment of all benefits then vested under the provisions of seetieft 
31 30 lOOe SECTION 31-31-403. 
~ (d) The provisions of this Sl:leparagmph (V) SUBSECTION (2) apply 
to all employers whose withdrawals are effective on or after January l, 1981. 
i 
31-31-602. Withdrawn local alternative pension plans - investment 
authority. ANY LOCALLY ADMINISTERED AND FINANCED ALTERNATIVE 
PENSION PLAN FUND ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO THIS PART 6 MAY BE INVESTED 
AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 31-30.5-803. 
PART7 
AFFILIATION OF PLANS WITH THE ASSOCIATION 
31-31-701. [Formerly 31-30-1003 (3)] Affiliation by old hire 
pension plans. ~ ( 1) Any employer may elect affiliation with the 
association relating to a-leeal AN OLD HIRE FIRE OR POLICE PENSION plan whieh 
THAT it has established pursuant to f'&{'t 3, 4, 3, er~ ARTICLE 30.5 of this 
arliele TITLE by filing with the board a resolution adopted no less than nine 
months prior to the effective date of affiliation, unless a shorter waiting period 
is approved by the board. The effective date of affiliation shall be January 1 
of the year following the waiting period. 
fhf (2) Each OLD HIRE member hired by an affiliating employer eefere 
April 8, 1978, shall irrevocably elect, not later than sixty days after 
affiliation. either to remain covered under the provisions of the leeal OLD HIRE 
plan in effect on January I, 1979, or to become covered under the provisions 
of the statewide defined benefit plan established by this part 10 PART 4 OF THIS 
ARTICLE. In the event a AN OLD HIRE member hired by an affiliating 
employer eefe£e April 8, 1978, fails to make such an election for any reason, 
the OLD HIRE member shall be deemed to have elected to remain covered 
under the provisions of the leeal OLD HIRE plan in effect on January 1, 1979. 
A AN OLD HIRE member who elects to become covered under the statewide 
defined benefit plan established by tJ:Hs part 10 PART 4 OF THIS ARTICLE shall 
be deemed to have waived all rights to benefits under the leeal OLD HIRE plan 
but shall receive full credit for all service credited under the ~ OLD HIRE 
plan, and a AN OLD HIRE member electing to remain covered under the leeal 
OLD HIRE plan shall not be governed by the provisions of this part lQ PART 4 
OF THIS ARTICLE relating to defined retirement benefits. The pr01risi0eo ef 
this flll:F&gRl:flh (e) shall awly te JBemeers hirad ee er after April 8, 1978, hut 
eefere Jaeu&ry 1, 198Q, vrhe &£e 00¥e£ed UBder 100&1 pl&Bs JlYrauant ta 
per&gr&ph (e) ef sueseeti0B (~) ef this seetiee. Sueh JBemeers shall make 
their iffe',•0eeele eleeti0R eat leter th&B sixty days efter effi.liatiee er .Juee 19, 
1981, Y/ffiehwrer 0ee11Fs later. 
fe) (3) On the effective date of affiliation pursuant to this ouaseetiee 
CJ) SECTION, the assets of the leeal OLD HIRE pension plan shall be transferred 
to the fund created by seetiee 31 3Q HH2 SECTION 31-31-301. Such transfer 
shall be at the market value of such assets at the close of business on date of 
affiliation. Upon affiliation and the transfer of assets to the fund, benefits due 
pursuant to the fermer leeal OLD HIRE plan shall be paid by the association. 
(d) (4) An eligible employer may request OF THE BOARD, prior to filing 
a resolution of affiliation, ef the e00:rd an estimate of the employer's 
contribution rate necessary to comply with the contribution requirements 
established by this pert lQ SUBSECTION (5) OF THIS SECTION. 
~ (5) An employer that affiliates pursuant to this sueseetiee (3) 
SECTION &Rd that is eat Feeeivmg stete e0etri.buti0Rs ueder oeetiee 31 3Q 1Q14 
(4) shall annually contribute an amount approved by the board, upon advice 
of its actuary, to pay the normal cost plus amortize the unfunded past service 
liability attributed to OLD HIRE members hired prior to April 8, 1978, over a 






Jl8lieemee.'s er fu:efighters' pee.sieB plae., eegiBBi.Bg Jsly l, 199$, the ameHRt 
eppre"led hy the e01U'6, y,peB ad:t,•iee ef its aetlffH)', pHFsl:lftfl.t te this paragraph 
(~, shall ee iB eeefermity with the pre'lisiees ef seetiee _31 30 80$ (3. S). 
31-31-702. [Fonnerly 31-30-1003.3 (10)] Affiliation by local money 
purchase plans. ~ The board is authorized to enter into agreements with 
employers establishing money purchase pension plans pursuant to this ~ 
er part 3, 4, s, er(; ef this article or leis pat1 lQ ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE 
for the purpose of having the board administer such plans and manage the 
funds of such plans for investment pursuant to seetiee 31 30 lQ12.3 SECTION 
31-31-703. 
31-31-703. [Fonnerly 31-30-1012.3] Money purchase plan benefit 
fund - creation - management. (I) (a) There is hereby created the fire and 
police members' money purchase plan benefit fund whieh THAT shall consist 
of the assets of money purchase plan funds administered and managed by the 
board pursuant to seetiee 31301003.3 (10) SECTION 31-31-702. The board 
shall keep an accurate account of each such individual fund. In addition, the 
board shall keep an accurate account of each member's separate account in 
any such individual fund. The board may create, and is authorized to offer 
to each member of an affiliated money purchase plan, various investment 
options including, but not limited to, the following: 
(I) Option A, which is investment in the fire and police members' 
benefit fund created by seetiee 31 30 1012 (1) (a) SECTION 31-31-301; 
(II) Option B, which is investment in a stock portfolio fund; 
(Ill) Option C, which is investment in a bond portfolio fund; AND 
(IV) Option D, which is investment in a guaranteed fund. 
(b) The board shall adopt rules ans regulatiee.s governing the 
calculation and allocation of earnings and losses under the various investment 
options listed in paragraph (a) of this subsection (I) whieh THAT it may offer, 
the transfer of assets between funds under each option, the allocation of a 
member's account between investment options, and such other matters as may 
be necessary to its administration and management of the fund created 
pursuant to this section. 
(2) The board shall be the trustee of the fund and, subject to the 
members' allocation of moneys in their accounts to the options set forth in 
subsection (I) of this section, shall have full and unrestricted discretionary 
power and authority to invest and reinvest such portions of the fund as in its 
judgment may not be immediately required for the payment of refunds or 
benefits. In exercising its discretionary authority with respect to the 
acquisition or disposition of any investments, the board shall be governed by 
the standard for investments prescribed in section 15-1-304, C.R.S. The 
board may, by resolution, delegate to its seerewy EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, 
appointed pursuant to seetiee '.H 30 1004 (3) (e) SECTION 31-31-201 (3) (b), 
the investment authority created by this subsection (2). The board shall not 
delegate to its seeretacy• EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR the authority to invest or 
reinvest more than five percent of the market value of the assets of the fund 
between regularly scheduled meetings of the board. 
(3) The board shall designate one or more financial institutions as 
custodians of the fund. All moneys paid or transmitted to the custodian shall 
be credited to appropriate accounts in the fund, and the custodian shall 





(4) Disbursements from the fund shall be made, subject to the approval 
of the board, only for payment of the expenses of the association in 
connection with the administration of the fund, refunds to the members, 
benefits, and investment purposes. 
(5) The board shall purchase and acquire and hold for the benefit of 
the fund such investments in such amounts as may from time to time be 
directed by the board in writing. Any such investments shall be disposed of 
by the board when it determines such disposition to be necessary to provide 
money for payment of refunds or pension benefits or in order to reinvest the 
proceeds of such disposition in other investments determined by the board to 
be in the best interests of the fund. Notwithstanding any other provision of 
this section, the board may employ or contract with investment counselors to 
manage a portion of the assets of the fund and may grant to such investment 
counselors the authority to make investment decisions with respect to the 
assets they manage, including the authority to purchase and sell investment 
assets. The investment cOW1selors retained by the board shall at all times be 
subject to the standards and limitations set forth in section 15-1-304, C.R.S. 
(6) All transactions involving the purchase and sale of investments 
authorized in this section shall be effected on behalf of the association. To 
facilitate sale and exchange transactions, securities belonging to the association 
may be registered in the name of nominees in the discretion of the board and 
in accordance with standard business practices. All such nominees shall be 
bonded in such amounts as may be determined to be advisable by the board. 
(7) The board shall submit an annual audit of the fund to the general 
assembly and to each employer that has affiliated its money purchase plan 
fund pursuant to seotiae 31 JQ lOOJ.3 (9) SECTION 31-31-702. Each employer 
shall make the audit and study available for review by its members. 
31-31-704. [Formerly 31-30-1003.5) Optional affiliation by social 
security employers. (]) Notwithstanding the exemption provided in~ 
ll JQ lQQJ (2) (a) (I) SECTION 31-31-401 (]) (a), any employer~ THAT 
covers members under the federal "Social Security Act", as amended, may 
elect affiliation with the association, either as to COVERAGE UNDER THE 
STATEWIDE death and disability PLAN or as to retirement UNDER THE 
STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN, or as to both, by filing with the board a 
resolution of the governing body of such employer, but any such affiliation 
shall either exclude past service credit or include past service credit funded by 
contribution levels established by the board pursuant to subsection (6) of this 
section. The employer may make the election to exclude past service credit, 
but only if such election does not impair any vested rights of members. 
(2) The board shall establish rules a&e ,eguleliaQII as to the procedure 
for affiliation pursuant to this section. An employer eligible for such 
affiliation may request of the board, prior to filing a resolution of affiliation, 
an estimate of the contribution rate necessary to comply with the contribution 
requirements established by this p&fl-W ARTICLE. 
(3) If an employer Wftioh THAT elects to affiliate as to retirement 
pursuant to this section provides any local retirement pension plan in addition 
to social security, each member employed by such employer shall elect, not 
later than sixty days after affiliation, either to remain covered under the 
retirement provisions of such local plan or to become covered under the 
retirement provisions of the statewide DEFINED BENEFIT plan established by 
this ~art lQ PART 4 OF THIS ARTICLE. If a member fails to make such an 
~ --
election for any reason, said member shall be deemed to have elected to 
remain covered Wlder the retirement provisions of the local plan. A member 
who elects to become covered under the retirement provisions of the statewide 
DEFINED BENEFIT plan established by this part 10 PART 4 OF THIS ARTICLE 
shall be deemed to have waived all rights to retirement benefits under the local 
plan but shall receive full credit for all service credited under the local plan, 
and a member electing to remain covered under the local plan shall not be 
governed by the provisions of leis part 10 THE STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT 
PLAN relating to defined retirement benefits. 
(4) Notwithstanding the provisions of subsection (3) of this section, if 
an employer Wftielt THAT elects to affiliate as to retirement pursuant to this 
section provides only social security coverage for retirement, each member of 
such employer shall become covered under the retirement provisions of the 
statewide defined benefit plan established by leis part 10 PART 4 OF THIS 
ARTICLE. All members hired by an employer Wftielt THAT elects to affiliate 
as to retirement pursuant to this section after the effective date of such 
affiliation shall be covered under the retirement provisions of the statewide 
defined benefit plan established by leis part 10 PART 4 OF THIS ARTICLE. All 
members of an employer Wftielt THAT elects to affiliate as to disability 
pursuant to this section shall be covered under the STATEWIDE death and 
disability pt'0'1-isi.ens ef the stfttelnide defined beeefit plan established by ~ 
p&ft-W PART 8 OF THIS ARTICLE. 
(5) Benefits provided pursuant to the statewide Fetirement DEFINED 
BENEFIT and STATEWIDE death and disability plans established by this paFt-W 
ARTICLE to members of employers whiek THAT have affiliated pursuant to this 
section shall be reduced by the pro rata amount of any social security benefit 
received by the member attributable to the member's quarters of social 
security coverage derived from employment as a member. 
(6) The board shall set appropriate levels of employer and employee 
contributions for employers Wftielt THAT affiliate pursuant to this section, 
substantially in the manner provided in seetiens J l JO 1003 (J) (e) end 
Jl JO 1013 (J) SECTIONS 31-31-402 (3) AND 31-31-701 (5), and taking into 
consideration the reduction in benefits provided in subsection (5) of this 
section. 
(7) The provisions ofseetien JI JO 1003 (J) (e) SECTION 31-31-701 (3) 
for transfer of leeal OLD HIRE pension plan assets shall apply to an employer 
whiek THAT affiliates as to retirement pursuant to this section to the extent that 
it has such assets. The provisions of seetien Tl JO 1003 (J) (e) SECTION 
31-31-701 (3) for payment of benefits of a former leeal- OLD HIRE plan shall 
apply to an employer Wftielt THAT affiliates as to retirement pursuant to this 
section to the extent that it has ~ AN OLD HIRE retirement pension plan 
other than social security. 
(8) Nothing contained in this section shall affect the ability of 
employers to terminate social security coverage or the procedures for such 
termination. 
(9) A:n empley0F whieh pFe.,'ides seeial seeari~ ee.,.emge end whieh 
affiliates pYfS1:18Bt te this seetien shaU be eligible fet: state eentfib11tiens en the 
basis ef aeemed YIHYflEied liabilities aUFib11table te a plllB established by part 
J, 4, 5, eF {i ef leis llftiele, as pFevideEI in seetien Jl JO 1014 (4). 
31-31-705. [Formerly 31-30-1005 (1) (k)] Affiliation by volunteer 
pension plans. ~ ( l) THE BOARD IS AUTHORIZED TO make agreements 
with governing bodies that provide pension plans for volunteer firefighters to 
administer such plans and manage tire funds of such plans for investment. 
31-31-706. Affiliation by exempt defined benefit pension plans. AT 
THE REQUESI" OF ANY LOCAL EMPLOYF.R HAVING AN EXEMPT DEFINED BENEFIT 
~NSloN PLAN, THE BOARD JS AlJTHoRIZED TO MAKE AN AGREEMENT WITH THE 
EMl>LOYER.'S GOVEllNINO BODY TO MANAGE SUCK fMPLOYEit.'S EXEMPT 
DEFINED BENEFrr PENSION PLAN FUND FOR INV~TMENT. 
PARTS 
DISABIUTY AND SURVIVOR BENEFITS 
31-31-801. [Formerly 31..Je-1882 (1.5), (3), (6), and 
(7)) Definitiom. As used in this ~ l>ART 8, unless the context otherwise 
requires: 
~ (1) "Assigned duties" means those specific tasks or jobs 
designated by the employer for a particular position within a job classification. 
The term does not include the duties of a member's rank or grade wkielt THAT 
the member is not actually required to perform in the position which Ile THE 
MEMBER. occupies. 
~ (2) "Dependent child" means an unmarried child under the age of 
nineteen or, if such child is enrolled as a full-time student at an accredited 
institution of higher education, under the age of twenty-three and includes, if 
the board so determines, any child of whatever age who is so mentally or 
physically incapacitated that ee THE CHILD cannot provide for himself THE 
CHILD'S OWN CARE. The term also includes a child who is conceived but 
tmbom at the date of the member's death or the date of disability, whichever 
applies. Any applicable increase in benefits will occur upon birth. 
~ (3) "Occupational disability" means a disability resulting in an 
incapacity to perform assigned duties and expected, with reasonable medical 
probability, to exist for at least one year. 
fA (4) "Total disability" means inability to engage in any substantial 
gainful activity by reason of a medically determinable physical or mental 
impairment •:;hielt 88ft THAT MAY be expected to result in death or whielt 
THAT has lasted or ea& MAY be expected to last for a period of not less than 
twelve months. 
31-31-802. Coverage. (1) ExCEPT AS PROVIDED IN SECTION 
31-31-803, ANY MEMBER HIRED BEFORE, ON, OR AFTER APRIL 7, 1978, IS 
ELIGIBLE FOR THE BENEFITS PR.OVIDED BY THIS PART 8, WITH THE EXCEPrlON 
OF THE FOLLOWING: 
(a) ANY MEMBER WHOSE EMPLOYER COVERS THEM UNDER TH~ 
FEDERAL "SoCIAL SECURITY ACT"; SHALL BE EXEMPT FROM THE PROVISIONS 
OF THIS PART 10 EXCEPT THE PROVISIONS OF SECTION 31-30-1005 (3). 
(b) [Formerly 31-30-1003 (2) (a) (II) and (Ill)) ~ iW 
MEMBERS WHOSE employer whielt had established a AN EXEMPT DEFINED 
BENEFIT pension plan e*oept meeey pureltase plw established en Of eere.. 
I>eoembef 1, 19+8, in accordance with seotien :n 30 323, 31 30 417, 
3l 30 §22, Bf il ~ Ul PART 8 OF ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE, on January 
1, 1980, shall he e*empt fflim the p,eYisiens of seotioes 31 39 100(; le 
31 30 1QQ8 hat !IBftl.l he ether-\¥ise suejeet to the p,e¥ieiens of this peft IQ 
wtless an employer with a deRBee henefit plan enaeted YBder tile p,e•;i1ieas 
ofseotien 3130323, 31 30 417, 31 30 i22, Of 31 30 621 irrevocably elects 
not later than October 1, 1983, to be subject to the provisions of seetieas 
31 :m 1007 &Rd 31 30 1008 THIS PART 8; AND 
I 
-..J -
~ (c) Aey- MEMBERS WHOSE employer 1uhieh has HAD established 
a money purchase plan on or before December I, 1978, in accordance with 
the provisions ofseeti0B 313032.3, 3130417, 3130 s:n, er 31306;;!.l PART 
8 OF ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE; shall be e*elBJ't ft:em the pre1risieBS ef 
seetiees 31 30 1008 ta 31 30 1008 but shall be otherwise subjeet ta the 
13ffl'risiees of this part 10; except that members of a police or fire department 
of any such employer may ELECT, with the approval of sixty-five percent of 
all active members employed by the department and with the consent of the 
members' employer, eleet- to be covered by the provisions of seeti0Bs 
31 30 1007 ae.El 31 30 1008 THIS PART 8, but any member hired on or after 
the date determined by the board to be the effective date of affiliation for 
coverage under seetiOBS 31 30 1007 ae.El 3 l 30 1008 THIS PART 8 shall be 
covered Wlder said seetiOBS PART and shall have no right of election. Upon 
election of such coverage, members shall complete a statewide standard health 
history form pursuant to seetiOB 31 30 1007 ~) (e) SECTION 31-3 1-810 (I) ( c) 
and, for purposes of seetieBB 31 30 1007 ae.El 31 30 1008 THIS PART 8, shall 
be considered as if first employed as of the date the election is effective. The 
board shall establish procedures for obtaining the required member and 
employer approval for coverage under seetiens 31 30 1007 ae.El 31 30 1008 
THIS PART 8. Once a member has elected the coverage of seetiees 31 30 1007 
ae.El 31 30 1008 THIS PART 8, hie THE MEMBER 's election shall be irrevocable. 
31-31-803. [Formerly 31-30-1007 (1), (2) (a), (2.5), (4), and 
(5)] Retirement for disability. (I) Any member hired before, on, or after 
April 7, 1978, who is not eligible for the nonnal retirement pension described 
in seetiOB 31 30 1008 SECTION 31-31-403 or a local defined benefit retirement 
pension selected pursuant to seetiee 31 30 1003 (3) (b) er 31 3Q 1003 .S (3) 
SECTION 31-31-704 (3) or provided pursuant to part 3, 4, S, er 6 ef this article 
30.5 OF THIS TITLE, whichever is applicable, and who becomes totally disabled 
shall be retired from active service for disability and shall be eligible to 
receive the disability benefit provided by this subsection (I). The annual 
disability benefit for total disability for such member shall be forty percent of 
the annual base salary paid to such member immediately preceding retirement 
for disability. which shall be increased by: 
(a) Ten percent of said THE annual base salary if such member had a 
spouse at the time of becoming totally disabled, for so long as such spouse 
survives and is married to such member or legally entitled to maintenance 
from such member; 
(b) Ten percent of S&ie THE annual base salary if such member has any 
dependent children. 
W (2) Any member who is not eligible for the normal retirement 
pension described in seeti0B 31301008 SECTION 31-31-403 or a local defined 
benefit retirement pension selected pursuant to seetiee 31 30 1003 (3) (b) er 
31301003.S (3) SECTION 31-31-704 (3) or provided pursuant to part 3, 4, S, 
er 6 of this article 30.5 OF THIS TITLE, whichever is applicable, and who 
becomes occupationally disabled shall be retired from active service for such 
time as said THE occupational disability continues and shall be eligible to 
receive the disability benefit provided by this subsection (2). The annual 
disability benefit for occupational disability for such member shall be thirty 
percent of the annual base salary paid to such member immediately preceding 
retirement for disability, which shall be increased by: 
~ (a) Ten percent of said THE annual base salary if such member had 
a spouse at the time of becoming occupationally disabled, for so long as such 
I 
~ 
~ .... .... 
spouse smvives and -is mamed to such membtt or is legally entitled to 
maintenance from such member; 
~ (b) Ten percent of aie THE annual base salary if such member has 
any dependent children. 
~ (3) (a) Notwithstanding any othtt provision of this section, no 
benefits sbaU be payable for any disability resulting in whole or in part from.: 
(I) Addiction to a controlled subs&ance, the use of which is prohibited 
in article 18 of title 18, C.R.S.; 
(Il) F.ngaging in any act for which the member has been convicted of 
a felony; OR 
(Ill) An inteqtionally self-inflicted injuiy. 
.(b) For the purposes of this Sllhseetiee (l,j~ SUBSECTION (3), the terms 
"addiction" and "controlled substance" shall have the same meanings as such 
terms have in part 3 of article 22 of title 12, C.R.S. 
(4) (a) The determination of disability, whether occupational or total, 
shall be made by the board, and the board shall consider a ,epaft REPORTS to 
be made by a panel of three physicians who shall be appointed by the board 
upon the recommendation of a medical advisor with whom the board shall 
contract to provide advisoiy services. The board shall not make a 
determination of disability unless two of the three physicians examining the 
applicant agree that a disability exists, but the board shall not be bound by the 
physicians' determination that a disability exists. 
(b) The board shall have the authority to investigate claims for 
disability retirement benefits at the time of initial application for benefits or 
subsequent to an award of benefits in order to determine eligibility or 
continuing eligibility for such benefits. The board shall appoint such 
investigators and other personnel as may be necessaiy to carry out this 
function. No investigation of a member who has been awarded a disability 
retirement shall be pursued if more than five years has elapsed since the date 
of the award. 
(c) If the board determines that an applicant for retiretnent fut 
disability is not disabled and the applicant is on sick leave, disability l'eave, 
or other type of leave of absence, is serving in a temporaiy position pending 
the determination of an application, or has been terminated from employment 
by the employer on the basis of an alleged disability, the employer shall 
reinstate the applicant to active service in the same position the applicant held 
prior to the colDIJlellCement of such leave, assignment to a temporaiy position, 
or tetmination. If the employer refuses to reinstate the applicant to his THE 
APPLICANT'S prior position, the employer shall thereafter pay benefits to the 
applicant as if the applicant had been determined occupationally disabled by 
the board. The employer shall continue to pay such benefits until the 
applicant is reinstated to his THE APPLICANT'S prior position or declines an 
offer of reinstatement. 
(5) (a) Any 111ember who is awarded a disability pension under this 
section shall be eligible to receive the applicable normal disability pension 
provided in this section or to make an election for a reduced pension in the 
manner provided in soelioe JI JQ )00(, (1) SECTION 31-31-403 (5). All 
provisions of seetioe Jl 30 I~ (4) (a), (1) (e), a&d (4) (d~ SECTION 
31-31-403 (5) (a), (5) (c), AND (5) (d) shall apply to 8&ia THE member; except 
that the benefits used to calculate the reduced benefits shall be the disability 
benefit provided to the member under this section rather than the retirement 
benefit provided in seeaoe J 1 lQ 1~ SECTION 31-31-403, A member shall 
~ -
be considered to have elected option l if he THE MEMBER is awarded a 
disability pension pursuant to this section, is survived by a spouse or 
dependent child, and dies before making the election provided in this 
paragraph (a). The joint disability benefits provided in this section shall be 
calculated as the actuarial equivalent of the applicable normal disability 
pension othetwise payable as provided in this section. 
(b) (I) IF, AFTER MAKING THE ELECTION OF A NORMAL DISABILITY 
PENSION, A SINGLE MFMBER SUBSEQUENTLY MARRIES, THE MEMBER SHALL BE 
ELIGIBLE TO CHANGE THE MFMBF.R'S ORIGINAL ELECTION TOT AKE A REDUCED 
PENSION IN THE SAME MANNER AS THE ORIGINAL ELECTION AUTHORIZED IN 
PARAGRAPH (a) OF THIS SUBSECTION (5). 
(II) THE NEWLY ELECTED PENSION SHALL BE RECALCULATED AS THE 
ACTUARIAL EQUIVALENT OF THE REMAINDER OF THE ORIGINAL PENSION FOR 
WHICH THE MFMBF.R WOULD OTHERWISE HAVE BEEN ELIGIBLE IF THE MEMBER 
HAD NOT CHANGED THE ORIGINAL ELECTION. 
(6) THE BENEFITS ESTABLISHED PURSUANT TO THIS SECTION ARE 
ELIGIBLE FOR ANNUAL COST OF LIVING ADJUSTMENTS AS PERMITfED IN 
SECTION 31-31-407. 
31-31-804. Reduction of disability benefits. (l) (a) [Formerly 
31-30-1007 (3)] ~ If a member has any earned income other than that 
provided by a disability benefit award under saeseetiee (1) er saeseetiee ('.2) 
ef this seetiee SECTION 31-31-803 and, if applicable, a workers' compensation 
award that provides a total income greater than an amount equal to one 
hundred percent of the base salary provided to an active member of the same 
rank at which the member retired, the disability benefit shall be reduced by 
twenty-five percent of the additional earned income. In calculating total 
income for purposes of this paragraph (a}, the amount includable with respect 
to money purchase plan benefits which a member is eligible to receive shall 
be the same amount as calculated pursuant to saeseetiees (7), (8), a.BS (9) 
SUBSECTION (2) of this section, as applicable. 
(b) NOTWITHSTANDING any provision of paragraph (a) of this 
suhseetiee (3) SUBSECTION (1), te the eeetfftfY eetwithst&.Bdieg, any disability 
benefit provided pursuant to saeseetiee (1) er sabseetiee ('.2) ef this seetiee 
SECTION 31-31-803 shall be reduced by the pro rata amount of any social 
security benefit received by the member attributable to the member's quarters 
of social security coverage derived from employment as a member. 
(c) Any member receiving a disability benefit pursuant to sabseetiee 
(1) er saeseetiee ('.2) ef this seetiee SECTION 31-31-803 shall file an annual 
report concerning any additional earned income. If such member knowingly 
fails to file such report or files a fraudulent report, the disability benefit shall 
be discontinued. 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-1007 (9) (combines 31-30-1007 (7), (8), and 
(9))] (9j The benefits payable under this seeti9B SECTION 31-31-803 to any 
member, who at the time of the award of such benefits is a member of a 
money purchase plan pursuant to seetiee JI Jg IOOJ.J THIS ARTICLE OR 
ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE, INCLUDING ANY DEPARTMENT CHIEF, WHO AT 
THE TIME OF THE AW ARD OF SUCH BENEFITS HAS BEEN EXEMPTED FROM THE 
STATEWIDE DEFINED BENEFIT PLAN AS PERMITfED BY SECTION 31-31-401 (4), 
shall be reduced by an amount whieh THAT is the actuarial equivalent of the 
benefits such member receives from any such money purchase plan, whether 
the benefits received from the money purchase plan are paid on a periodic 
basis or in a lump sum. No such reduction shall exceed the actuarial 
~ --
► 
equivalent of money purchase plan benefits if such benefits had been funded 
at the same rate of contributions specified in &eetiea 31 JQ 1013 (1) a (2) 
SECTION 31-31-402 (1) AND (2) as is required for benefits under ~ 
31 3Q 1~ SECTION 31-31-403. 
31-31-805. Change in disability status - reexamination. 
(1) [Fonnerly 31-30-1007 (1.5)) ~ At any time that a total disability 
ceases to exist, based upon periodic reexamination as may be required by the 
board or based upon other evidence of ability to engage in substantial gainful 
activity, a member retired for such disability shall be declared occupationally 
disabled, and the benefits provided by 911bseeliee (l) ef '8is seeuea SECTION 
3 1 -31 -803 ( 1) shall be reduced to the level provided in pllfftgraph (tij ef 
suhoeeliee (l) ef thio oeeliBR SECTION 31-31-803 (2). 
(2) [Formerly 31-30-1007 (2) (b)] (2) th) fl) (a) At any time that an 
occupational disability ceases to exist, based upon periodic reexamination as 
may be required by the board, a member retired for such disability may be 
restored to active service, and the benefits provided by taio oeeoeeliee (J) 
SECTION 31-31-803 shall be discontinued. Sais THE member shall be restored 
to active service by his THE MEMBER'S former employer if a vacancy exists 
in the same position he THE MEMBER held prior to retirement, or if there is a 
position of equal base pay available, or if the member agrees to accept another 
available position whieh THAT may not be the same or of equal base pay to 
his THE MEMBER'S former position. 
00 (b) In addition, if the position to which the member will be 
restored requires, as a matter of state law, that the member maintain any type 
of state certification, the employer need not restore the member to such 
position if the member does not have the necessary certification or the 
member's certification has otherwise lapsed, expired, or been revoked. The 
employer, however, must afford the member an opportunity to attain 
certification, recertification, or reactivation of an existing certification and 
must hold open any position whieh THAT the member has agreed to accept 
pursuant to this paRlgf8pft (b) SUBSECTION (2) for a period not to exceed one 
year. The board is directed to evaluate the impact of this requirement on 
employers of association members. The one-year period may extend beyond 
the fiv"-year limitation set forth in Mp&mgFaph (¥1) ef lhto pareg,aph (b) 
PARAGRAPH (0 OF TIDS SUBSECTION (2), as long as the opening occurs within 
the five-year period. Disability benefits will be continued during any period, 
not to exceed one year, that the member is attempting to attain certification, 
recertification, or reactivation. 
{Ill) (c) If, at the time of a board finding that a member's occupational 
disability has ceased to exist, there is no opening in the same position the 
member held prior to retirement or one of equal base pay and there is no 
opening in a position of lesser base pay whieh THAT the member agrees to 
accept, the board may order the member to proceed with any necessary 
training in order to attain, reinstate, or reactivate any certification required for 
the position from which the member retired. Disability benefits shall be 
continued during the training period up to a maximum of one year. 
(1¥) (d) If the member refuses to take the steps necessary to attain 
certification, recertification, or reactivation as required by subpa,ag,apho (II) 
8B8 (Ill) ef HHS p&HgrapR (b) PARAGRAPH (b) AND (c) OF THIS SUBSECTION 
(2), or if al the end of the one-year limitation on attaining certification. 
recertification, or reactivation the member has not attained the necessary 






discontinued, and the employer shall be relieved of further obligations 
pursuant to this JJ&Fagff¼Ph (b) SUBSECTION (2). 
M (e) If a member refuses to accept the same or a position of equal 
base pay, the benefits provided by this s11bseelioe (2) SECTION 3 l -31-803 (2) 
shall be discontinued, but a member shall not lose benefits if there is no such 
vacancy or if he THE MEMBF.R refuses to accept a position whieh THAT is not 
the same or of equal base pay to ms THE MEMBER'S former position, or if the 
employer refuses to restore him THE MEMBER to active service, except as 
provided pursuant to SYbpllf&grapll (II). of this fJIH'&gfa:Ph (b) PARAGRAPH (b) 
OF THIS SUBSECTION (2). 
f¥lj (f) If at least two members of the three-member physician panel 
examining the. member agree that an occupational disability ceases to exist, 
&ftQ if the board determines that such disability ceases to exist, and if no 
appropriate vacancy is available at that time, the member shall have the first 
right of refusal to fill such a vacancy if it occurs within five years from the 
date of original disablement. In the event an occupational disability is based 
on a medical determination of mental impairment or disease, all three 
members of the physician panel must agree, and the board must determine, 
that the occupational disability ceases to exist before the member is granted 
such first right of refusal. 
f¥IB (g) At least thirty days prior to making its determination, the 
board shall provide written notice to the employer and member of the 
agreement of the appropriate number of physicians and of the opportunity for 
a hearing, upon request of the employer or member, before the board. If a 
hearing is requested, the board shall provide the employer with copies of the 
medical reports prepared by the physician panel with respect to any 
examination or reexamination of the member. Neither the employer, the 
agents of the employer, including any physician retained to review such 
reports, nor the association shall release such reports to any other person 
except as otherwise allowed pursuant to section 24-72-204 (3) (a) (I), C.R.S. 
f¥mj (h) If the member refuses a vacancy in the same position he THE 
MEMBER held prior to retirement or in a position of equal base pay to his THE 
MEMBER'S former position, the benefits provided by this SYbseetioe (2) 
SECTION 31-31-803 (2) shall be discontinued. Except as otherwise provided 
pursuant to thi!. pllRl.gl'8:ph (b) SUBSECTION (2), if the employer refuses to 
allow a member who exercises such first right of refusal to fill the vacancy, 
the employer shall thereafter pay the cost of the benefits provided by this 
SYbseetioe (2) SECTION 31-31-803 (2). 
(3) [Fonnerly 31-30-1007 (2) (c)] (e) Within five years from the date 
of a board finding of occupational disability pursuant to sYbseelioe (1.5) of 
this seetioe Of pamgrapll (a) of this SYbseelioe (2) SUBSECTION ( l) OF THIS 
SECTION OR SECTION 31-31-803 (2), a member retired for such disability may 
be declared totally disabled based upon periodic reexamination as ordered by 
the board in its discretion. If the member is declared totally disabled, the 
benefits provided by pamgff¼Ph (a) of this SYbseetioe (2) SECTION 31-31-803 
(2) shall be increased to the level provided in sYbseetioe (1) of this seelioe 
SECTION 31-31-803 (l ). 
31-31-806. [Formerly 31-30-1007 (3.5)] Disqualification upon 
reemployment. ~ If, subsequent to disability benefits being awarded to a 
member pursuant to the provisions of this seelioe SECTION 31-31-803 but prior 
to a decision of the board that an occupational disability ceases to exist 





(2), a member is employed or ~loyM in 1his -~ or any ·other 
juristiiotion, J'lltst'lant to either -an~ or court 'Otder, in a Ml-time 
salaried positian ~ mAT ~Uy tnvotves ~ <&t: !ea.st 'Olte rh6'ns1nd 
six tnmdred h0tfr'S WI Illy ·!l\V'8it -~ )'l!J8.T ilffl1 the duties of which ·are 
<iirectty involved wi6 the provision of police 01' fire ~ as d~ned 
by the boml, the benefits~ :pll\''!I\Wn ·fO M '~ mctmN 31-~ l-lJ03 
shall be~-. Any~,~ fof rel,~ .fol- d!~\ity ~ t;y 
dm tnember after ~ch appoinffi\ent or rem.'slat&t~ shMt be treated in 'ilU 
respects M a new applie.lti-6ll .. 
31-31-807. [libffiierly 3141M (1)] Death of iiiember - sun-lm-
benetlts. (1) If a member who is ttot eligible fur the normal retittment 
pension described in seetiea :14 lO IOUli SECTION 31-31-403 dies while in 
actiw service and leaves a surviving spoust or dej)emlebt children, or both, 
one of the following survivor befiefits shall be pa.id, uttless the rnernbet Is 
eligible fur a nonnal retirement p-etisiod uttdet a tMl defm.Ml hmefit AN OLB 
HIRE pension plan established putsuaiil to iHlflt·~. 4, j, -~ ef lhis --~ 
ARTICLE 30.5 OF THIS TITLE ~ tHAT provides fut po~tretlfemeitt survivi:fr 
benefits to a spouse and d~t children iii the even.t the member dies in 
active service whilt ellgible fut nottilill retirement: 
(a) When there is a sutvlvifig spouse ll.fld tu:, d~t childt!ft, Uie 
lilOtlthly benefit shall be t'flenty~five pe'"1'.lt of the ni.<ffi:tllly liit$e salary paid 
to !Uch meittber immediately pteeeding death plus one-Jialf of one percent of 
such salary for each yeat of the tneffibet's active §efvice lit t!Xcess of 
twentrfive years, but such benefit shall not e,cceed thirty4ive percent t,f such 
salary. 
(b) When there is a surviving spouse and one "dependent child, the 
man'thly benefit sbatt be forty percent 'of the monthly base salary paid to snch 
member immediately preceding dea'th. 
( c) When 'there is a surviving spouse and two or more dependcm't 
ch:i:f<lren, the ~y renefit slwl l,e 'fifty percent of the monthly base salary 
pirid 'to ~uch mem.be'r im.med'rately ~eding death. 
td) WIien ttiere is no survivmg spouse and three or more depehdent 
children, the fuon:thly benefit sbhll be nfty percent of the monthly base shlary 
paid to such member iminediately preceding death. 
(e) When there is no survi~ spouse and two dependent childreit, tffe 
monthly benefit slWI be forty ~ent of the mont1ily base salafy paid to ~'ucli 
member itrimedlately preceding death. 
(f) When there is iio surviving spouse and one dependent child, the 
nmnthly benefit snail be twenty-five percent of tile monthly base sali\ry paid 
to such member immediately tJrecedihg death. 
31-31-808; [Formerly 31-38-1008 (4) (combines 31-30-1088 t3} and 
(4))] Reduction of survivor benefits. f41 The benefits payable under U 
~ SECTION 31-31-807 to the surviving spouse tild dependent chittlreii «Sf 
any ~rnem i!!Mef MEMBER, who at the time of hie THE MEMBER'S ~l:ii 
fllltl HeelP~l:f' fffle1 ~ ~..,~, ef t~ pat't 1g 13af'Sl:l&ftt 10 seelien 
31 3Q 1003 (1l ana was a member of b aUetbilti"-'li peeside: A MONEY 
PURCHASE plan ESTABLISHED UNDM tms ARTICLE OR ARTICLE 30.5 OF +tus 
TITLE, INCLUDING ANY DEPAR'i'MENT tHirl:, WHO AT THE TiME OF TllE dttt.F'S 
DEATH HAD BEEN EXEMPTED FROM Tim STAtEWIDE OEFINED l!ENEFrf l>tAN A~ 
PER.MrITED BY SECTION 3 t-31-401 (4), !ltiall be reduced by ab ariiouht ~ 






dependent children receive from BB:}' saeh alt8Ffl&th•e pensieB THE MONEY 
PURCHASE plan, whether the benefits received from the pessies MONEY 
PURCHASE plan are paid on a periodic basis or in a lump sum. No such 
reduction shall exceed the actuarial equivalent of pensieB MONEY PURCHASE 
plan benefits if such benefits had been fimded at the same rate of contributions 
specified in oeetieB 31 3Q 1013 (I) IIRQ ('.l) SECTION 31-31-402 (1) AND (2) as 
are required for benefits under eeetien 31 30 lOO{i SECTION 31-31-403. 
31-31-809. [Formerly 31-30-1009] Termination of benefits. Any 
benefit provided in accordance with this p&l't-lO PART 8 to a surviving spouse 
or dependent child shall terminate upon the death or remarriage of the 
surviving spouse and upon the death, marriage, or termination of dependency 
of any dependent child. 
31-31-810. Employer liability - statewide standard health history 
form. (l) [Formerly 31-30-1007 (6)] ~ (a) The employer of a member 
shall be liable for the total payment of benefits awarded under this eeetie& 
PART 8 if the board determines that: 
(I) The member's occupational or total disability existed at the 
commencement of hie employment by the employer, or the occupational or 
total disability is the proximate consequence or result of a medical condition 
that existed at the commencement of employment by the employer, and such 
employment commenced on or after September l, 1989; 
(II) The employment was not ordered by a court; and 
(III) The employer failed to obtain and file the health form required by 
paragraph (c) of this SYheeetien ~6) SUBSECTION (1). 
(b) The board shall enforce a claim for repayment against the employer 
by either increasing the contribution of the employer under seetien 31 3Q 1Ql3 
~ SECTION 31-31-402 (2) or by the commencement and prosecution of a civil 
action. The choice of remedies shall be in the sole discretion of the board. 
(c) (I) Every member whose employment commences on or after 
September l, 1989, shall complete a health history on the statewide standard 
health history form, described in subparagraph (III) of this paragraph (c). 
(II) Every employer of a member who commences employment on or 
after September 1, 1989, shall furnish the statewide standard health history 
form to the prospective member and shall require its completion by the 
prospective member before allowing him THE MEMBER to enter upon 
employment. The completed form shall be filed with the fire and police 
pension association by the employer within sixty days from commencement 
of employment. 
(III) Not later than July 1, 1989, the board shall adopt, pursuant to the 
authority granted it by seehen 31 30 1003 (1) (j) SECTION 31-31-202 (1) G), 
a statewide standard health history form. The board shall consult with its 
medical advisor in the preparation of the form. Copies of the form shall be 
delivered to all employers not later than August 1, 1989. The board may 
revise the form from time to time and shall deliver revised forms to all 
employers not later than thirty days prior to the effective date of use of such 
revised form. 
(IV) Any member who fraudulently conceals any material fact 
concerning hie health history when completing the form may be disqualified 
from receiving an award of disability benefits under this section if the board 
determines that the condition concealed by the member proximately caused the 






(V) Any member shall be :ineligible for disability benefits with respect 
to au occupatiooal or toutl disability whieh THAT is the proximate consequence 
or result of a medical condition disclosed by the member on 'Rffl THE statewide 
standard health history form. 
(2) (Fonneriy 31-38-lt81 (2.)1 (a) The employer of a deceased 
member shall be liable for the total payment of benefits awarded under this 
seetieRc PART 8 if the board determines that: 
(I) Th.e member was occupationally or totally disabled at the time of 
the commencement of Rie employment by the employer, or had a medical 
condition at the time of the commencement of employment by the employer, 
and such employment commenced on Of' after September 1, 1989; 
(II) Such preexisting disability or modical condition was the proximate 
cause of the death of the member; 
(Ill) The employment was not ordered by a court; and 
(IV) The employer failed to obtain and file the health form required 
by see,i8B 31 30 100+ ~fi➔ ~➔ PARAGRAPH (c) OF SUBSECTION (I) OF THIS 
SECTION. 
(b) 1he board shall enforce a claim for repayment ap.imt the employer 
either by increasing the contribution of the employer under seett9R 3 l aQ- 1'H3 
~ SECTION 31-31-402 (2) or by the commencement and prosecution of a civil 
action. The choice of remedies shall be in the sole discretion of the board. 
(c) (I) The surviving spouse and dependent children of a member, 
whose employer filed the statewide standard health history form pursuant to 
seeti.9R '.H 30 100+ ffi➔ (e➔ PARAGRAPH (c) OF SUBSECTION (1) OF THIS 
SECTION, may be disqualified from receiving an award of survivor benefits 
under this section if the deceased member fraudulently concealed any material 
fact concerning &is THE MEMBER'S health history when he eemplete.t 
COMPLETING the form, and the board determines that the condition concealed 
by the member proximately caused the death of the member. 
(II) The surviving spouse and dependent children of any member shall 
be ineligible for an award of survivor benefits in the event the member's death 
is the proximate consequence or result's of a medical condition disclosed by 
such member on hi!; THE statewide standard health history form. 
31-31-811. State funding of death and disability. (1) [Formerly 
31-30-1815] Every employer in this state, except those employers covering 
their employees under social security and those described in ~ 
31 30 lQQJ ~:(a) (II) er (2) ~ (Ill) SECTION 31-31-802 (2) (b) AND (c) who 
have not elected to be subject to the provisions of seetie88 31 30 100+ aetl 
31 30 1008 THl'i PART 8, shall be governed by the provisions of this section. 
For members who die or are disabled on or after January 1, 1980, the death 
and disability benefits provided to any member pursuant to this pafl--ffl PART 
8 shall be paid for by state moneys transferred to the fund created by Metielt 
31 30 lOll (1) ~ SECTION 31-31-301 (1) (a), subject to the limitations 
imposed by seetiee. 31 30 1014 ~ <h➔ THIS SECTION. Moneys in the account 
created by seetiBB 31 30 lOll (1) ~➔ SECllON 31-31-301 (2) shall not be used 
for any purpose other than the payment of the death and disability benefits 
established by this f:)llff--W PART 8. 
(2) [Formerly 31-38-1013 (3)] ~ It is deelMoe to he the iRtellt ef tke 
~- woomhly dial the nas ef emplayee BBd em,lereF eeetrimltieBO olmll 
ee aaeEfuale le fYBd eeeefit lieeilitiee &e8Rled under the st&ttwliae .teftBee 
eeBefit JHRB estaelisked ~• dtie p&lt 10, aee le this eed The board shall submit 






ACCRUED UNDER THIS PART 8 to the state auditor, the legislative audit · 
·committee, and the joint budget colIUllittee of the general assembly, together 
with any recommendations concerning such liabilities as accrued. No later 
than January l of each year, commencing January l, 1993, the board shall 
certify the amount of the state contribution to be made pursuant to seetie& 
Jl JO 1014 (2.) (e) SUBSECTION (3) OF THIS SECTION based on such actuarial 
valuation. AIB8flimtiee ef s1:1ee liability e•;er a forty year peried shall he 
deemed ade'll:lllle te maie-taiB. aetl:lllfial stability. If tee aetl:lal ffR&Reial 
e..,teeee ef tee eew hire heeefits aee01:1Rt iR the fire &Rd peliee members' 
heeefit RHlEl is fol:laEl te he IB8f8 er less faJ.•eMle lBllR the 8881:llll8d 8-JEf)erie&ee 
dlff'ieg tee twe year peried fF0m .JllRl:lllf"Y 1, 1980, aed eaee hie&Ril:lRI: 
thereafter, aej1:1Stmee.ts RlllY he made ey tee heard iB the eR1:pleyee aed 
e1BfJleyer eeetriel:ltiees as RlllY he deemed feasible &Rd advisable se leeg as 
eR1:pleyer eeetrihl:ltiees llf8 at least ~ te eR1:pleyee eeetri01:1tiees. 
(3) [Formerly 31-30-1014 (2) (c) (combin~ 31-30-1014 (2) (b) and 
(2) (c))J (2.)--(et On the first day of each month of each fiscal year 
commencing July 1, 1993, the state treasurer shall transfer one-twelfth of the 
amount certified by the board for that fiscal year for state funding of death 
and disability benefits pursuant to seetiee J 1 JO lOH (J) SUBSECTION (2) OF 
THIS SECTION, which amount shall in no case exceed seven million five 
hundred thousand dollars for such fiscal year, to the fund created by seetiee 
Jl JO 1012, SECTION 31-31-301 (I) (a) for allocation to the death and disability 
account in the fund; except that no such transfer shall be made after December 
31, 1996. er l:lJJBR tefRl:ieatiee ef the llRRl:llll. eeetrih1:1tiee preJJided hy 
81:lhseetiee (S) ef this seetiee, ·.r,•eieh.01,•er is earlier. During the 1997 regular 
session of the general assembly, er the reg1:1lar sessiee iftlHl8diately folle,.vieg 
the teFBlieatiae ef tee &RRl:lal eeetrih1:1ti0e praJJided hy s1:1hseetiee (S) ef this 
seetiae, weieeeJJer is earlier, the general assembly shall review the amount of 
the state contribution to insure proper actuarial funding of the death and 
disability account. Moneys in the fund created by seetiee J l JO 1012. SECTION 
31-31-301 (1) (a) shall not revert to the general fund but shall be continuously 
available for the purposes provided in this pllft 10 PART 8. EXCEPT AS 
PROVIDED IN THIS SUBSECTION (3), NO STATE MONEYS SHALL BE USED FOR THE 
PAYMENT OF DEATH AND DISABILITY BENEFITS, AND SUCH BENEFITS SHALL BE 
FUNDED ENTIRELY THROUGH LOCAL REVENUE SOURCES. 
PART9 
SUPPLEMENT AL PROGRAMS 
31-31-901. [Fonnerly 31-30-1005.5] Deferred compensation plan. 
( 1) le additiee te the pewefB aed dl:lties speeified iB seetiee J l JO IOOS, 
Upon the request of any employer, the board may administer and amend or 
provide for the administration and amendment of any deferred compensation 
plan whi:ee has heee adopted by such employer for members. 
(2) In order to assist employers in establishing a deferred compensation 
plan, the board may develop, maintain, and amend a master deferred 
compensation plan document weiee THAT is intended to comply with the 
provisions of section 457 of the "Internal Revenue Code of 1986", as 
amended. Any employer may adopt such master plan for its members with 
the assistance of the board; however, such employer shall be responsible for · 
ensuring that such master plan is in compliance with applicable law. 
(3) There is hereby created the fire and police members' deferred 





plans administered by the board pursuant to the provisions of this section. 
The board shall be the trustee of saie THE fund and shall keep a separate 
acCOWlt of the assets of each deferred compensation plan held within saie THE 
fund. The assets of each deferred compensation plan shall remain solely the 
property of the employer until made available to the members or other 
beneficiaries of such plan. The board shall have full and unrestricted 
discretiooaiy power and authority to invest and reinvest assets held within e&ie 
THE fund subject to the provisions of section 15-1-304, C.R.S., or to provide 
for the investment and reinvestment of such assets. 
(4) In its administration of deferred compensation plans pursuant to the 
provisions of this section, the board shall act in accordance with the provisions 
of this p&ff4Q ARTICLE. 
(5) Any provider of investment products whieh THAT contracts with the 
board shall be held to the standard of conduct set forth in subsection (3) of 
this section with respect to those functions over which the provider has 
substantial discretion. The board is authorized to take such steps, including 
but not limited to, making contract amendments, as are required to accomplish 
the provisions of this subsection (5). 
(6) The directors of the board shall not engage in any activities wBie& 
THAT might result in a conflict of interest with the function of the board as 
administrator of any deferred compensation plan or with the role of the board 
as trustee of the fund created in seetiOR J l lQ 10 l l SECTION 31-31-301. 
(7) The expenses incurred by the board in the administration of each 
deferred compensation plan shall be paid from the assets of such plan being 
held in the fire and police members' deferred compensation fund pursuant to 
the provisions of subsection (3) of this section. Such expenses shall not be 
paid for by the fire and police pension association. 
(8) For the purposes of this section, unless the context otherwise 
requires, "deferred compensation" means that income wBie& THAT a member 
may legally defer pursuant to current rulings of the internal revenue service 
and whieh THAT, while invested under a deferred compensation plan adopted 
pursuant to this section, is exempt from federal income taxes on both the 
employer's contribution and all interest, dividends, and capital gains until the 
ultimate distribution to the member. 
31-31-902. [Formerly 31-38-1005 (7)) Group health imurance 
plans. ~ (1) (a) The board may enter into contracts with carriers to 
provide group health insurance plans for the following individuals if they are 
receiving a benefit from another plan administered by the association: 
(I) A retired member; 
(II) A retired volunteer firefighter; 
(III) A surviving spouse; 
(IV) A dependent child; and 
(V) A recipient of a benefit from the fire and police members' deferred 
compensation fund created by seetiea J l JO 1003 .3 SECTION 31-31-901. 
~ (2) The administration and management of the group health 
insurance plans shall be the exclusive responsibility of the respective carrier. 
The cost of the plan, coverage, and eligibility requirements shall be as 
negotiated in the contract between the association and the carrier. 
(3) THE ASSOCIATION SHALL PAY NO PREMIUM SUBSIDY FOR GROUP 
HEALTH INSURANCE AUTHORIZED TO BE OFFBtED BY THIS SECTJON. PltEMIUMS 
00 -
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SHALL BE DEDUCTED FROM THE MONTHLY BENEFIT PAYMENTS OF 
PARTICIPATING RETIRED MEMBERS OR THEIR BENEFICIARIES. 
W (4) For purposes of this sahseerioe (7) SECTION, the term "carrier" 
means a private insurance company holding a valid outstanding certificate of 
authority from the division of insurance or a nonprofit hospital service plan 
or a nonprofit medical service plan incorporated as a nonprofit corporation 
pursuant to article 40 of title 7, C.R.S., or a health maintenance organization 
established pursuant to parts l and 4 of article 16 of title 10, C.R.S. 
31-31-903. [Formerly 31-30-1005 (8)) Group life insurance 
plan'i. (8) (aj (I) (1) (a) The board may enter into contracts with carriers to 
provide group life insurance coverage to active members of paid pension plans 
administered by the association and, if they are receiving a benefit from 
another plan administered by the association, to the following individuals: 
W (l) A retired member; 
~ (ll) A retired volunteer firefighter; 
~ (lll) A surviving spouse; 
~ (lV) A dependent child; and 
~ (V) An individual who is receiving a benefit from the fire and 
police members' deferred compensation fimd created by seeri:ee 31 JQ 100$.$ 
SECTION 31-31-901. 
00 (b) For purposes of this SYeseelioe (8) SECTION, "carrier" means 
a private insurance company holding a valid outstanding certificate of 
authority from the division of insurance. 
fa) (2) The administration and management of the group life insurance 
plan shall be the exclusive responsibility of the carrier. The terms and 
conditions of coverage shall be as negotiated in the contract between the 
association and the carrier. The board may change the terms of or discontinue 
the coverage if the board determines that such action is in the best interests 
of the members. Participating members shall be notified sixty days prior to 
the effective date of any such change or discontinuance. 
W (3) The association shall pay no premium subsidy for group life 
insurance authorized to be offered by this suhseelioe (8) SECTION. Premiums 
shall be deducted from the salaries of participating active members and 
submitted to the association with the employer's monthly contribution reports 
or shall be deducted from the monthly benefit payments of participating retired 
members OR THEIR BENEFICIARIES. Participating members who receive neither 
salaries nor benefits may arrange alternative methods of premium payment 
with the association. 
(e) (4) The named beneficiary shall be the beneficiary of life insurance 
obtained pursuant to the provisions of this suhseeltoe (8) SECTION, unless the 
member or a court order names a different beneficiary for life insurance 
purposes. Life insurance obtained pursuant to the provisions of this 
suhseelioe (8) SECTION may be assigned by the member. 
PART 10 
POUCE OFFICERS' AND FIREFIGHTERS' 
PENSION REFORM COMMISSION 
31-31-1001. [Formerly 31-30-901) Commission created - duties. 
(l) There is hereby created the polieemee's POLICE OFFICERS' and 
firefighters' pension reform commission to be comprised of five senators 
appointed by the president of the senate and ten representatives appointed by 
the speaker of the house of representatives. Members of the commission shall 
00 
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receive the same per -diem allow-ance authorized for other members of the 
gcneml assembly serving -0n mtemn ~ committees and actual -expenses for 
panicipatimt in meetings of lhe oomntission. S&aff services for the 
commission shall be furnisked by the st.ate audik,r's ~. the legislative 
oouncil, aad the offic.c of legislative tegal setvices. The state auditor, with fhe 
approval of the commission, may <:ODtract for services ·deemed ttecessary for 
the implementation of this part 9 M part 1 ef 4hfil Wliel$ PART 10. 
(2) The commission shall study and develop proposed legislation 
relating to funding of peliee1M11'11 11M ti1tmca'e POLICE omcERS' AND 
FIREFIGHTBtS' pensions in this state and benefit desig'I\S of such pension plans. 
The commission study shall include a review of, and the proposed legislation 
may include, among other subjects, the following: 
(a) Normal retirement age and compulsory retirement; 
(b) Payment of benefits prior to normal retirement age; 
(c) Service requirements for eligibility: 
(d) Rate of accrual of benefits; 
(e) Disability benefits; 
(f) Survivors' benefits; 
(g) Vesting of benefits; 
(h) Employee contributions; 
(I) Postretirement increases; 
(j) Creation of an administrative board; 
(k) Creation of a consolidated statewide system; 
(l) Distribution of state funds; 
(m) Coordination of benefits with other programs; 
(n) The volunteer firefighter pension system; 
Tm'E. 
(o) The provisions of J'fift IO fJf this article AND ARTICLE 30.5 OF TRIS 
(3) &etJetdl!lEI. 
(4) Repealed. 
~TION 2. 8-42-103 {l) (d) (111), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1986 
Rq,l. Vol., as amended, is aineinded to read: 
3-4Z-lt3. Disability ~ payable as wages - period ·or 
~sat,iffty. (1) If the injury or occupational disease causes disability, a 
disability indemnity shall be pa)'1lble as wages pursuant to the provisions of 
section 8-42-105 (2) (a) subject to the following limitations: 
(d) (III) The provisions of this paragraph (d) shall apply to a disability 
pension paid pursuant to paft :l, 4, J, e, OF _Jg of aFtiele JQ ARTICLE 30.5 OR 
31 of title 31, C.R.S.; except that said reduction shall not red\lce the 
combined weekly disability benefits below a sum equal to one hundred percent 
of the state average weekly wage as defined in section 8-47-106 and applicable 
to the year in which the weekly disability benefits are being paid. 
SECTION 3. 13-54.5-106 (2) (j) {XI), Colorado Revised Statutes, 
1987 Repl. Vol.. is amended to read: 
13-54.5-106. Notke to judgtnent debtor in other garnishmertt. 
(2) The notice of exemption and pending levy in such garnishment proceeding 
against the personal property of a judgment debtor who is a natural person 
shall contain the following: 
(j) A statement of the judgment debtor's right to claim any property 






(XI) Pelieemee's IIBQ firemee's POLICE OFFICERS' AND FIREFIGIITERS' 
pension fund payments under seetiees 31 3Q 313, 31 3Q 412, 31 3Q 518, 11:B:S 
31 3Q fillt SECTION 31-30.5-208, C.R.S.; 
SECTION 4. 30-20-512 (1) (n) (I), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1986 
Repl. Vol., as amended, is amended to read: 
30-20-512. General powers of district. (I) The district has the 
following limited powers: 
(n) In a district providing fire protection services: 
(I) To create and maintain a RFemee's FIREFIGIITERS' pension fund, 
under the provisions of parts 4 11B9 8 ef llffiele 3Q PARTS 2 AND 4 OF ARTICLE 
30.5 of title 31, C.R.S., subject to the provisions of pllft lQ ef saie Rrtiele 
ARTICLE 31 OF SAID TITLE, and a volunteer firefighter pension fund under part 
11 of article 30 of title 31, C.R.S.; and 
SECTION 5. 31-30-1102 (3), Colorado Revised Statutes, 1986 Repl. 
Vol., as amended, is amended to read: 
31-30-1102. Definitions. As used in this part 11, unless the context 
otherwise requires: 
(3) "Fire and police pension association" means the association created 
by see,iee 31 3Q 1004 SECTION 31-31-201. 
SECTION 6. 31 -30-1110, Colorado Revised Statutes, 1986 Repl. 
Vol., as amended, is amended to read: 
31-30-1110. Property tax. The governing body of a municipality with 
a population of less than one hundred thousand, the board of directors of each 
fire protection district, or the board of a county improvement district may levy 
and set apart a tax for each year of not more than one mill on the taxable 
property in the municipality or district. The governing body or board shall 
credit the proceeds of this tax, if any. to the municipality's or district's fund. 
The total tax levied under this section and see~iee 31 3Q 4QS (2~ SECTION 
31-30.5-403 (1), if any, for a fire department that has both paid and volunteer 
firefighters must not exceed one mill on the taxable property in the 
municipality or district. Any new tax or an increase in the mill levy under 
this section shall comply with the voter approval requirements under section 
20 of article X of the state constitution. 
SECTION 7. 31-30-1112 (2) (f), (2) (g) (II), and (2) (h), Colorado 
Revised Statutes, 1986 Repl. Vol., as amended, are amended to read: 
31-30-1112. State contributions - intent. (2) (f) In calculating the 
contribution by the state provided in this section, the cash equivalent of the 
death and disability benefit under seetiees 31 3Q 100+ IIB9 31 3Q 1008 PART 
8 OF ARTICLE 31 OF THIS TITLE for each municipality or district having 
members shall be subtracted. If the death and disability benefit is equal to or 
greater than the amount scheduled to be contributed to the municipality or 
district, the fire and police pension association shall not make a contribution, 
and the state payment of death and disability benefits shall be in lieu of any 
contribution previously made to the municipality or district. For the purposes 
of this paragraph (f), "member" has the meaning provided in 808tie& 
31 3Q 1002 SECTION 31-31-102 (4). 
(g) The moneys necessary to make the state's contribution under this 
section shall be derived from the proceeds of the tax imposed by section 
10-3-209, C.R.S., as follows: 
(II) To the extent the state's contribution under this section exceeds the 
contributions made by the state during the calendar year 1979, the state 
treasurer shall transfer the excess amounts from the proceeds of the tax 
o:I -· = 
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imposed by section I0-3-209, C.R.S., to the fire and police pension 
association on September 30 of each year for disbursement to the 
municipality's or district's funds. Moneys transferred under this subparagraph 
(Il) shall be separate from and in addition to moneys transferred under ~ 
Jl 30 1014 (j:_) SECTION 31-30.5-307 (2) and do not revert to the general fund 
but are available for the purposes provided in this section. 
(h) In addition to any other transfers required by this sectioq, on 
September 30 of each year, the state treasurer shall transfer from the proceeds 
of the tax imposed by section 10-3-'.ZO'J, C.R.S., to the fire and police pension 
association, such moneys as may be necessary to pay for the accidental death 
and disability insurance policy for volunteer firefighters provided in N8tie& 
Jl 39 1~ (4) SECTION 31-31-202 (4). 
SECTION 8. 32-1-702 (4) (b) (I), Colorado Revised Statutes, as 
amended, is amended to read: 
32-1-702. Requirements for dmolutioo petition. (4) The petition for 
dissolution shall also provide for one of the following: 
(b) (I) A plan for dissolution specifically providing that services are to 
be continued within the special district by one or more regional service 
authorities, municipalities, cOW1ties, intergovernmental authorities formed and 
operated under part 2 of article I of title 29, C.R.S., or other special districts, 
or any combination thereof, and incorporating an agreement with such 
regional service authority, municipality. county, intergovernmental authority, 
or other special district, or any combination thereof, under which 
responsibility for all services presently provided by the special district will be 
assumed by such entity. Such agreement shall provide for the operation and 
maintenance of the system or facilities of the special district by the regional 
., 
service authority, municipality, county, intergovernmental authority, or other 
special district, provisions for service, rates, and charges, and, if applicable, 
provisions concerning acquisition of the special district's system or facilities, 
consolidation or inclusion of territory, and procedures for contract 
modification, employee rights, and retirement benefits. Such agreement may 
include provisions for certification of levies by the special district continuing 
in existence under paragraph (c) of subsection (3) of this section, the 
contracting regional service authority, municipality, cowtty, intergovernmental 
authority, or other special district providing the services. Any agreement 
concerning fire protection districts entered into pursuant to this subsection (4) 
shall include provisions for the continuation of paid employees' rights pursuant 
to section 32-1-1002 (2) and the retirement benefits of paid ftremee 
FIREFIOHTF.RS as provided in~ 4, 8, 8IMI lQ ef IH't,iele Jg PARTS 2 AND 4 
OF ARTICLE 30.5 AND ARTICLE 31 of title 31, C.R.S., and the retirement 
benefits of volunteer firefighteJS under part l l of article 30 of title 31, C.R.S. 
SECTION 9. 32-1-1002 (1) (g), Colorado Revised Statutes, as 
amended, is amended to read: 
32-1-1002. Fll'e protection cmbicts - additional powers and duties. 
(1) In addition to the powers specified in section 32- l - l 001, the board of any 
fire protection district has the following powers for and on behalf of such 
district: 
(g) To create and maintain a paid firelB8B'e FIItEFIGIITERS' pension 
fund, under the provisions of ,-ts 4 BIid 8 of llffiele JQ PARTS 2 AND 4 of 
title 31, C.R. S., subject to the provisions of JHlft IQ af said llfliele ARTICLE 
31 OF SAID TITLE, and a volunteer firefighter pension fund under part l l of 




SECTION 10. Repeal of provisions being relocated in this act. 
Parts 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10 of article 30 of title 31, Colorado Revi!ied 
Statutes, 1986 Repl. Vol., as amended, are repealed. 
SECTION 11. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, 
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate 
preservation of the public peace, health, and safety. 
BILLB 
A BILL FOR AN ACT 
CONCERNING THE ESTABLISHMENT OF SEPARATE STATUTORY PROVISIONS 
GOVERNING THE AW ARD OF ON-DUTY AND OFF-DUTY DISABILITY 
RETIREMENT UNDER THE STATEWIDE DEATH AND DISABILITY PLAN FOR 
FIREFIGHTERS AND POLICE OFFICERS. 
Bill Smnmary 
"FPPA Disability Benefits" 
(Note: This summary applies to this bill as introduced and does not 
necessarily reflect any amendments which may be subsequently adopted.) 
In making a determination of disability, authorizes the board of directors 
~ of the fire and police pension association to: 
• Determine whether a member's disability is the result of an injury 
received while performing official duties or of an occupational disease 
arising out of and in the course of employment; 
• Consider relevant evidence, including medical evidence, in making such 
determination; 
• Request an opinion from the 3 board-appointed physicians as to whether 
an injury resulted from performing official duties or whether an 
occupational disease arose out of and in the course of employment; and 
• Appoint hearing officers. 
Requires the board to promulgate rules establishing standards for 
determining whether a disability is on-duty and designating methods of 
reviewing existing disability awards. Specifies the on-duty disability benefits for 
both total and occupational disabilities. Specifies the type of evidence the board 
must consider in reviewing existing disability awards. Makes conforming 
amendments. 
~ Be it enacted by the General Assembly of the State of Colorado: -
SECTION 1. Part IO of article 30 of title 31. Colorado Revised Statutes, 
1986 Repl. Vol., as amended, is amended BY THE ADDITION OF A NEW 
SECTION to read: 
31-30-1007.5. Disability benefits - on-duty. (1) lF THE BOARD 
DETERMINES THAT A MEMBER, WHO IS OTHERWISE ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR 
DISABILilY RETIREMENT BENEFITS UNDER SECTION 31-30-1007, IS REQUIRED TO 
TERMINATE THE MEMBER'S REGULAR EMPLOYMENT DUE TO A TOTAL DISABILITY, 
AS DEFINED IN SECTION 31-30-1002 (7), THAT IS THE RESULT OF AN INJURY 
RECEIVED WHILE PERFORMING OFFICIAL DUTIES OR AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE 
ARISING OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE OF THE MEMBER'S EMPLOYMENT, THE 
MEMBER IS ELIGIBLE FOR A DISABILITY BENEFIT IN AN AMOUNT PROVIDED FOR 
IN SECTION 31-30-1007 (1). 
(2) IF THE BOARD DEfERMINES THAT A MEMBER, WHO IS OTHERWISE 
ELIGIBLE TO APPLY FOR DISABILITY RETIREMENT BENEFITS UNDER SECTION 
3)-30-1007, IS REQUIRED TO TERMINATE THE MEMBER'S REGULAR EMPLOYMENT 
DUE TO AN OCCUPATIONAL DISABILITY, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 31-30-1002 (6), 
THAT IS THE RESULT OF AN INJURY RECEIVED WHILE PERFORMING OFFICIAL 
DlJTIES OR AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE ARISING OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE OF 
THE MEMBER'S EMPLOYMENT, THE MEMBER IS ELIGIBLE FOR A DISABILITY 
BENEFIT IN AN AMOUNT PROVIDED FOR IN SECTION 31-30-1007 (2) (a). 
(3) BY JANUARY 1, 1997, THE BOARD SHALL PROMULGATE RULES THAT 
SPECIFY STANDARDS FOR DEfERMINING WHEfHER A MEMBER'S DISABILITY IS THE 
RESULT OF AN INJURY RECEIVED WHILE PERFORMING OFFICIAL DUTIES OR AN 
OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE ARISING OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE OF EMPLOYMENT 




(4) (a) BY JANVABY l, 1997, THE BOAAD SHALL PROMULGATE RULES 
THAT SPECIFY THE METHOD OF REVIEWING EXISTING DiSABIUfY RETlllEMENT 
AWAJU)& TO DETERMINE WHETHER A MEMBER'S TOTAL DISABlUTY OR 
OCCUPATIONAL DISABD..ITY IS THE RESULT OF AN INJURY RECEIVED WHILE 
PER.FORMING OFFICIAL DUTIF.S OR AN OCCUPATIONAL DISEASE AR.ISING OUT OF 
AND IN THE COUltSE OF THE MEMBFJt'S E.MPWYMENT AND THAT ESTABLISH 
PIWCFJ){JJlES FORMAKING SUCH I>El"BMINATION, INCWDING THE APPOINTMENT 
Of HEARING OFFICERS TO CONDUCT HEARINGS. 
(b) THE DETERMINATIONS MADE BY THE BOARD PUBSUANT TO THIS 
SUBSECTION (4) SHALL BE MADE SOLELY ON THE BASIS OF THE MEDICAL 
EVIDENCE THAT WAS PREVIOUSLY SUBMITTED IN CONNECJ'ION WITH THE 
MEMBER'S APPLICATION FOR DISABIUl'Y RETIREMENT BENEFITS AND OTHER 
ll.ELEV ANT EVIDENCE THAT IS CONTEMPORANEOUS IN TIME WITH THE 
TERMINATION OF THE MEMBER'S EMPWYMENT. 
(c) ANY DECISION MADE BY THE BOARD TO CHANGE A MEMBER'S 
EXISTING DISABD..ITY .RETIREMENT AW ARD TO AN ON-DUTY DISABILITY 
RETIREMENT J3ENEFIT UNDER THIS SECTION SHALL OPEii.ATE ON A PIWSPECTIVE 
BASIS FROM THE DATE OF THE BOARD'S DECISJON. 
SECTION 2. The introductory portion to 31-30-1007 (1), 31-30-1007 
(1.5), the introductory portion to 31-30-1007 (2) (a), and 31-30-1007 (2) (b) (I), 
(3) (a), (3) (c), (3.5), (4) (a), (5) (a), (7), (8), and (9), Colorado Revised 
Statutes, 1986 Repl. Vol., as a.mended, are amended to read: 
31-30-1007. Ketirement for diiability. (1) Any member hired before, 
on, or after April 7, 1978, who is not eligible for the normal retirement pension 
described in section 31-30rl006 or a IocaJ defined benefit retirement pension 
selected pursuant to section 3 l-J0.1003 (3) (b) or 31-30-1003.5 (3) or provided 
·' 
pursuant to part 3, 4, 5, or 6 of this article, whichever is applicable, and who 
becomes totally disabled, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 31-30-1002 (7), shall be retired 
from active service for disability and, shall be eligible to receive the disability 
benefit provided by this subsection (l) OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5 (l). lhe 
annual disability benefit for total disability for such member shall be forty 
peir;ent of the annual base salary pa.id to such member immediately preceding 
retirement for dwtbility, which shall be increased by: 
(1.5) At any time that a total disability, INCLUDING AN ON-DUTY 
DISABIUTY PURSUANT ro SECTION 3 J -30-1007. 5 ( l), ceases to exist, based upon 
periodic reexamination as may be required by the board or based upon other 
evidence of ability to engage in substantial gainful activity, a member retired for 
such disability shall be declared occupationally disabled, and the benefits 
provided by subsection (1) of this section OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5 (1) shall be 
reduced to the level provided in paragiaph (a) of subsection (2) of this section. 
(2) (a) Any member who is not eligible for the normal retirement pension 
described in section 31-30-1006 or a local defined benefit retirement pension 
selected pursuant to section 31-30-1003 (3) (b) or 31-30-1003.5 (3) or provided 
pursuant to part 3, 4, 5, or 6 of this article, whichever is applicable, and who 
becomes occupationally disabled, AS DEFINED IN SECTION 31-30-1002 (6), shall 
be retired from active service for such time as saie THE occupational disability 
continues and shall be eligible to receive the disability benefit provided by this 
subsection (2) OR SECJ'ION 31-30-1007.5 (2). The annual disability benefit for 
occupational disability for such member shall be thirty percent of the annual 
base salary paid to such member immediately preceding retirement for disability, 




(b) (I) At any time that an occupational disability, INCLUDING AN 
ON-DlffY DISABILITY PURSUANT TO SECTION 31-30-1007.5 (2), ceases to exist, 
based upon periodic reexamination as may be required by the board, a member 
retired for such disability may be restored to active service, and the benefits 
provided by this subsection (2) OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5 (2) shall be 
discontinued. Saia THE member shall be restored to active service by his THE 
MEMBER'S former employer if a vacancy exists in the same position he THE 
MEMBER held prior to retirement, or if there is a position of equal base pay 
available, or if the member agrees to accept another available position wmeh 
THAT may not be the same or of equal base pay to his THE MEMBER'S former 
position. 
(3) (a) If a member has any earned income other than that provided by 
a disability benefit award under subsection (1) or subsection (2) of this section 
OR SECTION 31-30-1007. 5, and, if applicable, a workers' compensation award 
that provides a total income greater than an amount equal to one hundred percent 
of the base salary provided to an active member of the same rank at which the 
member retired, the disability benefit shall be reduced by twenty-five percent of 
the additional earned income. In calculating total income for purposes of this 
paragraph (a), the amount includable with respect to money purchase plan 
benefits whieh THAT a member is eligible to receive shall be the same amount 
as calculated pursuant to· subsections (7), (8), and (9) of this section, as 
applicable. 
(c) Any member receiving a disability benefit pursuant to subsection (1) 
or subsection (2) of this section OR SECTION 31-30-1007. 5, shall file an annual 
report concerning any additional earned income. If such member knowingly 
fails to file such report or files a fraudulent report. the disability benefit shall be 
discontinued. 
(3.5) If, subsequent to disability benefits being awarded to a member 
pursuant to the provisions of this section OR SECTION 31-30-1007. 5, but prior to 
a decision of the board that an occupational disability ceases to exist pursuant 
to paragraph (b) of subsection (2) of this section, a member is employed or 
reemployed in this state or any other jurisdiction, pursuant to either an 
agreement or court order, in a full-time salaried position whieh THAT normally 
involves working at least one thousand six hundred hours in any given calendar 
year and the duties of which are directly involved with the provision of police 
or fire protection as determined by the board, the benefits provided pursuant to 
this section shall be discontinued. Any application for retirement for disability 
made by the member after such appointment or reinstatement shall be treated in 
all respects as a new application. 
(4) (a) (I) The determination of disability, whether occupational or total 
OR WHEfHER ON-DUfY, shall be made by the board, and the board shall consider 
a report to be made by a panel of three physicians who shall be appointed by the 
board upon the recommendation of a medical advisor with whom the board shall 
contract to provide advisory services. The board shall not make a 
determination of disability unless two of the three physicians examining the 
applicant agree that a disability exists, but the board shall not be bound by the 
physicians' determination that a disability exists. 
(II) THE BOARD MAY CONSIDER ANY RELEVANT EVIDENCE, INCLUDING 
MEDICAL EVIDENCE, IN MAKING ITS DETERMINATION REGARDING THE ORIGIN OF 
AN APPLICANT'S DISABILITY AND MAY REQUEST THAT THE THREE PHYSICIANS 
APPOINTED BY THE BOARD TO EXAMINE THE APPLICANT ALSO PROVIDE AN 
~ -
OPINION AS TO WHETHER THE APPLICANT'S INJURY WAS RECENED WHILE 
PERFORMING OFFICIAL DUTIES OR WHETHEll THE APPLICANT'S OCCUPATIONAL 
DISEASE AROSE OUT OF AND IN THE COURSE OF THE APPLICANT'S EMPLOYMENT. 
IN ALL CASES UNDER THIS SECTION OR. SECTION 31-30-1007.5, THE BOARD IS 
AUTHORIZED TO APPOINT HEARING OFFICERS WHO ARE EXPERIENCED IN 
DISABILITY MATTERS TO CONDUCT HEAIUN(iS ON ANY ISSUE RELATING TO THE 
APPLICANT'S DISABJUIY. THE HEARING OfflCERS SHALL MAX£ FINDINGS AND 
SUBMIT RECOMMENDATIONS TO THE BOAJtD FOil FINAL ACTION. 
(5) (a) Any member who is awarded a disability pension under this 
section OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5 shall be eligible to receive the applicable 
normal disability pension provided in this section or to make an election for a 
reduced pension in the manner provided in section 31-30-1006 (4). All 
provisions of section 31-30-1006 (4) (a), (4) (c), and (4) (d) shall apply to saie 
THE member; except that the benefits used to calculate the reduced benefi_ts shall 
be the disability benefit provided to the member under this section rather than 
the retirement benefit provided in section 31-30-1006. A member shall be 
considered to have elected option l if he THE MEMBER is awarded a disability 
pension pursuant to this section OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5, is survived by a 
spouse or dependent child, and dies before making the election provided in this 
paragraph (a). The joint disability benefits provided in this section shall be 
calculated as the actuarial equivalent of the applicable normal disability pension 
othetwise payable as provided in this section. 
(7) The benefits payable under this section OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5 to 
any member, who at the time of the award of such benefits is employed by any 
employer who has withdrawn from the association or has an exempt alternative 
plan referred to in section 31-30-1003 (2) (a) (III) and is maintaining a locally 
financed and administered alternative money purchase pension plan or is 
participating in the statewide Dl.OlleY purchase plan, shall be reduced by an 
amount whielt THAT is the actuarial equivalent of the benefits such member 
receives from the money purchase plan. whether the benefits received from the 
money purchase plan are paid on a periodic basis or in a lump sum. No such 
reduction shall exceed the actuarial equivalent of money purchase plan benefits 
if such benefits had been funded at lhe same rate of contributions specified in 
section 31-30-1013 (1) and (2) as are required for benefits under section 
31-30-1006. 
(8) The benefits payable under this section OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5 to 
any department chief, who at the time of the award of such benefits has 
exempted himself OR HERSELF from the provisions of this part IO pursuant to 
section 31-30-1003 (7) and is a member of an alternative pension plan, shall be 
reduced by an amount wBielt THAT is the actuarial equivalent of the benefits 
such department chief receives from any such alternative pension plan, whether 
the benefits received from the pension plan are paid on a periodic basis or in a 
lump sum. No such reduction shall exceed the actuarial equivalent of pe11~ion 
plan benefits if such benefits had been funded at the same rate of contributions 
specified in section 31-30-1013 (I) and (2) as are required for benefits under 
section 31-30-1006. 
(9) The benefits payable under this section OR SECTION 31-30-1007.5 to 
any member, who at the time of the award of such benefits is a member of a 
mooey purchase plan pursuant to section 3 1 -30-1003. 3, shall be reduced by an 
amount wBielt THAT is the actuarial equivalent of the benefits such member 
receives from any such money purchase plan, whether the benefits received from 
the money purchase plan are paid on a periodic basis or in a lump sum. No 
such reduction shall exceed the actuarial equivalent of money purchase plan 
benefits if such benefits had been funded at the same rate of contributions 
specified in section 31-30-1013 (1) and (2) as is required for benefits under 
section 31-30- 1006. 
SECTION 3. Effective date. This act shall take effect January 1, 1997. 
SECTION 4. Safety clause. The general assembly hereby finds, 
determines, and declares that this act is necessary for the immediate preservation 
of the public peace, health, and safety. 
